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Preface
common misconception about accounts payable is that it is not
very complicated or sophisticated.“What’s the big deal?” the skeptics ask.“The accounts payable department just pays bills.” Anyone
who knows anything at all about accounts payable knows that it is a big
deal. When the accounts payable function is not handled correctly,
duplicate payments abound, check fraud thrives, costs skyrocket, discounts are lost, vendor relations falter, and certain state regulatory agencies
may arrive more frequently to perform an audit (unclaimed property
and/or sales and use tax). And that is just the tip of the iceberg.
Unfortunately, some accounts payable associates have done a poor
job in educating their bosses about the complexities of the accounts
payable functions and responsibilities, and the business and financial
press has virtually ignored their contributions, as well. The purpose of
this book is not only to change those perceptions, but also to provide a
solid foundation for those just starting out in accounts payable. Because
we’ve included some brand new areas, including Extensible Markup
Language (XML), the Internet, imaging, and more, more seasoned
accounts payable professionals will benefit from the book as well.
The book begins with a quick review of the accounting and bookkeeping functions as they relate to accounts payable. It also shows how
accounts payable information fits into the big picture and provides
some of the foundation information for the company’s financial reports.
Because virtually all accounts payable departments pay bills, the
chapter on invoice handling is quite thorough in explaining how
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corporate America handles its invoices and writes its checks. These
once-routine chores have now become quite complicated, and if they
are not handled correctly, problems will abound. Best practices in both
areas are discussed.
Despite accounts payable associates’ best efforts, inevitably some
invoices need to be processed outside the normal time frame. Exception
handling and the Rush check issues are examined in detail. Although it
is not possible to completely eliminate Rush checks (Wouldn’t that be
wonderful!) there are ways to limit the numbers of these annoying
items and also limit the problems they create.
Third-party audit firms continue to thrive, collecting duplicate and
other types of erroneous payments made by companies everywhere. If
duplicate payments were prevented before they occurred, companies
would not support this thriving business. The chapter on preventing
duplicate payments recommends the best ways to do this. In fact, it contains tips from several well-regarded professionals who make a rather
attractive living chasing the duplicate payments made by companies of
all sizes.
One of the biggest causes of duplicate payments are payments made
when the original invoice cannot be found. Although refusing to pay is
not a reasonable approach—after all, mail does get lost—there are ways
to pay from a copy without greatly increasing the odds of making a
duplicate payment. Chapter 6 looks at the best ways to pay a lost or
missing invoice without creating additional problems, that is, making a
duplicate payment.
The purchasing–accounts payable relationships in many companies
leaves much to be desired.These two departments often do not get along.
This is unfortunate because they both benefit from smoother relations.
Chapter 7 suggests ways that the accounts payable associate can make this
tenuous relationship work even under the most trying of circumstances.
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Few companies give their master vendor file the attention or care
it deserves. We take a look at the statistics regarding how corporate
America treats its master vendor files, the problems that can arise from
inadequate care and controls, and ways that companies can best maintain their master vendor file.
Early-payment discounts are near and dear to the hearts of many
corporate controllers. It falls on the accounts payable department to
ensure that all the discounts are taken. In fact, one accounts payable professional says the only way to get the controller at his company angry is
to lose one of these discounts. Chapter 9 explains how these discounts
work, why they are so important, and who takes them and under what
circumstances. It also examines the deduction issue and the effects of
taking unauthorized discounts. This chapter suggests how to work best
with suppliers when taking discounts and lists deductions that might be
unfamiliar.
Handling travel and entertainment (T & E) expense reports typically
falls under the accounts payable umbrella. For many, it is a thankless
function that is time consuming and adds little value. Chapter 10 evaluates current processes and recommends ways to make the traditional
function operate just a little smoother.
T & E is one of the areas in accounts payable that is experiencing
much change. As hotels look for ways to increase income, they have
developed some unique ways to increase revenue without appearing to be
raising their prices. They are identified so accounts payable associates will
be aware of them when they encounter them. Similarly, phone charges
have gotten out of hand, and there are ways to fight these excess fees.
Finally, the chapter on T & E in the twenty-first century takes a look
at the phenomenon of cell phones and how these instruments are changing the corporate landscape. It also reviews current cell-phone policies
and discusses how companies are paying for this new device.
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Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) had been around since the late
1970s. Although current projections for future growth are no longer off
the charts (thanks to the Internet and XML), most experts believe that
this stodgy electronic methodology will be with us for years to come.
Thus, most accounts payable associates will need to have some basic
understanding of EDI and its impact and use in accounts payable.
Chapter 12 addresses these and other related EDI topics.
The Internet has invaded accounts payable departments everywhere,
radically changing the way many perform their day-to-day functions.
Chapter 13 takes a look at how companies are using the Internet in
accounts payable. It also contains many Web site addresses that illustrate
many of the points.
XML is revolutionizing the way companies report and share data.
Chapter 14 provides accounts payable associates with the basic XML
information they need to understand the process and its impact on
accounts payable. This is an area that will grow rapidly in the next few
years, and it is important that accounts payable associates get in on the
ground floor.
P-cards, also referred to as corporate procurement cards, have made
a major impact on accounts payable, drastically reducing the number of
invoices for companies that make effective use of these cards. Chapter
15 reviews some of the basic data related to p-cards and shares some
advice for getting the most out of them. It also evaluates the types of
data currently available for general ledger updates.
Fraud, especially check fraud, is a growing problem in corporate
America. Companies that do not understand the dynamics and learn how
to protect themselves will find themselves victims of the unscrupulous.
Chapter 16 reviews some of the more common types of accounts payable
fraud and offers suggestions for companies that wish to protect themselves against hucksters looking to take their money.
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A number of new technologies, including imaging, interactive voice
response units, encryption, and digital signatures are being used very
effectively in accounts payable departments. Chapter 17 discusses these
technologies and presents a number of case studies that demonstrate
how real-life companies have integrated these approaches into their
accounts payable departments.
Sales and use tax, escheat, evaluated receipt settlement, benchmarking, audit firms, value-added tax (VAT) recapture, and 1099s are just a
few of the other issues handled in a growing number of accounts
payable departments across the country. These and other high-level
accounts payable concepts are explained in Chapter 18.
Eventually, after working in accounts payable for a number of years,
most accounts payable professionals will be given the opportunity to
manage a group, first perhaps as a supervisor and then eventually as the
manager of the department. Chapter 19 provides an overview of the
skills and requirements for that challenging position.
Accounts payable is changing rapidly. The skills and education
needed to survive in the past simply won’t cut the mustard. Chapter 20
takes a look at the brave new accounts payable world in the twenty-first
century and tells our readers what to expect and what they need to do
to prepare to be an accounts payable survivor in the next decade.
Good luck—it will be a challenging, yet exciting time.
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CHAPTER 1

Some Accounting and
Bookkeeping Basics
After reading this chapter you will be able to

• Understand accounting and bookkeeping as they affect

accounts payable and where accounts payable fits into the
big financial picture

• Recommend good internal controls for accounts payable
policies and procedures

• Avoid common accounting mistakes
• Use common accounting and bookkeeping terminology
when discussing accounts payable related issues

n order to fully understand why matters are handled the way they are
in accounts payable, it is a good idea to know a little about accounting and bookkeeping. Much of what is done in the department has
strong accounting implications. By understanding basic accounting and
bookkeeping as they relate to accounts payable, associates will instinctively understand the reasoning behind certain actions. They will also be
able to avoid common mistakes that arise from a lack of understanding of
the difference between debits and credits. Remember, accounts payable
is a lot more than just paying bills.
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What Is Bookkeeping?
Bookkeeping is the first step—the recording of all activities and transactions. It is the first step in the accounting cycle. In fact, some of the
processes that are commonly referred to as accounting are actually
bookkeeping. For example, balancing a checking account statement is
actually a bookkeeping function, although it usually falls under the
accounting umbrella. Many consider gathering backup information,
such as is done in the three-way match, a bookkeeping function rather
than an accounting function.

What Is Accounts Payable?
The accounts payable figure on the financial statements of any company
represents the company’s unpaid bills. It is the money owed by the company to its suppliers and other creditors. Accountants break the money
owed by the company into two groups: current liabilities and long-term
liabilities. They consider accounts payable a current liability. Current liabilities are those obligations that must be paid in less than one year. Other
current liabilities might include taxes and salaries. These are separated from
items such as long-term debt repayments that have longer due dates.

I s It Bookkeeping or Is It Accounting?
Don’t waste a lot of time trying to determine whether something is an
accounting function or a bookkeeping function—it doesn’t really matter
what you call it. To use an old Shakespearean quote, “A rose by any
other name smells just as sweet. . . .” As long as the function is performed correctly, its classification really doesn’t matter.

L iabilities
A company’s liabilities are its obligations. They include items such as
bank loans, money owed to vendors (also known as accounts payable),
2
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employees’ salary, and any other expenses that might arise from the
business operations. Typically, liabilities are broken into two categories:
short term and long term. Short-term liabilities are typically those that
must be paid in the next 12 months while long-term liabilities are those
that are due after 12 months.
Thus, accounts payable is almost always a short-term liability. Interest
on bank loans is typically considered short term while the principal
repayment is classified as long term—until the year they become due.

A ssets
The opposite of a company’s liabilities are its assets. One hopes to work for
a company whose assets exceed its liabilities. For accounting purposes,
the company’s assets are everything it owns. These, too, are broken down
into two groups: current and fixed. Current assets are items that can be
converted to cash rather easily. They include accounts receivable, inventory, and prepaid rent.
Fixed assets are items that are generally not held for resale purposes.
This includes items like machinery, real estate, and furniture. Although
it is true that most of these items could be turned into cash, this could
not be done easily, so they are not considered current or liquid assets.
When analysts look at assets and liabilities, they not only study the
relationship between the two, but also look closely at the comparison
between current assets and current liabilities. If current liabilities exceed
current assets, there can be serious financial consequences.

E xpenses
Expenses can be classified several ways:
Pre-paid expenses are monies paid in advance for a product or
service. They are actually considered an asset until the expense
is incurred. The most common pre-paid expense is insurance,
which can sometimes be paid as infrequently as annually.

•
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• Current expenses are expenses that have been incurred (and
thus are considered a liability) and will be paid within the
current period.

• Accrued expenses are expenses that a company has incurred but
has not been billed for yet. Many companies accrue accounts
payable expenses at the end of each month and virtually all
accrue them at the end of the fiscal year for financial statement purposes. It is not uncommon to hear accounts payable
associates talking about doing accruals at month end.

Using accruals allows the company’s executives and bankers and—
in the case of public companies, its investors—to have a realistic picture
of the company’s financial position and obligations. These numbers can
be especially meaningful in the case of those companies that employ
payment timing or stretching practices.

A ccruals
Accounts payable associates will sometimes indicate that they are doing
accruals. As just indicated, this is usually done at the end of some sort of
a reporting period. Typically, what the associate is doing is calculating
the expenses that have been incurred but for which no invoice has been
received. This is not done in every accounts payable department but is
performed in many.

C har t of Accounts
When accounts payable associates record information, they must have a
category with which to associate the information. To do this, most companies assign a reference number or an account number. The list of all
these account numbers is called the chart of accounts. It is sometimes
referred to as the index of the general ledger. Each company develops
its own chart of accounts. The number of accounts is limited only by
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the imagination of the company’s accountant and the company’s detail
requirements. There can be as few as 50 accounts for a small company,
or many more. A few nimble accounts payable associates end up knowing the account codes of their most common transactions by heart and
rarely refer to the chart of accounts.

General Ledger
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The entire chart of accounts for a particular company and all its related information is called the general ledger. It is referred to in accounting literature as the GL, sometimes written G/L. It is the information
pertaining to the actual accounts, and great care is given to who has
access to it and who can update information in it. In fact, there is often
great debate about outside information being fed directly into the G/L.
Some auditors recommend against this unless strong controls monitor
the outside input. Others prefer these updates be done to some sort of
a suspense account, with the company doing the update after the outside information has been reviewed.

Debit and Credit Memos
This area sometimes leads to confusion in accounts payable—the results
of which can be pretty strange. A debit memo is a convenient way of letting a creditor know that the company wants to debit the vendor’s
accounts payable account for a return, a price reduction, or some other
matter. In an ideal situation, the creditor will confirm this reduction by
issuing a credit memo. As you might have guessed by now, reality is not
always so smooth. Sometimes, the supplier will realize it was overpaid
and issue a credit memo—which it doesn’t give to the customer. The
credit balance sits on the account. Eventually, the vendor may simply
write off the amount, never giving it to the customer.

5
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REAL WORLD

How General Ledger
Information Is Used
In addition to special company management reports that are produced from the G/L, most companies produce three very important
types of reports that are used by lenders, outside investors, and
others considering lending money to a corporation.
Balance sheet—The balance sheet, also referred to as the
statement of condition or the statement of financial position,
shows the status of the company’s assets, liabilities, and
owner’s equity at a given point in time. Balance sheets are
sometimes unofficially called a snapshot view of a company’s
financial health. Like a snapshot, the view can change seconds after it is taken.
Income statement—The income statement, also referred to
as the profit and loss statement (P & L), summarizes the revenues, costs, and expenses during a given period.
Statement of cash flow—This report summarizes the organization’s cash inflows and outflows for a given period.
Taken together, the balance sheet and income statement make up
a company’s financial statement. Thus, when a firm is asked to provide its financial statement, it must supply its balance sheet and
income statement. Traditionally, the financial statements had been
the main tools used to analyze a company’s financial performance.
However, given some of the gimmicks and one time or extraordinary
gains (or losses) that companies sometimes post on financial statements, a number of analysts now also focus on the statement of
cash flow.
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In the worse-case scenario, the vendor does send the credit memo
to the customer and the accounts payable associate, not understanding
debit and credit memos, pays the credit memo. Now the company
has double paid the vendor an amount it never owed in the first place.
This, unfortunately, is not an uncommon occurrence, and is one of the
reasons accounts payable associates need to understand rudimentary
accounting.
Sometimes you will see debits abbreviated as dr. and credits as cr.
The abbreviations come from the Latin terms from which the terms are
derived, debere and credere.

A djusting Entries
When the books are closed, usually at the end of the month, often times
adjusting entries will be made. These are generally for items that cannot be recorded in the daily transactions. Many companies close their
books several days before the end of an accounting period so they can
get all the necessary work completed by the end of the period (usually
a month). Additionally, at year-end the books may be kept open to the
last possible moment in an attempt to get in every last item.

GAAP
Companies are under great pressure to produce the best possible numbers
in their financial statements. If there were no guiding principles, some
might be tempted to fudge the numbers. To make sure their statements
meet regulators standards, companies must complete their accounting
using generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) standards. This
also makes it possible to compare financial reports from one company
with those from another. Expect to hear about financial statements prepared using GAAP or according to GAAP guidelines.
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The goal of GAAP is to prevent companies from using a variety of
creative accounting techniques to make the numbers look better than
the company actually does.

Year-End Window Dressing
Companies that rely heavily on their year-end financial statements will
sometimes take great pains to make sure the numbers make the company look as good as possible. There is absolutely nothing wrong with
this as long as the year-end manipulations are done according to GAAP.
For example, a company that normally stretches its payments may
decide to pay within terms to avoid showing a large accounts payable
balance. Some might view an unusually large accounts payable figure
with a skeptical eye, thinking it indicates a problem. Conversely, other
companies might decide to stretch payments longer at the end of a fiscal period to show a large cash balance in that period.

A udit Trails
Accountants are famous for talking about audit trails—and with good
reason. They make a lot of sense.Whenever possible, make it very clear
why and how certain actions were taken. For example, if an invoice is
to be short paid, indicate the reason in the file. To make the issue even
clearer, some companies pay the entire original invoice and then issue
a debit memo to cover the difference. The exact methodology is less
important than making the reasoning clear to anyone who comes
along. Putting a note in your files might work for the accounts payable
department, but if that information is not available to others who might
need it, your audit trail might not be very clear.

Suspense Accounts
Sometimes it is not clear to what account an item should be booked.
Rather than delay the processing of the item, it is booked to a suspense
8
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account to be researched further at a later date. The theory behind suspense accounts is that they allow the work to proceed and are to be
cleaned out shortly when the proper accounting is determined. However,
researching items in a suspense account is not at the top of anyone’s list,
so items often stay in suspense much longer than the company’s accountants and controllers would like. Left up to their own devices, many professionals would not use suspense accounts. However, they are a necessary
evil if one wants to run an efficient accounts payable department.

Summary
From this very brief review, accounts payable associates can see how
very important it is that the company’s accounts payable functions are
performed and recorded accurately. If not, the company’s financial statements will not be accurate and investors and potential lenders could be
misled.
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CHAPTER 2

Invoice Handling:
The Three-Way Match
and More
After reading this chapter you will be able to

• Understand all the documents needed to make a payment
• Know the proper procedures for handling invoices
• Identify the problem areas related to invoices
• Handle problem invoices
• Use statements correctly
t the very lowest level, accounts payable’s chief responsibility is to
pay a company’s bills. On the face of it, this might seem simple,
but it is not, really. Those who say, “What’s the big deal—you get
a bill and then you pay it,” show no understanding of the corporate
accounts payable world.Yes, accounts payable pays the bills—but no, the
staff does not just get a bill and pay it. It only does so when proper controls are in place and when the payment is approved.

A

Payment Process
Three documents normally govern a corporate payment: the invoice,
the purchase order, and the receiving documents. We look at each of
these in detail in this section.
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Invoices
Simply put, an invoice is a bill. Invoices can be simple or complex. For
example, a bill for a magazine subscription usually has one item on it
and is pretty straightforward. Now, think about a charge card bill. If
your charge card bills are like mine, they have many charges on them.
Each item purchased is listed separately so you can identify the goods
you bought. In the business world, a bill is known as an invoice, and
each of the lines representing an individual purchase is referred to as a
line item.
In addition to information about what was purchased, the invoice
will ideally contain this information:
Where to send the payment

•
• When the payment is due
• What the payment terms are; that is, whether a discount is
available if a payment is made early

• Any special instructions
Unfortunately, all invoices are not the same. Not all invoices spell
out the required information clearly, and certainly not all companies use
the same format.Worse still, many invoices are confusing, and a few are
even misleading. Thus, one of the many roles of the accounts payable
department is to check the invoice to see that it is accurate.
One of the common methods for judging performance of accounts
payable associates is to measure the number of invoices processed in a
given period of time. Since one invoice may have one line item while
another can easily have hundreds, this method of comparison leaves
much to be desired. Even those companies who have taken the measurement concept to a more reasonable level and measure line items
processed instead of invoices can run into trouble.Why? Some invoices,
regardless of the number of line items, are easier to process than others.

12
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Some companies are good at preparing clear, accurate invoices, while
others are not. After you have worked at a particular company for a
while, you will come to know which vendors provide easy-to-process
invoices and which vendors should be avoided like the plague.

Purchase Orders
The purchasing department sends a purchase order (PO) to the supplier
when ordering goods for the company. Ideally, it will show not only all
the details relating to the purchase (i.e., quantity, price, and so on), but
also any special terms that the buyer may have negotiated. All too often,
the purchasing department negotiates a great deal and then forgets to
notify the accounts payable department. Then, when the vendor “forgets” to use the negotiated price and sends a bill with the original price,
accounts payable has no way of knowing and ends up paying the original price—so much for the great negotiation.
In an ideal world, the purchasing department would send along a
copy of all completed purchase orders to accounts payable. In reality,
accounts payable does not always receive copies of purchase orders.
Also, in many organizations the PO is not completely filled out, so even
if accounts payable receives the PO, it does not have all the information
it needs to verify purchases.

Receiving Documents
Before paying an invoice, most companies want to make sure the goods
were received. Additionally, they want to know whether everything that
was ordered was actually sent. In some industries, suppliers are permitted
to ship within tolerances of, say, 5 percent. In other words, the supplier
can ship anywhere from 5 percent below the amount ordered to 5 percent above it. Thus, before paying the invoice, it would be imperative
that the accounts payable associate knows the quantity received.

13
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The fact that the receiving documents are used in verifying information before a payment is made should put additional pressure on the
staff that works on the receiving dock. However, some receiving departments don’t check the goods received against the receiving documents.

Traditional Method of Handling:
The Three-Way Match
In an ideal world, where all documents were checked and completed and
sent to accounts payable, paying invoices would be rather simple. The
accounts payable associate would take the three governing documents—
the invoice, the purchase order, and the receiving document—and
compare the three. They would all agree and the invoice would be
processed for payment. In reality, the first-time match rate (sometimes
referred to as a first-time hit rate) at many companies hovers in the 50
percent area.
That’s right—only half the invoices that come in for payment
match the purchase order and the receiving documents. Many companies have first-time hit rates that are much higher. But if you ask
accounts payable professionals in the trenches, they will tell you that the
biggest problem is with the invoices.
In order for the vendor to be paid on a timely basis, all the documentation must be received in the accounts payable department in
some sort of a reasonable time frame. This can be difficult if the invoices
are sent willy-nilly all around the company. For this reason, some companies have a policy of directing all invoices to accounts payable. This
works well if accounts payable either has a purchase order for the
invoice or knows who placed the order. If not, it is a real problem.
Where to send the invoice also revolves around the approval issue.
Not all companies use the three-way match for handling payments.
Other approaches are discussed in Chapter 18.
14
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A pprovals of Invoices
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In theory, if all the documentation is filled out correctly and if it all
matches, the accounts payable department should be able to pay the
invoice without input from any other party. However, few companies
are at this point. Even at those companies where the documentation is
good, management often demands that the original purchaser get
involved and approve the invoice for payment. Why? That’s a good
question.
Getting approvals on invoices before payment can lead to a multitude of problems. The following is just a few of the things that can go
wrong:
The invoice is not addressed to anyone in particular and floats
around the company, eventually landing on the desk of the
right person. In the meantime, the vendor looking for payment makes several calls to the accounts payable department,
forcing an accounts payable associate on a wild goose chase
looking for the missing invoice.

• The invoice is missing for so long that the vendor eventually

sends a second one addressed to the accounts payable manager, who immediately forwards it to the appropriate party for
approval and then speedy payment. Eventually, the initial
invoice shows up, is approved, and is sometimes paid. Thus,
eventually the vendor gets paid twice—not a bad deal for the
vendor, but not such a good option for the customer.

• The invoice is sent to the accounts payable department, which
forwards it to the approver. This usually entails making a copy
of the invoice, keeping a log of who was sent what, and when
it was sent. If the approver is not a details-oriented person, the
approval of invoices is likely to be a low-priority task and the
invoice can sit waiting for approval for weeks. At least in this
scenario, the accounts payable associate can identify where the
invoice is when the irate vendor calls.
15
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• Invoices are directed to the original approver, who then for-

wards them to accounts payable with the necessary approvals
ready for payment.

All of these approaches are common in corporate America today.
Leading-edge companies insist on complete documentation, and some
allow payment, without further approval, if the three documents match.
Companies that use imaging and workflow are starting to bring
that technology into their accounts payable departments. In these companies, all invoices are sent to the accounts payable department, where
they are imaged—scanned and turned into a computer-readable attachment. The invoices are then forwarded using workflow technology and
e-mail to the appropriate person for approval. With the approval in
place, the invoice is then returned to accounts payable for payment,
assuming, of course, no discrepancies.

Who Can Approve?
At most companies, only certain people can approve invoices for payment. Most companies limit this ability by rank, job responsibility, type
of purchase, and sometimes even the dollar amount. In the best of circumstances, the board of directors should have given these approvers
authority and accounts payable should have copies of these board
authorizations. You notice we said, in the best of circumstances. Not all
companies are this organized.
However, even if there are no board authorizations, accounts
payable should have a list of who can approve what purchases. A highlevel executive at the company should sign off on this list. Otherwise, it
is exceedingly easy to have fraud, and accounts payable could end up
taking on a responsibility it should not. Copies of the list should be
given only to those who need it, and in all cases should be filed away
carefully. The list should not be hung on the wall for easy reference or
16
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left lying on a desk where anyone walking by could see it and easily
make a copy. When the list is updated, as it periodically will be, old
copies of the list should be destroyed.
If you want to be super careful, new copies of the list should only
be exchanged for the old ones, and all the old ones can be destroyed
together.

Signatures
Just because an invoice arrives in accounts payable with a senior executive’s signature on it does not mean that the senior executive actually
approved the invoice. To protect the accounts payable staff, the department should have signature cards in accounts payable containing the
actual signature of anyone authorized to approve invoices. And, it
should be the executive’s real signature—the one he or she uses everyday and not the Sunday-school signature. More than one executive has
taken the time to sign a signature card carefully, when in actuality
everything else has an illegible scrawl on it. In these cases, the signature
card should have the illegible scrawl, as well or the accounts payable
associate might suspect fraud when the signature cards are checked.
We are not suggesting that these cards be checked for every invoice
that shows up. However, spot checking once in a while is not a bad
idea. And, obviously, if a suspicious-looking signature arrives on an
invoice, the signature cards should be checked immediately. One
accounts payable associate reports receiving an invoice with an illegible
scrawl that could not be identified. After checking the signature cards
and finding no match, she bounced the invoice to the secretary who
had sent in the invoice. It seems that the treasurer, someone who rarely
approved invoices, had approved this particular invoice. He was one of
the culprits who had supplied his Sunday-school signature rather than
his real one. Luckily, he was good-natured and re-signed a signature card
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using his real signature. However, more than one accounts payable professional has uncovered internal fraud by simply checking signature cards.

O ther Invoice Issues
Unidentified Invoices
Often an invoice will show up in the accounts payable department with
no identification as to who ordered the product. Sometimes by looking
at what is included on the invoice, a savvy accounts payable associate
will be able to figure out who the likely purchaser is and will then forward the invoice to that person for approval. However, that is frequently
not the case, especially in the case of generic goods.
Some companies simply return those invoices to the vendor, instructing the vendor to forward the invoice to whomever they shipped the
goods. Their managers think that it is not the responsibility of their
accounts payable department to play detective. This may be a good
approach for another reason, and that is fraud. More than a few companies out there prey upon overworked accounts payable departments.
They send along invoices for goods not ordered, knowing full well that
these small dollar invoices will be paid without authorization. For more
information about this type of fraud, refer to Chapter 16.

Invoices Without Invoice Numbers
Most, but definitely not all, companies put an invoice number on all
their invoices. This is a unique number and identifies that particular
invoice. It is a critical number, as it is used as a reference by all parties
involved. The vendor uses the invoice number to make the cash application when payment is received and the customer (that’s you) uses the
invoice number to track the invoice, relate it to a particular purchase
order, and—most importantly—to make sure that the particular invoice
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in question has not already been paid.When the customer goes through
its computer files, it will search to see if the particular invoice number
has been paid. Additionally, most accounting programs require an
invoice number in order to generate a payment.
So, invoices without invoice numbers present a real problem for
accounts payable associates. To get around the issue, most companies
simply assign an invoice number. This must be done with great care, or
else the system will regularly dump out a large number of payments
when any duplicate payment check programs are run.
Using the date to assign an invoice number is likely to cause problems, as you will probably end up with duplicate invoice numbers.
Some use a combination of the vendor number and the date. Again, this
can cause trouble if you receive more than one invoice from the same
vendor on the same day.
Another ploy is to use a combination of the account number. Be
careful with this if the account number bears any relation to the tax
identification number or a person’s social security number. There have
been instances where unscrupulous employees (yes, there are a few of
those) have taken the social security numbers and used them in an
unscrupulous manner.
The best technique is probably to make up a dummy number that
includes some unique identifier to the vendor—for example, a combination of digits from the vendor’s phone number and a running total.

Summary Invoices
Often a company will receive many small dollar invoices from the same
vendor. In the case of an overnight shipping service and a Fortune 500
company, the number of invoices involved could be astronomical. In
these cases, some companies request that individual invoices be suppressed and the vendor send one invoice summarizing the purchases for
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a given time period, usually a week or a month—hence, the term summary invoices. These are especially appropriate for shipping companies,
office supplies, and temporary help agencies.

Remittance Advices
When most companies print their checks, they print identifying information on the accompanying remittance advice. The most important
piece of information usually is the invoice number (hence the problem
when an invoice has no invoice number). Now, this remittance advice
is usually of no importance to consumers, but to companies it is vitally important. It gives the vendor the information it needs to apply the
cash to the correct account.
However, certain companies send along a stub with their bills. They
require that this stub be returned with the payment. This is so the vendor can apply the cash payment correctly. The most common of these
relate to utility bills, such as the phone or electricity bills. When you
make your own utility payments, you typically include the stub with
the payment so the utility company can apply the payment to your
account. The utility company wants the same stub with your company’s payment. Unfortunately, this presents a problem for accounts
payable.
Many companies print and mail their checks without ever returning them to accounts payable. Some even have a machine that prints,
signs, and seals the check. Thus, special arrangements must be made for
checks that require special material to be included with the payment.

When Invoices Are Short-Paid
When an invoice is paid for the exact amount, there is rarely a problem.
The issue is that, unfortunately, it seems that invoices are rarely paid for
the exact amount. Deductions are frequently made, for various reasons:
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• Discounts for early payment
• Short shipments
• Damaged goods
• Advertising allowances
• Prior credits
• Insurance or freight incorrectly charged
• Pricing adjustments
• Overshipments
• Advertising allowances
When the credit manager at the vendor’s office receives the payment, he or she does not know what the deduction was for. Inevitably,
the invoice remains open because it has only been partially paid—at least
in the manager’s eyes. The credit professional then calls the accounts
payable manager, and an attempt is made to reconcile the difference.
Unfortunately, by the time the call has been made, the accounts payable
manager has long forgotten the reason for the adjustment and must pull
the file to find out exactly what happened.
A better approach is to include the reasons for the deductions with
the payment. The vendor might not agree with all the deductions, but
at least it will know the reasons for the reduction. Several companies
include a checklist form that allows the accounts payable associate to
check off the reasons for the deductions. This approach at least documents the cause and gives the credit professional the information needed
to research the problem on the other end. Often, this simple form eliminates the problem completely.
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Blanket Purchase Orders
When companies make the same purchase over and over again, say for
office suppliers or rent payments, the need to complete a purchase order
does not seem as relevant—to some. Some companies have taken to
writing one purchase order to cover multiple purchases or payments.
This is referred to as a blanket PO, and it generates a lot of controversy.
People either love them or hate them. Often, corporate philosophy and
culture will dictate whether they are used.

Payment Issues
Late Fees
Some vendors have taken to charging their tardy customers a late fee
for payments that arrive after the due date. Most accounts payable proTIPS & TECHNIQUES

Blanket Purchase Orders
If blanket purchase orders are used, care should be taken to make
sure that they are not misused. At a minimum:

• A dollar limit should be included. This can be an overall limit
or a periodic limit, say $1,000 per month.

• In the case of repetitive periodic payments, say for rent

or equipment leasing, the blanket order should have an expiration date. More than one company has used a blanket purchase order to cover a lease and then continued to make the
lease payments after the lease has expired and the equipment has been returned.

• Blanket POs should be reviewed at least annually to make
sure they are still relevant.
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fessionals feel that this is above and beyond what is necessary. “Dispute
all late fees” is a common practice. Before paying such fees, determine
if the issue of late fees is addressed in the contract your company has
with the vendor. Most contracts are silent on this issue.
Most accounts payable professionals refuse to pay these fees, especially if the payment is only a few days late. The truth is that most vendors who charge late fees do not expect to collect them. They add the
fees to their invoices in order to send a message to the customer that they
intend to be paid on time. Many of these vendors charge the late fees, see
what they can collect, and then as a matter of course, write them off.
However, some vendors deduct the late fees from rebates, if rebates
are payable for volume purchases. Typically, these rebates are payable
annually, and the late-fee issue is not raised until it is deducted from the
rebate. Then the discussion is not pleasant.
Others accounts payable departments refer the late fee matter to the
purchasing manager who can negotiate it when a new purchase is being
contemplated.

Statements
“Never pay from a statement” is usually good advice. However, that
does not mean that accounts payable should not get statements from all
vendors at least once a year. These statements should not be used for
payment purposes but to track how the account is doing and to ensure
that the accounts payable department has received all the invoices sent.
When asking for statements, make sure that you insist that the statement show all activity. More than one crafty credit professional has produced statements that show outstanding invoices only. The main reason
for getting statements, in addition to monitoring invoice activity, is to
check for outstanding credits. When these are identified, the accounts
payable professional should ask for a check for these amounts.
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If the vendor is reluctant to write a check, and many are, then the
credit should be applied to the next invoice paid. Receiving the payment is best, not only from a cash flow standpoint, but also because it
is less likely to confuse matters later. If the credit is applied to an open
invoice and a payment is made for the remainder of the invoice, confusion could ensue. This is most likely to happen if the person handling
the cash application on the other side is not proficient and records the
payment as a partial payment.
If the credit is to be applied to an outstanding invoice, make sure
your documentation is clear. Include in your file any back-up documentation so when you are questioned about the matter 12 to 24 months
later, you will be able to figure out what you did.

A Note about Open Credits
A few accounts payable clerks with a weak understanding of accounting
will actually pay a credit. Not understanding that the open credit is
money owed to the company not money owed by the company, numerous
accounts payable clerks have paid open credits.

Invoice Due Dates
Accounts payable professionals and their company’s vendors have conflicting agendas. Accounts payable professionals want to hold on to their
company’s money for as long as possible while the vendor wants to get
paid as quickly as possible. Sometimes credit professionals will make
what they call a courtesy call to the accounts payable manager a week
or so before the invoice due date. This is most likely to happen with
large-dollar invoices. The purpose of these calls is to make sure that
everything is in order and that the invoice will be paid on time—a
reasonable approach.
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The beauty of these calls, at least from the vendor’s perspective,
is that any problems can be resolved before the due date and the payment can be made without interruption. Additionally, if the invoice has
not been received, for any reason, a copy can be supplied and the payment
can still made within the agreed upon time frame. Although some
accounts payable professionals welcome these calls, others find them a
nuisance and a few refuse to take them at all. Those refusing to take

TIPS & TECHNIQUES

Invoice Handling

TE

Check the math on any invoice that does not appear to be
computer generated.
Date-stamp invoices the day they arrive in the accounts
payable department.
If an invoice must be sent out for approval, keep the original
in the accounts payable department and send the copy out for
approval.
When sending invoices out for approval, keep a log of who the
invoice was sent to and when it was sent.
Highlight key information on invoices, especially those that are
not clear.
When a photocopy of an invoice, or a copy marked second or
duplicate invoice, appears in the accounts payable department for processing, follow the procedures in Chapter 6.
When paying many small-dollar invoices to the same vendor,
ask for a summary invoice.
Consider p-cards for all small-dollar payments (see Chapter
15).
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them typically work for large companies where there is a policy of not
addressing any vendor issues until an invoice is 30 or more days past due.
A few enterprising vendors have taken these “courtesy calls” to a
new level. They will call up and ask the accounts payable associate for
a payment for an invoice they claim was due the prior week. Don’t necessarily believe everything you hear on the phone. Before you drop
your work and rush their payment through, make sure they are telling
the truth and the payment is actually past due. Once you get a phone
call from such a vendor, add their name to the list of pushy vendors
who will stretch the truth to lure an early payment from an unsuspecting accounts payable department.

Error Rates
Not all payment errors are due to mistakes made by the paying company. Many invoices are not calculated correctly to start with.Whether
the error is an intentional attempt on the part of the vendor to collect
funds it is not owed or is an honest mistake is irrelevant to the paying
company. Its accounts payable staff must deal with these errors. Ideally,
the mistakes are found before the payment is made. Exhibit 2.1 presents
the latest statistics from the IOMA Managing Accounts Payable Benchmarking Survey showing the percent of invoices that arrive with errors.
As you can see, it is a hefty 5.2 percent.
What is clear from these statistics is that companies looking to
improve their overall efficiency will be able to do that by focusing on
invoice processing. As you will see as you read the upcoming chapters,
invoices and the way they are handled in corporate America will
change—and in many cases, change radically. In order to make the best
decisions regarding potential changes, it is imperative that accounts
payable associates have a good understanding of the basics of invoices.
After all, you have to crawl before you can walk, and as you will
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EXHIBIT 2.1

Invoices that Arrive with Errors
By Company Size
Up to 99
100–249
250–499
500–999
1000–4999
5000 & up
Grand Total

4.7%
4.6%
6.0%
6.3%
4.4%
5.1%
5.2%

By Industry
Manufacturing
Financial Services
Transportation/Communications/Utilities
Government
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Health Care
Education
Services (Business, Legal, Eng.)
Other

5.8%
4.4%
3.9%
5.2%
7.1%
5.5%
5.1%
4.3%
3.5%
7.0%

see toward the end of the book, the changes in invoice handling could
be radical.

S ummary
Not all invoices are created equally. Proper handling involves following
company policy and procedures as well as understanding what you are
dealing with and what problems you may encounter with the invoices
from various vendors.
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CHAPTER 3

Checks: The Traditional
Payment Mechanism
After reading this chapter you will be able to

• Establish the proper procedures for printing and
handling checks

• Set up strong internal controls for check handling and signing
• Make appropriate recommendations regarding check signing
• Set up appropriate procedures for ordering and storing
checks

S

ome readers may be thinking,“A whole chapter on checks—what
can she possibly have to say that will take up a whole chapter?” I
could have written twice as much.

Check Printing
Once an invoice has been approved for payment, and the accounts
payable department has verified all the documentation and mathematics,
it is time to actually print the check. In order for this to happen, the item
has to be scheduled for payment and the check has to be run. Large
companies typically run checks every day, but smaller and even large midsize companies are more likely to run checks at most several times a week.
In corporate America, checks are rarely handwritten anymore. Manually
produced checks are written only in cases of extreme emergency.
29
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When the checks are printed, they may or may not be facsimile
signed, depending on the corporate policy and the dollar amount of the
check. After the checks are printed, they should be mailed to the
intended recipients, not returned to the person requesting the check.

Returning Checks to Requestor versus
Mailing Checks
When checks can be returned to the person who requested them, it
makes it easier for an employee to defraud the company. Thus, most
internal audit departments, along with outside auditors, will insist that
checks are mailed to the recipient and never returned to the person
requesting and/or authorizing the payment. In addition to the fraud
concerns, additional problems can crop up if checks are returned to the
requestor:
The accounts payable department wastes time creating a log
and getting signatures of the person picking up the check.

•

• The person who retrieves the check may lose it.
• There may be a delay between the time the check was

retrieved and the time it is delivered to the recipient. In this
lag, the vendor may call looking for its money and a duplicate
payment may be made.

• The accounts payable associate responsible for returning

checks to the requestors will be continually interrupted as
checks are picked up.

• The accounts payable department must sort out the checks
that have to be returned to the requestors from those that
must be mailed, adding another step to an already laborintensive process.

• Many requestors send their secretaries to pick up the checks.
The secretary then leaves the check on the boss’s desk. If the
boss doesn’t see it, the check might get buried under paper30
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work. Sometimes months later, when the check is uncovered,
it is then mailed or delivered long after a duplicate payment
had been issued.

• The person to whom the check is delivered either loses it or

fails to deliver it to the proper credit department in a timely
manner. Again, a duplicate check is issued and eventually, long
after the fact, the first check surfaces and is deposited.

Types of Checks
Most people are familiar with checkbooks. In their simplest form, these
checks are bound in a small book and handwritten. This is what most
individuals use to pay their own bills. Companies take a more sophisticated approach, using multipart checks that can be printed in one of
two ways—either in a continuous format or individually usually using
a laser printer.

Continuous Checks
Continuous-format checks typically are preprinted with the appropriate
bank account information, along with the company name, logo, and
mailing address. There are usually two, three, or more copies of each
check printed. This type of check stock has to be kept in a secure location, and access must be severely limited. Additionally, a log should be
kept of the checks used each time there is a check run. A calculation
should be made using the number of checks printed, the last check
number used and the ending check number. This is to ensure that no
checks slip through the cracks and that no checks are unaccounted for.
Accounts payable must also account for voided and damaged checks.
The controls for this type of check are numerous—and tedious, given
the technology now available. Companies are moving away from this
type of check in favor of using laser produced checks.
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Laser Checks
Laser checks are printed on laser printers identical to the ones used by
most personal computer owners. Many of the brand-name laser printers
most readers are familiar with can also be used to produce checks. In
the best circumstances, checks are printed on blank paper that has certain security features imbedded in it. See “Security Features in Checks,”
in this chapter for additional information about security features. The
beauty of using blank paper is that no special controls have to be used
to store it or monitor the stock—other than to make sure that the company always has an adequate supply on hand.
The software used by the company will print the entire check,
including the Magnetically Incoded Character Recognition (MICR) link,
the company logo, the check number, the dollar amount, and all other
related information. The remittance information is printed on the check
stub at the same time. The printer must have a special MICR cartridge
to handle the MICR line, and it can also be outfitted to put a facsimile
signature on the check at the same time the printing is done.
If a facsimile signature is used, proper care must be taken with the
signature plate. Most companies keep the signature plate in their safe,
bringing it out only when checks are run. Typically, the person who
has the combination to the safe has nothing to do with requesting or
approving checks.
Many companies reserve a special printer for printing checks only.
This can lead to sloppy practices if the facsimile signature plate is left in
the printer and the printer is not kept in a secure location. One
accounting professional we know observed a client with lax controls.
To make his point, he printed a million-dollar check made out to himself and left it for the CFO of the company. The CFO got the message
quickly, and the company immediately implemented better controls
surrounding its check printer.
32
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The beauty of laser printers is that they allow an accounts payable
associate to print a check whenever desired. However, most companies
shy away from continual printing, as it is disruptive to the accounts
payable department. Still, it does allow the company to produce a
professional-looking check at a moment’s notice, should it be required.

Frequency of Check Runs
Even companies that print checks every day usually do so at a set time—
especially if the facsimile signature plate is locked away in a safe. This
allows the accounts payable department to operate most efficiently.
However, many companies do not have check runs every day and may
schedule them as infrequently as once every two weeks. The 2001
IOMA Benchmarking Survey of more than 900 professionals shows that
less than 30 percent of all companies print checks every day.

IN

THE

REAL WORLD

How Often Companies Run
Checks by Company Size
Number of
Employees

Daily

Weekly

Twice
a Week

Three Times
Two Times
a Week Biweekly a Month

Monthly

Up to 99

10.3%

51.3% 17.9%

5.1%

2.6% 10.3%

2.6%

100–249

7.1%

55.4% 14.3%

8.0%

8.0%

6.3%

0.0%

250–499

15.5%

53.4% 21.4%

5.8%

2.9%

0.0%

0.0%

500–999

22.1%

47.8% 22.1%

5.1%

0.0%

2.2%

0.0%

1000–4999

39.6%

32.4% 17.4%

7.2%

1.4%

1.9%

0.0%

5000 & up

60.9%

12.0% 14.3% 12.0%

0.8%

0.0%

0.0%

Total

29.8%

38.4% 18.8%

2.3%

2.7%

0.3%
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The frequency of check runs at your company will depend on
many things, including the company’s needs, the corporate culture, and
the company’s approach to payment stretching.

Check Signatures
It is important to differentiate between those authorized to sign a check
and those authorized to approve a payment. Typically, people who can
sign checks do not approve payments. Check signers are generally
members of the treasury and/or accounting departments as well as very
senior-level company executives. Each bank will require a signature card
for each signer for each account,as well as a board resolution authorizing the person to sign on behalf of the company. In some instances,
companies will delegate the authority to senior-level executives allowing them to designate other employees as authorized signers. In those
instances, that documentation is supplied to the bank in place of the
board resolution.
Some companies limit the dollar amount for which certain employees
can sign. For example, a company might allow an employee at the manager level to sign checks up to $10,000 but require that a higherranking executive sign checks for larger amounts. Additionally, checks
above a certain dollar amount will sometimes require two signatures.
These limits and requirements are set by the company and must be
given to the bank.
Although some people see it as an honor to be allowed to sign
checks for a company, those charged with the task quickly realize that
it can be a royal nightmare—especially in those companies that issue
many emergency checks. If a facsimile signature is used on checks, it
will be one of the authorized signers’ signatures on the plate. This section looks at the various types of signatures and the security issues surrounding them.
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Proper Controls of Check Signer Information
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The information regarding who can sign on which bank accounts and
for what dollar amount is typically compiled in a report used by those
who need the information. This report will also indicate whether one
or two signatures are required on checks and at what dollar level a second signature would be required. The distribution of this information
should be limited and the reports kept in a safe, secure place. This would
be valuable information to someone intent on using checks to defraud
a company. Thus, anyone who has a copy of this report should keep it
in a desk and not lying around where anyone walking through the
department can see it.
Additionally, the information is usually periodically updated.When
this occurs, new reports are distributed to those who need the updated
information. At that point, either the old reports should be collected
and destroyed or a cover memo should be put on the report asking the
recipients to destroy their old copies.

Rubber Signature Stamps
In this day and age, rubber signature stamps are a terrible idea. Fraud
using one of these stamps is laughably easy—so easy, in fact, that use of
a rubber stamp makes a company liable for any check fraud committed
using the stamp. Not only are the stamps easy to use once thieves have
gotten their hands on a sample signature, but the crooks can also make
their own stamps using the company’s signatures once they know that
rubber stamps are used at the company.

Facsimile Signatures
These are signatures made by a machine that match a real signature.
They are used by most mid-size and large companies and are the signature of a high-level authorized signer. In those instances where two
35
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Who’s Really
Signing the Check?
Few executives like to sign everything themselves. In fact, when they
are out of the office, they let their secretary use a rubber stamp to
sign checks with their name. This is ridiculous. The secretary is
signing the checks, so why not make her an authorized signer and
protect the company from possible fraudsters?

signatures are required, most companies will allow one of those signatures to be the facsimile. Typically, the treasurer or controller’s signature
is used for the facsimile plate.
The signatures used in annual reports are typically not the actual signatures of the officers involved. The reason for this is that crooks figured
out many years ago that they could forge checks by making a reasonable copy of the signature in the annual report. Now, most companies
use an artist’s rendition of a signature in the annual report.

Manual Signatures
Handwritten signatures are being used with much less frequency in
corporate America. Typically, they are now used only on very-largedollar checks or emergency checks. However, with the advent of laser
printer technology that can encompass a facsimile signature, even the
number of handwritten emergency checks is declining.

Double Signatures
Double signatures are generally required on all checks over a certain
dollar amount. What that dollar amount is will vary from company to
company. A few companies with very good controls will allow all
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checks to go out the door with only one signature, and that signature
is generally a facsimile signature.
Most firms, however, require two signatures when the dollar
amount of the check is large. The definition of large depends on the
company. Some set the limit for one signature as low as $10,000 while
others have it as high as $1 million.We know a few that require a second signature for all checks over $1,000.
Accounts payable departments looking to have the limit raised and
facing resistance should try to do it in a stepped approach. For example, an accounts payable manager trying to have the limit raised from
$1,000 to $100,000 might first try getting the limit raised to $5,000 or
$10,000. Then when everyone is comfortable at that level, seek to have
it raised again. Eventually, you will reach the desired goal.

Getting Checks Signed
Should checks require a manual signature, someone will be assigned the
responsibility of tracking down the authorized signer and making sure
the checks are signed. Usually, before signing the check, the authorized
signer will check the documentation that supports the check to make
sure that the check should be issued—otherwise, you should be using a
facsimile signer! This is part of what makes getting checks signed manually such a labor-intensive process.
After the checks are printed and before they are given to the signer, they must be reattached (usually with a paperclip) to the back-up
documentation. The signer should check the documentation and then
make sure the check is made out to the correct party, for the correct
amount, and on the correct bank account. Additionally, the signer will
want to ensure that the proper authorizations are in place.Although this
checking can be done relatively quickly for one check, if there are many
checks it can take some time.
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Thus, checks are often left with the signer. This can and often does
present a problem if the check signer isn’t prompt in signing the checks.
The checks might sit around for several days before being signed and
returned to accounts payable or treasury for mailing. The problem arises
when a check is waiting for signature and the vendor calls looking for
its payment. If a log isn’t kept of who has what checks at all times, time
is wasted as accounts payable runs around and tries to find the check.
Worse still, if confusion reigns, a duplicate check will be cut, signed, and
given to the vendor—with no guarantees that the original check will
be destroyed when it eventually finds its way back to be mailed.
It is a much better practice to have strong up-front controls and use
a facsimile signer. Alternatively, checks should not be taken to the signer unless he or she is ready to sit down at that very moment and sign
the checks.

Filing Checks
Some checks come with a copy of the check. Typically, the copy is
marked “copy” and is printed on thin onion-skin type paper—usually
pink or yellow. Many companies attach a copy of the check to the original request and documentation and then file the whole batch away in
the vendor’s file. This is a labor-intensive practice that may not be worth
the effort. Although it is true that the backup must sometimes be
pulled, it does not have to be pulled from the vendor files.
If your computer system is capable of tracking, then the copies of
checks can be filed separately. Also, once the check is cashed, a copy of
the cancelled check is more likely to be required than the check copy.
Some companies no longer print the check copy.
Cancelled checks are typically held with the reconciliation. Many
companies hold onto cancelled checks for seven years, which takes
up a lot of storage space. However, with the advent of imaging, many
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A Horror Story
One conscientious executive didn’t want to waste time in the office
so he would take the checks home with him at night in his briefcase and review them and sign them while watching television.
Needless to say, all the backup for the checks went with him. One
day, his briefcase was stolen—along with all the backup (original
invoice, packing slip, approvals, and purchase order). That one incident was all it took to prove to the company that this practice could
no longer be tolerated. Checks and the backup should never leave
the premises.

companies no longer hold onto cancelled checks, relying instead on the
imaged copy.

Protecting the Check Stock
The check stock used should incorporate a number of the security features described on page 40. If preprinted check stock is used, it should
be stored in a secure location with access limited to a few authorized
employees. In no case should an authorized signer be the person
responsible for securing the check stock. A log should be kept so that
at all times it is possible to determine which checks are in the secure
location. Periodic audits should be made of the check stock, and occasionally these audits should be surprise audits conducted by the internal
audit department.
Care should be taken when ordering checks. Price should not be
the primary consideration. A reputable company should be used. Take a
close look at the box in which the checks are mailed. One company used
to mark its boxes with a big sign that said, “CHECKS ENCLOSED.”
Why not put a sign on the box that simply said, “STEAL ME”?
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When New Checks Arrive
Immediately check the box to see that it hasn’t been tampered with. If it has, make a note to that effect and notify the
appropriate personnel.
Check the beginning check number and the ending. Is this the
sequence that you ordered? Are any checks missing?
Log the checks in and immediately store them in your secure
locations.

Security Features in Checks
In order to thwart check forgers, it is recommended that several of the
following security features be incorporated in your check stock.
Common sense will dictate the number and which ones are appropriate for you. A high-quality secure check stock with antifraud features
can reduce the likelihood of incurring altered check fraud and can
reduce or eliminate your liability if check fraud should occur. In response
to the growing check fraud problem, the check-printing industry has
developed security features for checks. The following are some common security features offered on security check stock. If you want to
have a little fun while reading this, take out your personal checks and
see if you can identify which of the following are used on your checks.
Void pantographs—A pantograph is a design that is not clearly
visible until a copy has been made, when such words as “VOID”
or “COPY” become visible, making the copy nonnegotiable.

•

• Watermarks—Watermarks are subtle designs of a logo or other
image. Designed to foil copiers and scanners that operate by
imaging at right angles (90 degrees), watermarks are viewed
by holding a check at a 45-degree angle.
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• Microprinting—A word or a phrase printed on the check

so small that to the eye it appears as a solid line.When magnified or viewed closely, the word or phrase will become apparent. Copiers and scanners can’t reproduce at this level of detail
so microprinting when copied will appear as a solid line.

• Laid lines—Unevenly spaced lines that appear on the back of

a check are part of the check paper. This design makes it difficult to cut and paste information such as payee name and dollar amount without detection.

• Reactive safety paper—This combats erasure and chemical alteration by “bleeding” when a forger tries to erase or chemically
alter information on the check, leaving the check discolored.

• Special inks—Highly reactive inks that discolor the ink comes
into contact with erasure chemical solvents.

• Color prismatic printing—A multicolor pantograph background
is extremely difficult to duplicate when using a color copier
or scanner.

• Special borders—These borders on the check have intricate
designs that, if copied, become distorted images.

• Warning bands—These bands describe the security features
present on a check and alert bank tellers or store clerks to
inspect the check before accepting it. They may also act as
deterrents to criminals.

• Thermochromic inks—These are special, colored inks that are

sensitive to human touch.When activated, they either change
color or disappear.

• Toner grip—This is a special coating on the check paper that

provides maximum adhesion of the MICR toner to the check
paper. This helps prevent the alteration of payee or dollar
amount by making erasure or removal of information more
difficult.
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Advances in
Check Monitoring
IPS of Boston is known for its laser check products. In addition, it is
the company that developed DoubleCheck, software that makes
positive pay possible for virtually every company, regardless of size,
financial wherewithal, and systems capabilities. We asked its president, Gary McNamee, to comment on how far check-printing technology has come in the last 10 years and to list advances, if any, he
expects in the next 5 years. Here’s what he had to say about the
past and the future of laser check printing.
Ten years ago the concept of laser check printing was very misunderstood. The idea of printing your checks while you wrote
them was usually met with a quizzical look asking, “What’s the
difference?” Today, laser check printing is not only an accepted
means but also an expected means of disbursements in both
large and small organizations alike. The technology was adopted
initially in A/P departments followed by Payroll when the improved
security, efficiency, and cost savings became apparent. One
major benefit of laser check printing was the transition of the
data on the preprinted check to an electronic format. This was
a major obstacle in the conversion to electronic payments for
most organizations.
In the next few years, more and more companies will embrace
the next step in the payment evolution; electronic payments. Laser
check printing has acted as a catalyst in this process. The advent
of the Internet will only enhance this transition. On the consumer side, it is being noticed already in the form of e-checks,
where paying by check over the Web has become as easy as
using a credit card. In corporations, the information that accompanies the payment, that is, invoice, remittance and so forth,
will further pull electronic payments along. Finally, where the
government goes, corporations generally follow. With the government’s widespread use of ACH transactions, the wheels
have been set in motion for electronic payments becoming the
future standard in commerce.
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Monitoring Checks
Sequential numbering for all accounts should be used regardless of the type of check stock—preprinted or blank. This helps
guard against fraud and aids in the reconciliation process.
All mutilated checks should be voided. This can be done by
either writing the word VOID across the face of the check or
tearing off the signature portion of the check.
Voided checks should be accounted for in the reconciliation
process.
Most experts recommend that each company use only one
type of check stock regardless of how many different accounts
or applications they may have. This makes it easier for the
bank and your employees to identify fraudulent checks. Some
companies like to use different-colored checks for different
applications, but this makes the control issue more difficult.
If cancelled checks are held at the company, they should be
stored in a secure location. Why? Thieves can get all the
needed information to prepare fraudulent checks from cancelled checks—so don’t make it easy for them.

Reordering Checks
Most companies have established policies and procedures for reordering checks. For starters, the existing supply should be monitored and an
order should be placed for additional checks well before the existing
supply runs out. The printer should have instructions listing the few
employees that are allowed to reorder checks. Finally, there should be
limitations on who can change the “ship to” address for new orders.
When the order is placed, the employee placing the order should
ask to be notified when the checks are shipped. A tracking number
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should be obtained if UPS or FedEx is used, and the shipment should
be monitored. This is extremely easy to do on the Internet. If the shipment is missing, the bank should be notified immediately. Stop payments
can be placed on the check numbers in the missing batch or the account
can be closed, if that is deemed appropriate and not too disruptive.
Although these measures might seem extreme to some, given the
extent of check fraud and the potential financial damage that can be
done with unauthorized checks, no action is too extreme when it
comes to guarding the check stock.

Other Controls Regarding Check Stock
A blank check is an invitation to a thief to raid a bank account. Thus,
correct care of the check stock is imperative. The previous Tips & Techniques box highlights some procedures for protecting the check stock.

A

Check-less Society

Many futuristic publications predict a check-less future. Yet, this never
seems to happen. Worse, the number of checks written continues to
grow—although the growth might not continue as McNamee indicates.We asked Don Wittmer, director of Sales & Marketing for Express
Management Services (a firm that helps companies recover duplicate
payments) about a check-free future. Here’s what he had to say.
The payment process, whether for government or private
industry, will always have a certain element of paper checks.
Every firm has a number of small vendors that perform necessary services that do not have the sophisticated banking relationships to accept a wire transfer or an EDI payment. Second,
many people are still not comfortable even in today’s electronic commerce unless they can physically hold and touch a check.
Even considering the risk of loss, thousands of social security
checks are issued each month. Third, many transactions must be
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completed between multiple parties, and the check seems to
still fill this void. Consider a closing between parties for a parcel of real estate. The seller’s real estate agent, the selling party,
the purchasing party, the purchasing party’s real estate agent, and
the title company all have a vested interest in being paid “on the
spot.” Lastly, miscellaneous purchases, where credit cards may
not be accepted, leave only cash or a check as the alternative
payment vehicle.

TE

Policies and procedures regarding all facets of checks are not as simple
as it may appear at first glance. Handled appropriately, a company will
run into little trouble. Ignored or managed sloppily, a company can run
into major problems. A well-informed accounts payable staff is the first
deterrent against such an unfortunate occurrence.
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CHAPTER 4

Exception Handling
and Those Dreaded
Rush Checks
After reading this chapter you will be able to

• Understand why exception handling should be a concern
• Recommend ways to limit the number of checks issued
outside the normal process

• Convince management to back your efforts to limit Rush
checks

wo big concerns for virtually every company are duplicate payments and check fraud. Any time a check is issued outside the normal process, it not only increases the work in the accounts payable
department, it puts the company at greater risk for making a duplicate
payment and for check fraud. This is not to say that Rush checks should
be completely eliminated from the corporate landscape; in most companies, that is just not possible. There are legitimate emergencies.
However, companies should do everything possible to hold the number
of checks issued outside the normal cycle to a minimum. The impetus
for this move usually comes from the accounts payable staff, on whose
desk these rush requests usually land.

T

What Is a Rush check?
A Rush check is any check produced outside the normal check production cycle. Companies that run their checks from a mainframe com47
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puter are often forced to either use a typewriter or handwrite a check
that is produced outside the normal cycle. On top of all the other problems discussed in this chapter, a handwritten check looks unprofessional and does not send a good message to your vendors.
Today, many, but not all, companies use laser printers to produce
their checks, both regular and Rush. This eliminates the problem of
unprofessional-looking checks but does not negate the other, much
larger problems that are caused whenever a check is produced outside
the normal check cycle.
Every company has a different name for Rush checks.You will hear
them referred to as any one of the following:
Rush checks

•
• Emergency checks
• ASAP checks
• Manual checks
• Quick checks

Why Are Rush Checks Such a Problem?
The main reason accounts payable associates dislike Rush checks so
much is that it disrupts the normal routine of the department.When a
request for a Rush check comes in, the associate has to stop whatever
work he or she was doing and attend to the new task. This means
reviewing the documentation to make sure everything is in place, dragging out a checkbook or firing up a new program on the computer,
and then chasing down one or more authorized signers to sign the
check. On a good day, this can take 15 minutes; if there is difficulty in
locating an available signer, it will take much longer. Then the accounts
payable associate has to make sure that the information is entered into
the accounting system so records are updated. And, if positive pay is
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being used (see Chapter 16 “Fraud: Vendor, Employee, and Check,” for
a discussion of positive pay), the accounts payable associate must make
sure that the issued check file is updated to reflect this item.
In addition to causing a lot of extra work for the accounts payable
department, there can be negative financial implications for the company as well. An inordinate amount of duplicate payments are checks
that were Rush checks.Why? Sometimes the check has been cut and is
somewhere in the process waiting to be approved, signed, or mailed.
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Rush Checks:
A Taxing Problem
One accounts payable manager, who for obvious reasons prefers to
remain anonymous, relates the following story about Rush checks
at her company. She says that against her wishes, field locations
have checkbooks, which they use to handle emergency items. One
of the field locations was negotiating with local taxing authorities.
When its negotiations were complete, the local executive wrote a
seven-figure check and gave it to the tax authority. He neglected to
tell the home office. It is possible that he simply had a memory
lapse, but more likely, he wanted to write the check himself and the
home office would have insisted that a check that large go through
normal processes.
The interesting thing about this story is that there would have been
adequate time for the check to go through the standard procedures.
Anyway, because the home office was not notified, it never included
the check on the checks-issued file it gives to the bank each day to
guard against check fraud. When the check showed up at the bank,
no one, either at the bank or at the home office, knew the check
was legitimate—so they bounced the check. As you might imagine,
there were a few angry discussions that day.
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Limiting the Number of
Rush Checks
Publish your accounts payable schedule. Let everyone know
what the cut-off points are for getting a check. This schedule
can be sent around in a memo and put on the company’s
intranet site.
Each time a Rush check is produced for someone, give that
person a copy of your timetable to avoid future mishaps.
Develop a set of procedures to handle invoices from the
receipt of the bill until the final payment goes out the door.
Make sure that these are shared with everyone who might
need a check.
Produce an accounts payable policy and procedure manual to
be used by the entire company. Whenever a PO, check request,
expense report, or other item is submitted incorrectly, photocopy the appropriate page from the manual and return it to
the submitter, along with the incorrectly filled out form.
Require everyone to follow set procedures. Do not make
exceptions for favorites or friends.
Take advantage of the changeover to reevaluate and streamline current procedures when putting in a new computer system.
Develop standard forms for use within the accounts payable
department and by those requesting information or checks
from accounts payable. Print the cut-off times on this form.
After publishing a corporate policy and procedures manual,
measure and report findings to reduce exception items and
costs.
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TIPS & TECHNIQUES CONTINUED
Improve communications with other departments by reviewing
procedures and streamlining them so the new measures work
for both departments.
With management’s support, “Just say no.” If the reason for
the request is carelessness on the part of the requestor,
refuse to cut the check. Inevitably, the requestor will try to go
over your head. What ensues won’t be pleasant, which is why
you need management’s support. However, this particular
requestor will get the message, as will others in the company.
As long as management is behind this initiative it will work
extremely well. If the accounts payable associate takes this
action and is not supported by management, the results will
be counterproductive.
Most accounts payable associates know who the culprits are.
By working with these departments or individuals, you may be
able to improve procedures to reduce the number of times
these individuals have to come to you for an emergency
check.
Sometimes, even though accounts payable knows who the
offenders are, the individuals involved are offended when
encountered about their check request behavior. To counter
this reaction and to substantiate your claim should you have
to go to their manager, keep a log of all Rush checks issued
in the department. In this log, document each request, who
requested it, the department, and the reason why the check
did not go through the normal check cycle. Armed with hard
numbers, the culprits will be hard pressed to refute your
claims.
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Inevitably, both checks get cashed. Using Rush checks also increases the
chance that the company will be exposed to fraud.

Getting Management on Your Side
Everyone who works in accounts payable knows that Rush checks are
inefficient, costly, and prone to duplicate payments and fraud. Unfortunately, management often doesn’t understand what the big deal is. By
putting your request in terms management can relate to—like money—
you will greatly improve your chances of success. Here’s how several
accounts payable professionals got management on their side:
Figure out how much staff time is devoted to Rush checks.
Calculate the time spent producing the check, getting it
signed, and then entering the data into the accounting system.
Convert this to a human equivalent. One large company averages 30 Rush checks each day. The manager there conservatively calculated that it took 15 minutes of extra processing
time to handle a Rush check. That meant that 8.5 hours of
the accounts payable department’s time was devoted to Rush
checks each day—that’s more than one full-time employee
doing nothing but handling Rush checks.When the company
demanded staff cutbacks, this accounts payable manager saw
the opportunity. Staff reductions meant the department would
have to be more efficient—and what better way to improve
productivity than to get rid of Rush checks.

•

• Calculate what it costs to process a Rush check. This takes the

above approach one step further. Once the time has been calculated, convert that to a dollar cost by using the average
salary of the staffers who handle the process. Then calculate,
on average, how many Rush checks are issued each day.
Convert that to an annual figure. “Once I showed higher management how much it cost to do manual checks,” explains one
accounts payable specialist, “I never had a problem with the
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change.” Sometimes, this number alone is enough to make
management sit up and take notice.

• Focus on duplicate payments. Count the number of duplicate

payments that were manual checks. If you use a third-party
audit firm, it may even have these figures for you. Also add
up the dollar amounts on these duplicate payments. Then,
calculate what you had to pay the audit firm to find these
payments. Bring this number to management’s attention. Let’s
say your company made 125 duplicate payments, for a total
dollar amount of $175,000 that involved manual checks.
Depending on the size of checks and the contract you have
with the audit firm, your company would pay between
$60,000 and $85,000 to recover that money. That’s an expensive way to pay for sloppy corporate habits—that is, allowing
Rush checks in the first place.

Caveat: Many accounts payable professionals are reluctant
to use this approach because management often blames them
for the duplicate payment. Thus, it is imperative that good
documentation be gathered to show that the problem arose
because of the Rush check, not poor controls in the accounts
payable department.

• Keep management in the loop. A number of accounts payable

professionals have had success by requiring that a high-level
executive sign off on Rush check requests. This tactic alone
often causes the rest of the company to modify its behavior, as
few are willing to explain to management on a regular basis
why they need a Rush check—especially when the requestor
is the cause of the problem.

• Inconvenience management, as well as accounts payable. This

approach must be used delicately. However, a number of
accounts payable professionals have succeeded by asking a
high-level executive sign Rush checks.When high-level executives are constantly interrupted, they begin to understand
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the inconveniences suffered in accounts payable. Make sure
they understand that you would not bother them if you could
avoid the problem—but you must have the check signed.

• Involve several departments in recommending change. Manage-

ment is likely to back an initiative that comes from several
departments. In addition to the management backing, the
other departments are likely to honor procedures they had a
hand in creating. As much as accounts payable managers may
not like it, the group that works out the new procedures
should include the worst offenders, if at all possible. Not only
will the compliance be higher, but by including them in the
process reengineering task force, you may ultimately mend
broken fences and gain a greater understanding of the problems they encounter that lead to the Rush check requests.
Your eyes may spot a solution they do not see, and vice versa.

The accounts payable professional’s goal is to modify procedures so
that the number of these annoying Rush cheks is minimal. Support
from senior management is an essential step to achieving that goal.
Adopting one of the techniques discussed here just may help accounts
payable professionals achieve that goal.
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How to Convince
Management to Say No
Here’s what happened at one company where the controller thought
the accounts payable manager was making too big a deal about
Rush checks. The controller could not understand what the problem
was, but in an effort to meet the accounts payable staff halfway, he
agreed that all Rush checks would come to him first. What effect did
this have? The company now has a “Just say no” policy.
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Designating a Handler of
Rush Checks
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Here’s another approach that sometimes works. Do you have someone on staff who is very efficient but also someone the rest of the
company would rather avoid? If you can persuade this person—
without telling them the real reason you have selected them—put
them in charge of Rush checks and watch the number of requests
dwindle! Whatever you do, don’t give the assignment to the softie in
the department.

What Else Can Be Done to Limit Rush Checks?

TE

For starters, realize that in most cases, Rush checks will never be completely eliminated. The simple reality is that most companies occasionally
do have true emergencies where a check must be drawn. By working
with other departments, especially those that seem to always have dire
emergencies, the accounts payable associate may come to understand
the circumstances that lead to Rush checks and, consequently, may be
able to devise solutions to eliminate the problem.
Read carefully the chapter on working with purchasing and other
departments. As you get to know other departments and they get to
understand your requirements, you may be able to come together to
devise workable solutions. Many Rush checks are simply a result of
misunderstandings of the others’ requirements.
Also, if you accommodate someone who is really in a bind, he or
she might appreciate your help and be more considerate in the future.
There is a downside to this approach, so use it very carefully. The “give
them an inch and they’ll take a mile” crowd will take advantage of your
good nature. Also, what you do for one, you should do for all. Avoid
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doing “special favors” for friends in other departments and then refusing to do the same for those you don’t like as much. Although it is natural to like some people more than others and to try and help those you
consider friends, not treating everyone equally can cause problems.
Not only can it cause problems, but others will quickly figure out
who you will cut a Rush check for and who you won’t. If you are
receptive to Sarah in purchasing, before you know it, purchasing will be
sending Sarah down with all its Rush check requests.

S ummary
Rush checks will never go away completely. The goal of the accounts
payable associate should be to minimize the number of such checks,
find the most efficient method possible for handling them, and then
institute as many controls as possible to make sure duplicate payments
don’t occur as a result of a Rush check.
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CHAPTER 5

Preventing Duplicate
Payments and Other
Common Errors
After reading this chapter you will be able to

• Pinpoint the problems that cause payment errors, be they
duplicate or erroneous

• Implement procedures to improve payment accuracy
• Effectively deal with discrepancies and disputes
• Implement effective controls to minimize duplicate payments

rrors in accounts payable–related activities cost companies millions
of dollars each year. The mistakes lead to nonpayment, duplicate
payments, excess payments, and insufficient payments. Each of
these outcomes results in extra work for the accounts payable department, sometimes for the purchasing department as well, and usually
deteriorated customer relations. What few outside accounts payable
realize is that duplicate payments are a huge problem for most companies—regardless of size. It is in everyone’s best interest that these mistakes be minimized.

E

What Causes Errors?
Just about anything under the sun can cause an accounts payable mistake. However, most of the mistakes are a result of incomplete infor57
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mation. Deductions and discounts are lost when purchasing fails to
keep accounts payable in the loop or when it fails to fill out a purchase
order with all the details. Many suppliers send vague or misleading
invoices, the result of which is that an incorrect amount is paid.
And occasionally, accounts payable does make a mistake. However,
even though accounts payable may get blamed for most of the errors,
the reality is that most of the mistakes come about because of poor
communication or misinformation from other departments. That’s why
it is imperative that good communication channels be established and
relationships with other departments be good. Many accounts payable
departments have to work on improving their ongoing relationships
with other departments—especially at those companies (and there are
many of them) where the purchasing department and the accounts
payable department would like to cut each other’s throats.Well, this may
be overstating the problem slightly, but you get the idea.

Most Common Types of Errors
One of the most basic causes of errors in accounts payable are the errors
introduced when data are re-keyed. This can occur in many, many
places.When the purchase order (PO) is filled out and sent to the supplier, the vendor takes information from the PO and uses it to prepare
an invoice. This is the first possible place for a keying error. Once the
invoice is received, the associate in accounts payable takes the information and re-keys it into the company’s accounting system, providing
another opportunity for a keying error. Thus, any move to an electronic transmission of POs and/or invoices takes a stab at this problem. Use
of EDI, electronic invoicing and/or imaging should reduce error rates.
Other common errors include improper calculation of discounts,
misapplied deductions and allowances, improper freight calculations,
insurance charges, and incorrect due dates. The statistics in Exhibit 5.1
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EXHIBIT 5.1

Error Statistics
No. of Employees
Up to 99
100–249
250–499
500–999
1000–4999
5000 & up
Total

Payment

Invoices

1.8%
1.5%
2.3%
2.0%
1.4%
1.3%
1.6%

4.7%
4.6%
6.0%
6.3%
4.4%
5.1%
5.2%

show the average error rates reported in the IOMA Managing Accounts
Payable Benchmarking Survey for payments and invoices. You will note
that the error rates on invoices are much higher than the error rates in
payments. Both error rates reported probably understate the problem.
Why? There are two basic reasons:
1. People tend to low-ball their error rates. No one wants to own

up to a 10 percent error rate, even if that is the case.
2. People can only report the errors they catch. Thus, the reported

figures do not include those cases that “got away.”

A ccuracy
Obviously, improving the accuracy of input will reduce errors and minimize duplicate payments. Lack of accuracy is also one of the major reasons for mismatches in the three-way match. Some companies have
found that by using keystrokes instead of a mouse, speed and accuracy
are improved. It might take a little bit of adjusting to get used to using
keystrokes when you instinctively reach for the mouse, but with a little
bit of training, accuracy and speed will improve.
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Low-Tech Solutions
Send along a letter explaining why an invoice was short paid.
Don’t pay from copies without stringent controls.
Check large payments against the files to make sure that the
invoice has not already been paid. The definition of large will
vary from company to company.

High-Tech Solutions
Use batch totals to verify the input of groups of invoices.
Accept invoices in some form of electronic environment so no
re-keying is required
Use workflow and imaging to process invoices

Tolerances
The subject of tolerances can provoke a debate among accounts payable
professionals. There are two schools of thought:
1. It is a waste of time to try to resolve small dollar differences. Some

companies set a limit, say $5. If the three-way match is off by less
than this amount, they simply pay the invoice as billed and don’t
spend time trying to resolve the difference. They claim it is a
waste of everyone’s time and money to resolve such petty differences. The level of allowable discrepancies will depend on the
nature of the business and the corporate culture.
2. Small differences may be the result of two larger problems, each going

in the opposite direction. This group believes that all discrepancies
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should be resolved. Furthermore, they maintain that unscrupulous vendors will figure out your tolerance level and then build
that amount into all future invoices.
This is a matter that should be resolved at the management level.
Some companies take the middle road, allowing a very small tolerance
level for discrepancies, such as a dollar.

Handling Discrepancies
Accounts payable is a very poor place to resolve discrepancies. The
accounts payable staff had virtually nothing to do with the transaction
and does not have the needed information to resolve the discrepancies.
The decision as to where to handle discrepancies must be made at a
very high level. People from other departments must be involved. The
most efficient way to resolve the problem is to refer it back to purchasing. All accounts payable associates can do is to point out how they do
not have the necessary information to resolve the problem. If management determines that accounts payable will handle the matter, it then
becomes imperative that accounts payable be given complete and accurate information.

Timeliness
Payment timing has become a big issue as companies look for ways to
hold onto their cash. Most companies realize that the extra interest
income they earn when holding onto their money flows right to the
bottom line. Likewise, those experiencing cash-flow crunches can manage the tightness a little bit by simply delaying payment. What’s more,
some suppliers tolerate the practice, thus inducing their customers to
delay payment even further. Is this fair? Probably not, but since few
companies actually pay their bills within terms, it might be necessary in
order to remain competitive.
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In any event, the issue of payment timing is a management consideration and should be left to the executives who make these global decisions. Accounts payable associates who take the liberty of paying late
without specific direction of management put themselves in jeopardy
when a valued supplier complains or puts the company on credit hold.
At best, the associate will end up with a tarnished professional reputation within the firm; at worst, the associate will be out of a job. Don’t
make this decision yourself. Look to management for formal guidance
on the issue.

D uplicate Payments
It is a dirty little secret that most in corporate America prefer to ignore
—but companies make duplicate payments all the time. Exhibit 5.2
provides the latest numbers from the 2001 IOMA Managing Accounts
Payable Benchmarking Survey. However, the actual numbers are probably
higher. Why? For starters, few like to admit they make mistakes, especially errors of this sort. And then there is the fact that companies can
only report those duplicate payments that they discover. Many go undetected, and thus don’t make it into the statistics.
EXHIBIT 5.2

Percentage of Companies
Reporting Errors in Specified Ranges
Range

Percent of Companies

0%
Less than .1%
0.1–0.5%
More than .5%
No response

7.0%
71.2%
16.4%
1.0%
4.3%
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Reasons for Duplicate Payments
Bob Metzger, president of RECAP, Inc., a firm specializing in the
recovery of duplicate payments, comments on the most common reasons for duplicate payments in corporate America. Here’s what this pro
has to say:
Virtually all duplicate payments are due to two sets of invoices
or an invoice and a statement being sent by a vendor and
approved by someone who send both to accounts payable to be
processed. All accounts payable software is limited in terms of
the checking that is performed to detect a duplicate payment.
Typically, the Invoice Number and Vendor Number are
checked to see if a transaction with that information is already
on file. If the same vendor is on file more than once, the duplicate check will fail if a “different” vendor is selected. Even if the
same vendor is selected, the test may fail because the actual
invoice does not have an invoice number and one is made up
by the data entry person. Forty percent of all invoices do not
have invoice numbers, making this a significant problem.
To reduce the likelihood of duplicate payments, vendor files
should be reviewed regularly for duplicate names and changes
in names. Rules for assigning invoice numbers to invoices without invoice numbers should be developed and followed. Track
and analyze duplicate payments that are caught; a few vendors
and a few approvers typically account for most duplicate payments. Before posting, carefully review all large dollar invoices
against previously paid invoices. Invoices for more than $10,000
account for less than 4 percent of an organization’s total transaction volume but 70 to 90 percent of the total dollars paid and
70 to 90 percent of the total amount of duplicate payments.
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TIPS & TECHNIQUES

Stopping Duplicate Payments
Completely eliminating duplicate payments may be an impossible
dream, given the realities of today’s hectic business environment.
However, severely reducing the number of such payments is possible if the proper procedures are put in place. Business Strategy
Inc.’s Beverly Brando recommends these strategies to put a crimp
in the number of double payments:
Set up a policy for consistently creating invoice numbers for
invoices without invoice numbers. The guidelines should include
rules for logically creating invoice numbers. All personnel should
be instructed on the invoice number protocol. The rules
should not use dates by themselves or the account number.
Establish a policy when paying from copies rather than original
invoices. These procedures should include flagging payments
made from copies and invoices over 30 days old. Require highlevel approval for each such payment and pay only after a
thorough search has been made of the paid invoice file.
If payments are made from statements, implement a strong
policy for researching each item before the payment is made.
It is imperative that consistent entry be made for the statements to be consistent.
Maintain a log of all prepayments and deposits. Additionally,
keep a copy of the contract or agreement in the paid invoice
file. Managers should regularly review the payment history of
those vendors that require prepayments.
Eliminate duplicate vendor numbers. This is probably the number one cause of faxes and second copies of invoices getting
paid. Time spent purging the master vendor file will reap big
dividends. And, of course, there should be only one master
vendor file.
Cross-reference payments between entities. One of the easiest ways for a duplicate payment to slip through is to have
one of the payments made to a related entity.
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CONTINUED

Verify that all entities receive the best available terms and
conditions. Two subsidiaries should not be receiving different
terms or conditions from the same vendor. Both should take
advantage of the best offered.

AM
FL
Y

Discount vendors should receive the highest priority. Compare
the receiving date from the receiving department with the date
the invoice is received, not the invoice date. Then calculate
the discount period using the most favorable date. This is
important, as apparently a few vendors hold large invoices for
an extra day or two before mailing them to make it difficult for
the purchaser to qualify for the discount.

TE

Do not repay discounts simply because the vendor claims you
did not qualify for them. Verify these claims and make sure
the vendor is not simply holding the invoice, making it impossible for you to qualify.
Do not request credits. If for some reason a vendor owes you
funds, have a check sent. Allowing the vendor to issue a credit is just asking for trouble down the road—assuming the credit is even given.
Create a better working relationship with purchasing. By
obtaining a thorough understanding of the responsibilities of
purchasing, you will be in a better position to resolve discrepancies and anticipate problems. Similarly, if they understand
the accounts payable process, they will be better able to take
actions to avoid practices that inevitably lead to a duplicate
payment.
Consider using an outside audit firm. Not only will they recover
the duplicate payments that were made in the past, they will
identify the holes in your procedures—loopholes that you can
close so that future duplicate payments will be minimized.
This will be discussed in more detail later in the chapter.
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Improving Control Measures
Brando says most duplicate payments are the result of inadequate control measures. For instance, whenever discrepancies are discerned during the invoice audit process and payment is withheld pending
approval, the chance that a duplicate payment can be made is increased
immeasurably. The approval process quite often includes the need to
either copy or fax the invoice to the approving authority. In addition,
payment delays will sometimes result in the vendor sending additional
invoice copies to the accounts payable department. If one adds to this
scenario a general failure to update and review the master vendor file
on a regular basis, resulting in the possibility that individual vendors
could have more than one vendor number, computerized duplicatepayment blocks are rendered useless, thus allowing the multiple invoice
copies to be approved and processed for payment without detection.
Therefore, the single best technique for preventing duplicate payments would be to review the master vendor file on a regular basis,
eliminating any vendor duplications, and pay all invoices according to
the best terms available, either purchase order or invoice. This method
of control eliminates the need for the costly follow-up procedures inherent in the approval method and increases accounts payable productivity
by reducing the number of times an invoice has to be handled.

Handling Missing Invoice Numbers
Another leading causes of duplicate payments is invoices that have no
invoice numbers. The reason for this is simple. One of the ways that
companies track which invoices they have paid and which they have
not is by referencing the invoice number. If one doesn’t exist—well,
you don’t have to be a rocket scientist to figure out that this will
increase the odds of a duplicate payment.
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Compounding the problem is the fact that many invoices without
invoice numbers are for repetitive payments, or payments that are made
on a regular basis. A perfect example of this might be the rent or the
monthly Internet connection charge. Although it is less likely that the
rent would get paid twice because the dollars involved are usually large,
smaller invoices might easily be paid twice. Thus, it is a good idea to
assign invoice numbers to those invoices that arrive without one. This
should be done in a systematic way to avoid using the same invoice
number twice. This implies that using the date as the invoice number is
not a good idea, as several invoices could arrive on the same day.
Accounts payable should devise a numbering scheme that incorporates your own requirements and then make sure that everyone uses it
when assigning an invoice number. Some companies use a combination
of the vendor number and invoice date—assuming that they receive no
more than one invoice per day from any vendor (which might not be
true in the case of companies like Federal Express) and that their
invoice number field has an adequate number of fields.

Outside Audit Firms
Outside accounts payable audit firms are a wonderful resource for
companies that know how to use them correctly. The firms review past
payments, recover duplicate or erroneous payments, and recommend
procedural changes to eliminate payment errors and increase controls.
Their fee for this service is usually a percentage of what they collect.
This appears to be a can’t-lose proposition for the company hiring the
audit firm. Yet, many still do not use them.Why not?
For starters many companies believe they never make a duplicate
payment—and some are right. If they are correct in their assertion, then
having the audit firm in costs nothing and ensures their peace of mind.
If they are wrong:
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• They collect money that they did not know was theirs.
• They plug the holds and change procedures to eliminate the
problems in the future.

• They don’t lose any more money due to the inefficiency or
weak controls.

Sometimes, accounts payable associates are reluctant to use an audit
firm because they usually get blamed for the erroneous payment. This
is inappropriate, however; the blame for duplicate payments should not
end up in accounts payable unless it belongs there. Especially if accounts
payable knows the problems are elsewhere but cannot get the problems
addressed internally, an outside audit firm can be their best friend.
These auditors can be objective in pointing out weaknesses in the current system that permit the erroneous payments. Annoying as it may be,
management might listen to an outside consultant or auditor when it
turns a deaf ear on its accounts payable staff.

How To Be Your Own Auditor
Duplicate payments can be discovered before they go out the door. This
section takes you through three phases in preventing duplicate payments.

Phase One
Most accounts payable professionals know who their problem customers are. They also know which ones are likely to receive duplicate
payments. Prepare a list of such vendors. Then, ask the information
technology (IT) department to run three reports by vendor. These
reports should show payments made to each vendor by invoice number,
dollar amount, and invoice date.
A manual review of these reports will allow the accounts payable
professional to identify those payments that should be investigated further.While this research is being done, the accounts payable professional
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should collect information as to why the duplicate payment was made.
This will be used for two purposes. It helps identify weaknesses in the
current processes and it pinpoints the individuals causing most of the
problems.
The recovery work should not begin without approval from the
accounts payable supervisor. This is where accounts payable professionals
sometimes run into trouble. Instead of applauding the person for finding
the funds, management might criticize the accounts payable department
for making the second payment. It is crucial that this issue be handled
appropriately, and it offers an excellent chance for accounts payable
professionals who want to improve their stock with upper management
and tighten procedures.

Phase Two
Once the first cut has been thoroughly analyzed, it is time for the next
step. Many accounts payable managers believe they know to whom the
duplicate payments are going. They may or may not be correct. Thus,
it is recommended that the process be conducted for all large and possibly even mid-size vendors. There may be additional revenues to be
had from these sources.

Phase Three
Many companies do a very poor job of cleaning up their master vendor files. The same company could be in there several times under
slightly different names. This is one of the leading causes for duplicate
payments. The accounts payable manager can request a list of all the
vendors in the master vendor file. Review the list carefully to determine
which vendors are actually duplicates.
Then group the information from the list of suspected problem
cutomers and the list of large and mid-size vendors and compare them
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Handling the Criticism
Unfortunately, when it comes to duplicate payments, accounts
payable associates are often in a no-win situation. If they uncover a
duplicate payment and report it to management, they are often
blamed for the mistake—even if they made the second payment at
the explicit instructions of a senior executive. Business Strategy
Inc.’s Beverly Brando offers superior advice on turning this potential
bomb into a great opportunity. The accounts payable professional
who has gathered the backup information for each duplicate payment has taken the first step to avoiding blame. Analyze the reasons for the duplicate payments. In some organizations, a few weak
links cause the majority of the problems. Rush checks, for example,
are often at the root of duplicate payments.
Identify these weak links and include them in a report to management. “Not only will this information protect the accounts payable
department,” says Brando, “but it gives the accounts payable manager the ammunition needed to force change.” When an accounts
payable manager has documentation that shows the company made
$2 million in duplicate payments because of Rush checks, management will suddenly pay attention.
Money talks, and there is nothing like some of the company’s hardearned cash walking out the door to get management’s attention.
Once you have it, be ready to recommend procedural changes to fix
the weak links.
The advantage of handling the duplicate payments in-house is that
third-party audit fees typically run as high as 50 percent. Thus, a
company with $2 million in duplicate payments could pay the outside firm as much as $1 million to recover the funds. The cost if the
accounts payable department does it is much lower. If there is a
significant problem, the company will still be ahead of the game
financially, even if one or two people had to be added to the staff to
handle the work.
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It is also recommended that management approval be obtained
before chasing suppliers for the return of funds. Sometimes management might decide to leave the past alone and simply make sure
the duplicate payments don’t happen again in the future. This might
be the case if one of the suppliers also sat on the company’s board
of directors.

to the master list of vendors to further identify duplicates. This step
alone may provide the accounts payable manager with the ammunition
needed to finally get the master vendor file cleaned up.
By quantifying the losses due to duplicate payments, accounts
payable professionals will be armed with the ammunition needed to
change those procedures that cause problems. Best of all, the company
will be able to recover 100 percent of the duplicate payments for itself.

S ummary
Duplicate and other erroneous payments can be a big problem for all
companies. Most who claim they never make a duplicate payment are
probably not taking a realistic evaluation of the problem. By employing
best practices, minimizing errors, and paying within the appropriate
time frame, companies will be able to reduce the number of payments
made in error. Those who employ payment-stretching techniques need to
be especially careful about the duplicate payments in their organization.
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CHAPTER 6

Paying Lost or Missing
Invoices without Creating
Additional Problems
After reading this chapter you will be able to

• Understand the problems created when paying from an
invoice copy

• Evaluate realistic policies and procedures to use when
paying missing invoices

• Make recommendations to eliminate the risk of a duplicate
payment when paying a missing invoice

• Minimize the likelihood of paying a lost invoice twice
nless you have worked in accounts payable for some time, lost or
missing invoices may seem like no big deal. Here’s what happens
—over and over again. A vendor calls up looking for a payment
that was due two, three, or more weeks earlier. A search in undertaken,
not only of accounts payable but also of any other department where
the unpaid invoice might be. Typically, this would be purchasing. After
this exhaustive investigation is made, it is decided that the invoice is
indeed lost forever and the supplier is instructed to send in another
invoice. Many times the vendor will fax the invoice in order to expedite the already-late payment. The second invoice may even be marked
copy or duplicate. Payment is made, and everyone is happy.

U
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Now, a few days or weeks later, the original invoice shows up.
Because of the enormous workload in most accounts payable departments, no one realizes that this is the same invoice as the one paid earlier. Complicating the matter even further, this second, but original,
invoice is probably approved for payment. So it is paid. Whether the
original invoice was lost in the U.S. mail, inter-company mail, or a pile
on someone’s desk is irrelevant. The vendor has now gotten paid
twice—and only a very efficient and very honest vendor will return the
second payment.

I s It Realistic to Never Pay from Copies or Faxes?
Given this scenario, it is easy to see why many companies are loathe to
pay from anything that is not an original invoice. In fact, the problem
has gotten so bad that many companies refuse to pay from anything that
is not an original invoice—including fax copies. The statistics “In the
Real World: Percent of Companies that Will Pay without Original
Invoices,” taken from the 2001 IOMA Managing Accounts Payable
Benchmarking Survey, show that only slightly more than half the companies participating in the study say they will pay from a copy.
Unfortunately, it is probably not realistic to never pay from a copy.
We all know of instances when the U.S. mail delivered letters or cards
weeks or even months late. Even in the most efficient organizations,
papers—including invoices—get lost. Therefore, most accounts payable
departments establish guidelines for dealing with payments made when
the original invoice is missing. Marking the second invoice as a copy or
stamping it duplicate does not really help when the original invoice shows
up. Most accounts payable departments are overworked and understaffed, so they are unlikely to devote the time to isolate invoices that are
finally showing up for the first time, after the second, or copy, has been
paid. This chapter looks at guidelines for dealing with missing invoices.
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Percent of Companies that
Will Pay without Original Invoices
All Companies
Up to 99
100–249
250–499
500–999
1000–4999
5000 & up

Industry

Percentage

AM
FL
Y

By Size of Company

TE

Manufacturing
Financial services
Transportation/communications/utilities
Government
Wholesale trade
Retail trade
Health care
Services (business, legal, engineering)
Education
Other

54.5%
43.6%
41.4%
47.6%
60.7%
56.4%
66.7%

53.4%
45.2%
68.9%
68.4%
70.4%
59.5%
51.6%
49.1%
75.0%
42.4%

Instituting Controls
Obviously, the best control—never paying from a copy—is not realistic
in most cases. Telling the utility company or a valued supplier that you
do not pay unless you have the original invoice is likely to bring about
undesirable consequences, such as no electricity or being put on credit
hold and not being able to get needed supplies—something management at most companies would not find acceptable.
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This policy is not realistic for another reason: If the vendor is told,
“Produce the original invoice if you want to get paid,” the vendor will
just produce another “original” invoice. From the supplier’s perspective,
it has acted in good faith, and is simply following the customer’s policy. But this policy actually increases the odds of duplicate payments, as
the customer could eventually receive two original invoices. So it is
better to allow copies, but establish policies and procedures to control
the circumstances under which payments are made.
The next best step, then, is to make it difficult for those who try to
pay from copies.Why? Some people would much rather call the vendor
and ask that another copy of the invoice be faxed over than actually sort
through their desk to find the missing invoice. The accounts payable
associate, with management’s approval, needs to make it easier to look
for the invoice than to get it paid from a copy. This can be done in several ways:
Require two or more additional signatures on copies of
invoices from higher-level employees—say, the requestor’s
supervisor and the controller.

•

• Only pay from a copy after the invoice is 30 or 60 days old.
• Require that a manual search of the files be made to ensure
the invoice was already paid.

• Hold on to the invoice for an additional five to seven days to
see if the original “mysteriously” appears. You’ll be surprised
how often this happens.

The Lousiest Way to Avoid a Duplicate
In responding to various IOMA surveys, more than a few companies
indicated that way they guard against duplicate payments is to rely on
the memory of the accounts payable associate. This is outrageous. If a
purchasing executive can’t remember which invoices have already been
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Best Techniques for
Preventing a Second Payment
Double-check the files to make sure the payment was not
already made.
If the request was made by purchasing, demand that a valid
PO and an unmatched receiver be provided.
Make sure the duplicate is marked copy or duplicate and filed
immediately.
Run the information through a search routine based on the
invoice number and dollar amount.
Require an explanation for the lack of an original invoice with
the payment request.
Review requests for payment without an original invoice and
make a determination on a case-by-case basis as to the advisability of paying. Make sure to get your manager’s input
before rejecting a request.
Have the payment request signed by the individual who has
the primary relationship with the vendor.
Pay from a copy only if the invoice number is completely legible
—if not, ask for a clean copy so that you can check against
other invoice numbers.

approved, how can a company expect the accounts payable associate
who sees 10 or 20 times as many invoices as any one executive to
remember? Fortunately for the companies involved, these associates are
able to catch many duplicates but, obviously, not all. It is outrageous that
a company would expect this.
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Paying from a Statement
The answer here is simple—DON’T. Statements are wonderful for reconciling accounts and identifying missing invoices. However, paying
from a statement will certainly increase the odds of a duplicate payment
with one exception (see the following “In the Real World”). The reason for this is that there is no invoice to put in the file. Paying from
statements can lead to major problems and duplicate payments.
The exception is in those rare instances when a company pays its
vendors strictly from the monthly statement. This is not the normal
course of things. However, sometimes when a company has many
invoices, say from an overnight shipping company, they may choose to
pay once a month, from the statement, rather than from the individual
invoices. Usually, this is only done with the concurrence of the vendor,
but it is a good solution when there are many small invoices from the
same vendor.
Some reading this may be thinking that too big a deal is being made
out of this issue. Consider some of the real-life episodes illustrated in the
“In the Real World.”

What Does the Vendor Do with a
Duplicate Payment?
Still not convinced that paying from a copy is a problem? Do you
believe that vendors return duplicate payments as soon as they realize
what has happened? Some do, once they get around to reconciling their
accounts. However, even the most well-intentioned supplier is not
going to put returning your money at the top of its list. In most companies, cash that is received is put into a miscellaneous income account
and researched when time is available. Remember, the longer the vendor holds onto the money, the more interest it can earn on your funds
—and no vendor returns duplicate payments with interest.
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Duplicate Payment
Horror Stories
A senior purchasing executive approved for payment two
copies of the same $138,758 invoice—three days apart.
Two years later, when the duplicate-payment audit firm found
the second payment, he blamed accounts payable. Luckily,
the accounts payable supervisor at this company was able to
retrieve both copies of the invoice—with his signature on
them. However, it took several hours of work and two heated
discussions before the matter was dropped.
The secretary of the president of a mid-size manufacturing
company screeched into accounts payable, at the president’s
direction, with a copy of a two-month-old invoice, demanding
that a check be cut immediately. The supplier was threatening
to stop shipments if the old invoice was not paid immediately.
A quick inspection of the files showed that not only had the
invoice been paid, but the supplier had also cashed the check.
Further discussion with the supplier and investigation on its
part revealed that the supplier had received the check but
applied it to another customer’s account. If it had not been for
the cool head and quick thinking on the part of the disbursement manager at this company, a second check would have
been written. Although the professionals involved in this case
believe the demand on the part of the supplier was an honest
mistake, it still would have resulted in a duplicate payment
but for the competent accounts payable professional.
In reviewing payments after the fact, one company discovered
that it had paid a $150,000 invoice twice. The supplier in
this case was a Fortune 50 company that had sent a second
invoice—but neglected to mark it “second notice.” When the
accounts payable manager called the supplier, he was told
that the supplier had realized it had been paid twice and
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intended to repay the customer, however, it would take another
three weeks to have a check request drawn, approved, and
the check cut. This company was lucky—it got its money back
after a month. However, it lost whatever investment income it
could have earned on that money for the month. One has to
wonder how long it would have taken the vendor to notify the
customer of the duplicate payment without being prompted.
There were two rather disheartening issues in this case. First,
when the two invoices were pulled, they did not look alike.
They had different formats. Second, they also had different
invoice numbers. Thus, those relying on the memory of the
accounts payable associate or a duplicate payment program
that matched invoice numbers would not have been able to
catch the duplicate payment easily!
On more than one occasion, a nasty supplier has taken a
duplicate payment and returned the check—not to the
accounts payable department but to the company’s chief
financial officer, president, or some other high-ranking executive with a cryptic note about the lack of controls at the customer’s back office. You can imagine how well those notes
are received.

Here’s the dangerous part. Many companies (there are no statistics
on this, for obvious reasons), when they cannot apply the funds to the
correct account, simply write the amount off to miscellaneous income
and forget about it. The money is never returned. That is one of the
reasons that duplicate-payment audit firms thrive. Many companies
believe they never make a duplicate payment because none of their
vendors have ever returned an excess payment. In these cases, the
money is usually gone for several years.
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Those familiar with the escheat laws are probably thinking that the
vendor should turn these funds over to the state, and they are correct.
However, companies rarely escheat their credit balances. For more
on escheatment refer to Chapter 18, “High-Level Accounts Payable
Concepts.”

S ummary
Invoices can and do get lost or mislaid. It is an inevitable fact of life.
Payments must occasionally be made without an original invoice. The
goal of the accounts payable associate is to ensure that this happens as
little as possible, and when it does, to try and ensure that a duplicate
payment does not arise as a result. Those companies that establish realistic guidelines for paying from copies are in the best position to minimize the risk of a duplicate payment.
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CHAPTER 7

Improving the Relationship
with Purchasing
After reading this chapter you will be able to

• Understand the purchasing–payables issues and dynamics
• Find ways to make the relationship work—even if it means
taking the first step

• Identify the problems that purchasing has with accounts
payable

• Develop an ongoing, sound, working relationship with
purchasing and other departments

lthough it is important and beneficial that accounts payable get
along with all other departments, the relationship with purchasing
is often the most crucial—and unfortunately, is often the most
tenuous. Traditionally, but definitely not at all companies, accounts
payable and purchasing were at each other’s throat—each feeling that
the other didn’t understand their requirements and was making their
own jobs difficult. Because the two groups have to work closely together, the smoother this relationship can be made, the better it will be for
the individuals who work in both departments, as well as the company
as a whole. I am happy to report that there are numerous companies
where accounts payable and purchasing work well together. Also, over

A
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the last few years anecdotal evidence suggests that there has been a
marked improvement in the rapport between the two groups.

Interaction between Purchasing and
Accounts Payable
Purchasing provides accounts payable with the most crucial piece of
information it needs to pay an invoice—the purchase order. The purchase order (PO) spells out the agreement that the company has made
with a particular vendor. In theory, if the PO is filled out correctly and
completely (the first problem), accounts payable should not have to contact purchasing as long as the invoice matches the PO and the receiving
department checks off the receiver and indicates that everything was
received. However, this is not how it works at many companies. The
invoice is often sent back to purchasing (or is mailed directly to purchasing), and accounts payable only pays it after a purchasing executive
has approved it.Why is this approval necessary? That’s a good question.
Of course, in many organizations, the purchase order is not filled
out completely, the invoice doesn’t match the purchase order, and/or
the quantities or quality of goods on the receiver does not match the
purchase order. Resolving these discrepancies is no fun and is not high
on anyone’s list of priorities—until the supplier is refusing to ship additional needed goods and everyone is up in arms. Of course, I’m presenting the worst-case scenario, but even one half as bad is bound to
lead to frayed nerves, mistrust, and bad feelings. It’s no wonder many
accounts payable/purchasing relationships are frayed.

Why Getting Along Is So Impor tant
For starters, resolving discrepancies requires cooperation. Although it is
true that the primary responsibility for resolving discrepancies falls at
the purchasing department’s feet, it is accounts payable who has to deal
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with the fallout of poor or late research. It is in both parties’ best interest to get these errors resolved quickly and efficiently while keeping the
vendor as happy as possible.
If the relationship is good, accounts payable is much more likely to
be able to get purchasing to complete its purchase orders completely so
accounts payable has the information it needs to process payments
quickly and efficiently without bothering someone in purchasing to help
resolve a discrepancy. Thus, while it is in everyone’s best interest, accounts
payable ends up the biggest winner as they are eliminating many of
their problems, freeing them to work on more meaningful work.

Points of Contention

TE

There are five main problems that arise between accounts payable and
purchasing—at least from the accounts payable viewpoint:
1. Missing information on purchase orders—One of the biggest com-

plaints many accounts payable professionals have with purchasing
is that some purchasing personnel do not completely fill out the
purchase order. Then when an invoice shows up, the accounts
payable professional does not have the information needed to
determine if the invoice is correct. Even sending the invoice to
purchasing for approval does not always solve the problem. Many
executives will routinely approve an invoice without checking
the details. Thus, the company may end up spending more than it
had originally anticipated. But, if this is the case, there is little that
the accounts payable associate can do other than pay the approved
invoice—certainly not an ideal situation for any company.
2. Misinformation about discounts—Purchasing departments are

sometimes quite adept at negotiating special deals that give their
companies price breaks or other favorable terms. For example,
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sometimes toward the end of a period, be it a quarter or a fiscal
year, a supplier will offer extended terms in order to get the sale
on its books. The customer is then not required to pay for the
merchandise until the end of those terms—which, in certain
instances, can be as long as six months. This is a great cash-flow
enhancer for the customer and should either increase its investment income or decrease its interest expense. In either case, the
impact on the company’s bottom line should be positive.
However, often just the opposite occurs, as purchasing never
informs accounts payable of the special deal. Then when the
invoice shows up, it is scheduled for payment according to the standard terms and the money goes out long before it should. The
company then ends up with lower investment income or higher
interest expense—the direct opposite of what was planned.
Similarly, if the special negotiated prices are not communicated to accounts payable, it will pay the invoice as it shows up,
especially if it has been approved. Often, the communication at
the vendor is equally as poor, so the invoice that is presented does
not show the special prices. Thus, with no one giving the special
pricing information to the accounts payable department, the old
prices are paid—probably for a larger quantity than would have
been ordered under the existing price structure.
Accounts payable associates need to find ways to get information about special pricing or term deals. The source of this
information is the purchasing department. Duplicate payment
firms love these problems as it means additional income for them
when they recover funds due to missing pricing information.
Unfortunately, they cannot recover lost investment income.
3. Delays—Delays in processing invoices in purchasing often mean

extra work for the accounts payable department. Many accounts
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payable departments waste valuable time chasing down invoices
that are either out for approval or out waiting for someone in
purchasing to resolve a discrepancy between the invoice and the
purchase order.
4. Lost discounts—The delays discussed above can also lead to the loss

of an early payment discount. If purchasing does not turn around
invoices quickly or resolve discrepancies in an expeditious manner, the company will not qualify for the early payment discount.
Even though some vendors look the other way when a customer
takes the early payment discount a few days late, not all are so
generous. The amount of lost discounts can add up at firms that
make substantial purchases. As one accounts payable professional
says,“The only mortal sin in our organization is missing an early
payment discount.”
5. Rush checks—Rush checks are a nightmare for accounts payable

and can lead to other problems such as duplicate and/or fraudulent payments. Thus, most accounts payable departments work
assiduously to eliminate them. Delays in the purchasing department often lead to a demand for a Rush check. This is especially
true in the case of a valued supplier threatening to put the company on credit hold. Unfortunately, many outside the accounts
payable department don’t understand not only how much extra
work a Rush check causes accounts payable, but also the additional risks that cutting Rush checks entail.

What Can Be Done to Improve the Interaction
Getting along with purchasing is just one piece of the pie. The truth is
that accounts payable needs to strengthen relationships with all departments, purchasing being the most crucial. There are several ways this
can be done.
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Education
Many of the problems with other departments come from the fact that
there is no understanding of what goes on in accounts payable and what
its constraints are. Educating the rest of the company—not necessarily
an easy task—is the best way to address this issue. Start by sharing
accounts payable’s time schedule. For example, if checks are run every
Tuesday and Thursday afternoon, spread the word. If approved invoices
and check requests must be received by noon on those days, make sure
everyone is aware of this. Then when someone arrives with an approved
invoice on Thursday at two in the afternoon, there will not be an argument. A memo with the schedule can be sent to all affected parties and
the point can be reemphasized every time a Rush check is requested.

Communication
Simply talking to the professionals in purchasing can help. Once they
understand what your concerns are and you understand what their
issues are, you will be in a much better position to resolve some of the
differences. Along the same lines, if problems persist with one or more
individuals, it might be time to sit down and have a one-on-one chat
with the person. Perhaps there is a misunderstanding that can easily be
cleared up, or perhaps accounts payable can adjust some of its requirements to help solve the problem. The important thing to do is to start
talking in a nonaccusatory manner. Having lunch with your peers in
purchasing is not a bad idea.When you become friendly with those on
the other side of the fence, it becomes easier to resolve errors and discrepancies and to get them to understand your problems.

Role Reversal
Walk a mile in their shoes. The best way to get purchasing and accounts
payable to get along better is to each try out the other’s job for a short
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period. This might mean spending a day with a purchasing professional and then having a purchasing associate spend a day with you. In each
case, the professional should go through their normal daily routine and
allow the other to observe all the problems they encounter. The beauty of this approach is that both professionals come to understand the
problems and issues the other encounters. Once they have this understanding, they might be able to suggest alternatives to make the relationship between the two work smoother. Remember, purchasing
occasionally has some complaints about the way accounts payable handles what it considers to be sensitive issues—and occasionally, they have
a legitimate complaint.

Working for Purchasing
Never, you say? Well, the reality is that some accounts payable departments already report to purchasing, and the trend will continue in certain industries. Right now it occurs primarily in nonmanufacturing
companies—typically, but not always, when the two departments are
combined. Usually, it is the purchasing manager who ends up as the
head person. Accounts payable might not like this, but when management makes this decision, accounts payable’s opinion does not matter.
Think about this issue from a selfish standpoint. Isn’t it better to
develop a good working relationship with purchasing before you are
forced to report to the head of purchasing? Should there be a rancorous
relationship between the two groups, what do you think is going to
happen when accounts payable gets moved under the purchasing
umbrella? However, if the two get along and if accounts payable has
even made some suggestions that have made the purchasing operation
work a little smoother, the move to purchasing is likely to be less rocky.
Now, you might be thinking, “This will never happen at my company!”—and you might be right. In 2001, only a small number of
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accounts payable departments reported to purchasing. However, some
experts expect this number to grow—especially with the advent of
e-marketplaces and other process improvements that will reduce the
number of professionals needed to handle the purchasing function.
Accounts payable won’t get off scot-free, either. There will be a reduction in the number of associates needed to address the more clerical
issues. Thus, forward-looking accounts payable professionals will make
sure that they strengthen their working relationships with all other
departments, especially purchasing.

A n Accounts Payable Gift for Purchasing
In many organizations, purchasing information is all over the place. This
is unfortunate, because the more information purchasing has, the better
job it can do negotiating pricing breaks for the company. Accounts
payable usually has the information purchasing needs. It knows how
much the company spends each year and it knows where every dollar
goes. By working with purchasing, it is typically very easy to design
reports that provide purchasing with needed and extremely useful
aggregate data that can be used to strengthen negotiating positions.
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Accounts Payable
as Part of Purchasing
At a recent accounts payable conference, the prediction was made
that by the end of 2006, approximately 25 percent of the accounts
payable departments would report to purchasing. Several in the
audience disagreed with this premise—they thought the number
would be higher. No one argued that it would be lower.
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These data also allow purchasing to consolidate its supplier base
from thousands to perhaps several hundred. Instead of having 56 vendors supply a given commodity, the company might concentrate its
activity with the 5 to 8 that will provide the best price and service.
Companies have been able to wring impressive concessions from suppliers when they promise to buy significant amounts of product.
Many purchasing organizations have been surprised when they
began working with accounts payable to find out how many different
suppliers the company was actually using in different locations. By consolidating the purchasing of key items, they have been able to save their
companies millions of dollars—money that flows right to the bottom
line. This money could not have been saved without the data input
from accounts payable.
Those accounts payable associates looking for a way to bridge a gap
with purchasing might recommend to their superiors that they find a
way to work with purchasing on this all-important issue.

National Association of Procurement Professionals
In an interesting twist on the payables/purchasing dynamic, the
National Association of Procurement Professionals (NAPP) has gone
out of its way over the last few years to include accounts payable professionals and issues in its annual conference. The event, held each
January on Marco Island in Florida, focuses on separate purchasing and
accounts payable issues, as well as items that affect both groups.
What this event signifies is the recognition that the two should
work together and are often affected by the same matters. Purchasing
professionals often invite their accounts payable colleagues to accompany
them to this event. (More information about this event can be obtained
from www.nappconference.com or payables@aol.com.)
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Key Issues Often Overlooked by Accounts Payable
when Dealing with Purchasing
Walking in someone else’s shoes means realizing that there are other
concerns besides the accounts payable ones. We asked Barbara R.
Kuryea, president of AP Consulting Services, to comment on the purchasing issues that accounts payable fails to consider. She brings a special expertise to this subject, as she is the NAPP payables advisor. Here’s
what she had to say:
Remember that there are always two sides to every issue or
problem. Therefore, accounts payable must keep an open mind

TIPS & TECHNIQUES

Improving the
Purchasing/Payables Relationship
Jim Heard, the director of shared services for Dana Brake and
Chassis, has a lot of experience dealing with purchasing, and he
has made it work. A few tips that he recommends to those who want
to improve that ever precarious relationship include:
Switch jobs for a week or two to truly understand each other’s
needs.
Screen all problems prior to sending to purchasing to minimize their need to get involved.
Simplify their participation in the process by whatever electronic means are available (even e-mail gives them a simple
reminder and easy way to respond).
Work at having a satisfactory personal relationship with purchasing individuals. This will make the business relationship
come off without a hitch.
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and be willing to listen to purchasing’s side of the story. Other
problems may arise because of conflicting strategies. In fact,
purchasing’s strategy may be in conflict with accounts payable’s
strategy when the two report into different management teams.
In real-life situations, purchasing sometimes must react quickly
to the businesses’ needs; therefore, in these cases, accounts
payable may be the last to know about a new supplier relationship. On the surface, this may appear to accounts payable as if
purchasing is purposely keeping accounts payable out of the
loop, when in fact, this is not the case. The actual reason may
be that there was no time to bring accounts payable on board
prior to contracting with this supplier.
Accounts payable often blames the purchasing group for mismatched invoices. However, industry statistics of mismatched
invoices reveal that there are a large number caused by “no
receipts,” which obviously are not purchasing errors.
Management must recognize the importance of accounts payable
and purchasing working together to create cost-effective and
efficient purchase-to-pay processes. Accounts payable needs to
focus its attention on supporting purchasing and on becoming
value added to the business.

Summary
Getting along well with all departments is important, as it allows
accounts payable to ease in its own requirements. However, working
well with purchasing is crucial, especially in a manufacturing environment, for the accounts payable associate who wants to survive and thrive
in the twenty-first century. Not only will the partnership make for a
smoother, error-free environment, the accounts payable associate will
be well situated should his or her company make the move of placing
accounts payable under the purchasing umbrella.
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Master Vendor Files:
An Often-Overlooked
Function
After reading this chapter you will be able to

• Understand the importance of good master vendor file
policies

TE

• Eliminate duplicate entries in your master vendor file
• Set up a naming process so that duplicate entries will
never be made

• Set up master vendor policies that will minimize the
opportunities for both employee and vendor fraud

P

roper control and maintenance of the master vendor file can minimize many problems in accounts payable. This chapter discusses
this oft-ignored vendor file in detail.

What Is the Master Vendor File?
The master vendor file contains all the needed information about a particular vendor. Each file should have identical information. Generally, a
master vendor file is set up when a company embarks on a relationship
with a particular vendor.What defines a relationship varies from company to company. Some will establish an entry in the file after three
transactions, while others require five or more. The exact number is
typically set by company policy.
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Other times a company will be set up in the master vendor file if a
serious purchasing contract has been signed. The file might contain
information such as the following:
The exact company name

•
• The mailing address where payments are to be sent
• Contact information in case there are problems—this might
include both sales personnel and members of the credit
department

• Payment terms
• Tax identification numbers
• Officers of the corporation
• Additional information, as determined by the company
The company will probably also want to set a policy as to what investigation should be done on a company before it is entered into the master.

Duplicate Payments and the Master Vendor File
It is imperative that the master vendor file be set up according to strict
guidelines if duplicate payments are to be avoided. Let’s look at the simple example of IBM. If it is set up in the master vendor file as IBM,
I.B.M., and International Business Machines, invoices can be misplaced.
Let’s say an invoice is sent to accounts payable and paid under the vendor number for I.B.M. After being paid, the invoice is filed in the
I.B.M. folder. Now, several days after the invoice has been processed and
the check is mailed, but before the payment arrives at IBM, a second
invoice appears for the same amount. This often happens if invoices are
not processed in a timely manner, as vendors are quick to send out a
delinquency notice.
This time, the associate handling the invoice notes that the correct
name for IBM is International Business Machine and checks that master
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vendor file. The invoice does not show up as paid in that file, and so the
associate goes ahead and pays the invoice. This is one of the most common causes of duplicate payments.
This case was rather easy to decipher because the names are so similar.
Occasionally, the names are not that similar, especially in the cases where
a company is doing business as (DBA) another more common name.
Duplicate entries also occur when dormant entries are not eliminated from the master vendor file. Not to pick on IBM, but it is a classic.
Let’s say your company hasn’t done any business with IBM for several
years and then begins a new relationship. Well, not realizing that there
was already an IBM in the master vendor file, someone might set up a
new account for I. B. M. or for International Business Machine, thus
perpetuating the problem.

C ontrols
Most companies do not give unlimited access to the master vendor file
to just anyone. The potential for fraud and errors is just too high. The
few people who can update or edit the file are given strict instructions
on how to update the file. For example, they might be told never to use
abbreviations, never to use the word the in front of a company name,
and so on. The company itself determines these guidelines.
Another safeguard is to run a report periodically, but no less frequently than once a month, of all changes made to the master vendor
file. Someone in senior management should review this report to make
sure that all the entries made to the master vendor file were legitimate.

Set-up Procedures
Obviously, more than a few people can make recommendations for
new entries to the master vendor file. In fact, in most organizations,
many people will need to have vendors added to the master. The most
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efficient way to do this is to develop a form that must be completed by
whoever is requesting the entry. The form should be signed by the
requestor and then approved by someone authorized to approve such
entries. This is very important in preventing fraud. In some companies,
a vendor cannot be paid unless it is set up in the master vendor file.
Accounts payable generally has a difficult time with certain vendors
submitting their taxpayer identification number. The best time to get it,
and the time when accounts payable has the most leverage, is before the
first payment is made. By refusing to cut a check unless the taxpayer
identification number has been provided, accounts payable significantly
increases its odds of getting that number. Otherwise, year-end rolls
around and accounts payable is not only inundated with 1099s and
other year-end tasks, it also has to chase down vendors for their taxpayer
identification numbers. And, you know how helpful a vendor is likely
to be if the end result means it has to pay higher taxes. (This is more of
an issue with independent contractors than with corporations.)

One-Time Vendors
Companies face the conflicting issues of trying to keep the number of
vendors in the master vendor file to a minimum while simultaneously
requiring as many ongoing vendors be included in the file. Thus, the
issue arises as to what to do about one-time vendors. Many companies
do not enter them in the master vendor file. As already indicated, some
have a requirement of three or more payments. Yet, not entering them
in the file can mean that getting 1099s together at year-end will be difficult—although it doesn’t have to mean that.
Some accounts payable managers keep a file for miscellaneous vendors. All important information related to these infrequent vendors is
kept in this file—including those elusive taxpayer identification numbers.
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There is no right or wrong answer as to when to include a vendor in
the master vendor file as long as a policy is set and adhered to uniformly
for all vendors.

Naming Conventions
One of the best ways to minimize the number of duplicate entries in
the master vendor file is to use a naming convention and then make
sure that everyone who enters information into the files adheres to it
strictly. Again, there is no right or wrong way to do this, as long as it is
consistent. Jon Casher, chairman of RECAP Inc., a company that not
only collects duplicate payments for corporations but also helps those
firms with their master vendor files, recommends answering the following questions:
How many characters does your system allow for a vendor
name?

•

• Does your system allow more than one line for a vendor name?
• Does your system allow for a different name to appear on the
check than on a 1099?

• Can you look up a vendor based on a short name, full name,
or “sounds like?”

• When you look up a vendor and a list of vendors is displayed,
how much of the vendor’s name and address are displayed so
that you can select the correct vendor?

• Are there limits as to how many characters/lines of a name

can be printed on checks, fed to other systems, appear on
reports or screens, or appear in window envelopes or mailing
labels?

• Can you link vendors under a common identifier with an

address qualifier to allow multiple addresses for the same vendor?
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TIPS & TECHNIQUES

RECAP’s Naming Convention
for Master Vendor Files
If the name is a corporation that includes Corp, Inc, or LLC,
include that in the name when you set up the vendor.
If the name of the vendor begins with an article (The, A, etc.),
do not include it in the name when you set up the vendor.
If the name is an individual, consistently include or exclude
prefixes such as Mr, Ms, Dr.
Avoid using periods (.) within vendor names; use one space
after each initial.
Avoid using apostrophes in vendor names or in abbreviations
of words in vendors names.
Avoid abbreviations, or be consistent in their use.
Enter vendor names beginning with a number as specified.
However, names that begin with a changing year, such as the
1999 U.S. Open, should be set up without the year prefix.
If abbreviations are used, a short table of allowable abbreviations should be prepared and provided to people who are
authorized to add vendors, as well as to people who have to
find vendors based on a name. For example, American can be
abbreviated either Am or Amer. Decide which you will use and
include it in the list.
If the vendor is doing business as, trading as, or known as,
use the vendor’s actual name and DBA, TA, or KA, followed by
that name on the second line of “name” or first line of the
“address.”
If the vendor asks that you pay a factor, set up the name for
the vendor and put the name of the factor as the second line
of the name or the first line of the address.
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TIPS & TECHNIQUES

CONTINUED

If the vendor is a taxing authority, set up the name of the taxing
authority as the name. Put any qualifiers, such as department,
division, and so on, on the second line of the name or on the
first line of the address. Despite instruction on many propertytax bills that specify that you make a check out to the name
of an individual as tax collector, the check will be cashed if
you make it out to the name of the taxing authority as the first
part of the vendor’s name to indicate no data are missing.
If your system does not support two-line names, consider
using the first line of the address for the continuation of the
vendor’s name. If the vendor’s name fits completely in the
name field and the first line of the address is required, put a
period in the first line of the address.

With the answers to these questions and the suggested policy in the
Tips & Techniques box, you will be able to devise a naming policy for
your company that will eliminate duplicate files for the same vendor.

Repor ts
Many companies overlook the necessity to produce reports about their
master vendor file. As already indicated, however, producing a monthly
report about updates and edits to the master vendor file for management is one of the first steps to preventing vendor and/or employee
fraud. In addition, by manipulating the data, you may be able to produce a report of all inactive vendors. This can be reviewed and used for
purging the file when doing a master vendor file cleanup.
Simply obtaining a count on the number of entries in the master
vendor file will give you an idea as to whether your files need to be
purged. By comparing your numbers with those produced in the 2001
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EXHIBIT 8.1

Number of Vendors
in the Master Vendor File
Percentile

No. of Vendors

90th
75th
25th
10th

500
3,000
35,000
75,000

IOMA Managing Accounts Payable Benchmarking Survey you will be able
to determine if your files are too large. Compare your numbers to the
information provided in Exhibit 8.1.

Preventing Fraud
Lax attention to the master vendor file can lead to fraud. Here’s one of
the easiest ways for an employee to manipulate the master vendor file
for fraudulent purposes. Let’s say that anyone can go in and update the
file. An unscrupulous employee goes into the file and changes the mailing address for one or more vendors. This employee is, probably, not
stupid enough to use his or her own address but rather, an innocuous
post office box. Then when invoices work their way through the system, the checks are drawn and signed and mailed to the incorrect
address. The employee picks up the checks, closes the post office box,
cashes the checks, and then goes into the master vendor file one more
time and changes the mailing address back to the correct address. Other
unscrupulous employees have been known to create fictitious vendors
in the file and then send invoices from the phony vendor.
Now, when the vendor complains that it did not receive payment,
it is next to impossible to tell what happened—unless management had
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been looking at regular reports showing what was changed on the file
and who made those changes. Thus, limiting the ability to edit the file
is a best practice. Yes, the purchasing manager could probably check it
fairly easily—but why expose the company and the employee to the
potential problems?

Who Controls the Master Vendor File?
In real life, the responsibility for the master vendor file can lie either in
accounts payable or in purchasing—occasionally, it lies in both departments. Both is not a good answer, because then no one is ultimately
responsible. Some companies actually have two master vendor files, one
in each department. More often than not, maintaining the master vendor
file is an accounts payable function. In any event, the two departments
must work closely on this matter because both have a stake in the information included in the file.
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Frequency of
Master Vendor File Cleanups
How often are master vendor files purged? Not often enough. Look
at the statistics from the 2001 IOMA Managing Accounts Payable
Benchmarking Survey:
Monthly
Quarterly
Annually
Every two years
Every three years
Never

3.3%
2.0%
27.7%
17.0%
14.1%
31.5%
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C leanup
Purging the master vendor file is one of those annoying and timeconsuming tasks that many companies never get around to doing. In
fact, it is a dirty little secret in corporate America, but according to the
2001 IOMA Managing Accounts Payable Benchmarking Survey, over 30
percent never purge their master vendor file.

Results of Poor Master Vendor File Policies
“What’s the big deal?” you ask. Most accounts payable departments
have a lot more important things to do. Ignoring master vendor file
maintenance routines will ultimately cause corporation’s problems.
RECAP’s Casher addresses this issue.
“When a vendor master file is not maintained properly,” he says,“a
company is exposed to several risks as well as lost opportunities. The
risks include: duplicate payments, uncashed checks, fraud, and tax liability. The lost opportunities are in leverage, discounts and processing
efficiencies.”

Risks
A major cause of duplicate payments is multiple records for the same
vendor (see Chapter 5). If addresses are incomplete or inaccurate, payments may not be delivered and checks may never get cashed.
Uncashed checks may have to be stopped, voided, and reissued. If they
are not, the company will need a process to find the payee and to
escheat the funds, if the payee is not found. If there are inadequate controls for adding and updating vendor information, fraudulent transactions may be processed. If taxpayer identification numbers are missing
or inconsistent with the taxpayer name, the IRS might send B-notices
(notification by the IRS that information provided by the company is
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not consistent with IRS information). If you are unable to get a valid
taxpayer ID, your organization will be liable for taxes that should have
been withheld.

Lost Opportunities

Summary
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If related vendors are not linked, you may not know how much business you are doing with a vendor and could therefore lose leverage
opportunities. If your vendor file does not have appropriate terms specified, you may be losing or not taking discounts. If you can identify your
high-volume vendors, you can decide which of those are candidates for
EDI or other forms of electronic invoicing. If you can identify your
low-volume vendors, you can determine who might be candidates for
elimination or conversion to p-cards.

Master vendor file policies and procedures are often overlooked in
overworked accounts payable departments. By understanding the problems that lax policies can cause, the accounts payable associate is in the
best position to implement changes that will limit a company’s potential losses due to fraud, duplicate payments, and extra work.
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CHAPTER 9

Discounts, Deductions, and
the Problems They Cause
After reading this chapter you will be able to

• Calculate whether to take a discount for early payment
• Recommend a policy regarding early payment discounts
• Evaluate methods for updating vendors regarding deductions made on invoices

• Discuss payment timing issues
iscounts for early payment are a touchy issue in accounts payable.
Many suppliers offer their customers a discount for early payment. The best-known early payment terms are 2/10 net 30.
What this indicates to the customer is that the full payment is due in
30 days. However, if the customer will pay in 10 days, it can take a 2
percent discount. Thus, a company with an invoice for $100 could pay
only $98 if the invoice was paid within 10 days or the full $100 if it
was paid at 30 days. Although 2 percent might seem like a small amount
of money, it can add up fast and is a very high rate of return for a company on its money.
You will note that we did not indicate when the clock starts running for the 10 or 30 days. The supplier would like it to be 10 days from
the invoice date, while most customers start the clock running the day
they receive the invoice. Thus, the two parties rarely agree. It should be

D
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noted that if electronic invoicing takes hold, there will no longer be any
controversy over when to start the clock. Some suppliers start the clock
running on the earlier of the invoice date or the date the goods are
received by the customer.

Terms of Sale
2/10 net 30 is not the only discount term used. Certain industries have
their own terms. For example, terms in the food industry are much
shorter. They might be, in an extreme case, 2/7 net 10, although more
common is 1/10 net 11. In both these examples, the suppliers think that
if the customer can’t pay within the discount period, it must be experiencing some financial difficulties. After all, why would a company not
pay within the discount period if it had to pay a greater amount only a
few days later?
Vendors that make many shipments to the same customer, usually
for small dollar amounts, sometimes move to what is called prox terms.
The terms are then aggregated and payments are made once a month
for everything ordered in the prior month. Payment might be due on
the 15th of the following month in which goods were ordered. Then,
instead of having, let’s say, 2/10 net 30 on a variety of invoices, with
payments going out many times during the month, only one check is
mailed. On average, everyone comes out equal.

Should the Discount Be Taken?
Deciding whether it makes sense to take the discount is a financial calculation. As a general rule of thumb, unless interest rates are very high,
it makes financial sense to take the discount. The calculation to use to
determine the effective interest rate for taking the discount is:
Amount of discount

Number of days in the year
= Return on investment

X
Discounted price

Number of days paid early
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Going back to the hypothetical $100 2/10 net 30 example, the
numbers work out as follows:
($2/$98) X (365/20) = 37.24%

Now most companies don’t earn 37 percent on their money, so
they should take the discount and make the payment early. Even if the
discount were only 1 percent, and the rate of return was about half that,
the discount should probably be taken.
For some companies, however, taking the discount is more than a
financial issue. There are other issues, the most obvious being cash flow.
Companies just starting out or others with slim margins or cash concerns simply may have to pass on the discount because they don’t have
the cash to pay early.
The other matter that occasionally prevents companies from taking
the early-payment discount is their own internal processes and procedures. Some companies simply cannot get the paperwork turned
around quickly enough to earn the discount. Thus, they forgo the discount because they are not able to get the check cut quickly enough.
At the other end of the spectrum is one of those dirty little secrets
that companies don’t like to talk about. Some companies “give themselves a few extra days” when qualifying for the early-payment discount. Thus, they may take the discount even though the payment
doesn’t go out until a few days after the discount period has ended. And
that’s not all. Some companies take the early-payment discount regardless of when they pay the invoice and what their cash-flow situation is.
In the 2001 IOMA Managing Accounts Payable Benchmarking Survey,
respondents were asked about their policies regarding payments and the
taking of discounts. The results are presented in Exhibit 9.1.

U nauthorized Deductions
When paying an invoice, accounts payable professionals often reduce
the invoice amount, usually at the direction of someone in purchasing
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EXHIBIT 9.1

Company Policies
Regarding Discounts
Policy for Taking Discounts

Percentage

Take all discounts offered, even if payment is
past terms
Take all discounts offered, within limits of terms
Take some of the terms offered based on our
cost of funds
Refuse all discounts offered
No response

33.3%
43.2%
14.7%
6.2%
2.5%

or some other executive. Occasionally they do it themselves in order
to pay for a partial shipment. When vendors do not approve these
deductions in advance, they refer to them as unauthorized deductions.
Unauthorized deductions often cause a lot of problems—for both the
buyer and the seller. Here’s what happens.
Let’s say an invoice for $20,000 shows up approved for payment for
$19,750. The purchasing manager deducted $250 for an advertising
allowance. This may be a legitimate deduction. In fact, experts in the
recovery report that between 85 and 90 percent of all unauthorized
deductions are eventually allowed—emphasis on the word eventually.
Anyway, the accounts payable associate does as instructed and pays the
invoice for $19,750.
When the payment is received, the vendor does not know why the
deduction was taken or that it was legitimate. So, the accounts receivable
associate credits the customer’s account but leaves an outstanding balance
of $250. Then, either someone from the vendor’s collection department
begins calling accounts payable trying to collect the $250 or the accounts
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Getting Discounts
Some suppliers, especially on large invoices, don’t want their
customers to qualify for the discount—it’s a lot of money and they
would prefer having the funds in their own pocket. Thus, they hold
the invoice for a few days before mailing it, making it next to impossible for the accounts payable associate to get the invoice processed
in time to qualify for the discount. There are two responses to such
tactics.
Date-stamp everything as it hits accounts payable, and then
start the clock ticking from the date stamp.
If you suspect that a supplier is pulling this trick on your company, save the envelopes with the postmark. Then, when you
have built a case, approach the vendor and look for ways to
eliminate the practice. But don’t be accusatory. Some companies review all large-dollar invoices before mailing in order to
make sure they are correct. These well-intentioned companies
don’t realize that in doing this they are making it difficult for
the customer to meet the early payment date.

receivable associate calls trying to uncover why the $250 was deducted
from the invoice. Or, even worse, the customer gets put on credit hold
because the invoice remains unpaid for an extended period of time.
Whatever the outcome, the calls don’t start until days after the
invoice has been paid and the accounts payable associate must check the
files, because by then, the reason for the deduction is long forgotten.
What a colossal waste of time for everyone involved. This problem has
gotten so out of hand, especially in certain industries, that specialty
firms have sprung up that do nothing but help vendors recover unauthorized deductions and unearned discounts.
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Needless to say, accounts payable doesn’t have the ability to resolve
these, issues but accounts payable is where the calls come regarding short
payments. Someone in accounts payable must then contact someone
in purchasing to resolve the issue. As you might imagine, resolving
deduction issues after the fact is not at the top of purchasing’s funthings-to-do list. In fact, resolving these issues leads to some of the
friction between accounts payable and purchasing.
Additionally, the constant interruptions that these phone calls bring
to the work of the accounts payable department is not a real productivity enhancer. Most suppliers are not real thrilled about having to chase
the customer for information or money, either. Thus, these phone calls
can sometimes be contentious. In fact, resolving discrepancies after the
fact is one of the least-liked parts of the function for most accounts
payable associates.
There are, however, some ways to deal with this issue. The best
answer is to give the vendor as much information as possible.While logically this sounds like a wonderful idea, it is not always as easy as it would
appear. Most checks are printed and then sealed and mailed without
going back to accounts payable for any attachments. This means that all
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A Nifty Solution
to End Constant Interruptions
One innovative accounts payable manager found a way to relieve her
staff of 12 of the annoyances associated with the constant interruptions. She assigned one person to take all the deduction calls
and work with purchasing to resolve the issues. How did this solution work? She says she had 11 very happy staffers and 1 really disgruntled one.
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the information provided to the vendor must be included on the check
stub. Normally, companies try and include the vendor’s invoice number
and perhaps invoice date and maybe its purpose. After all, check stubs are
not often that large and cannot hold reams of information. Additionally, there are often systems and programming constraints. The Tips &
Techniques box on page 114 offers some solutions to this problem.

Payment Timing
Realizing the time value of money, some companies have taken a long,
hard look at the way they pay their bills. Many have come to realize that
if they pay a 2/10 net 30 day bill on the eleventh day and take the discount, their vendors will not complain—so they take the process
another step further, and another and another. They are holding onto
their money as long as they can. When large sums of money are
involved, the extra income earned by delaying payments can be substantial, especially if it can be done for many days.
The trick is not to offend valued suppliers or hurt the company’s
credit rating. Some companies are concerned about their D & B Paydex
number (it reflects how a company pays its bills) and thus are reluctant
to pursue such a strategy. Some companies report, off the record of
course, that they pay those reporting into D & B within the appropriate time frames while stretching payments on other vendors who do
not report in and are not critical to the long-term viability of the firm.
Some do stretch payments in a very organized fashion, even hiring
professionals to advise them on the implementation of the practice. The
decision to stretch or not to stretch is not one that should be made in
the accounts payable department. It should be a conscious decision on
the part of the company and should only be undertaken with the
express approval of senior management. Otherwise, everyone will look
the other way until a valued vendor complains or puts the company on
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Dealing with
Unauthorized Deductions
Send an e-mail with the deduction information to the appropriate accounts receivable person at the vendor.
Send a form letter to the appropriate person at the vendor
detailing why the deductions were taken. Make sure to include
the invoice number and the dollar amount of the payment.
Keep scrupulous notes in the files related to any deductions
taken. Then when the calls start coming, refer to your notes
for an easy solution.
Refer the calls to the appropriate purchasing executive. This is
where the calls should go, but rarely do, in most organizations.
Limit the hours when phone calls will be accepted to resolve
discrepancies.
Set up a separate phone number to accept phone calls
regarding discrepancies. Instruct callers to leave all pertinent
information, including:

• Vendor name
• Invoice number
• Amount paid
• Check number
• Check date
• Nature of the problem
• Phone number, fax number or e-mail address

where information regarding the resolution of the
matter can be sent

Develop a form to address these complaints. E-mail it to anyone with a problem, instructing them to e-mail the form back.
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At the discretion of management, this form can be forwarded to
purchasing or whoever authorized the payment for resolution.
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Work with purchasing to establish a mechanism for informing
vendors about deductions before the inevitable call comes
regarding short payments.

credit hold. Then all sorts of havoc will break loose—none of it good
for accounts payable.

The “Did You Get My Invoice?” Call

TE

Let’s face it—vendors want to be paid, and they want to be paid on a
timely basis. In fact, if most had their way, they wouldn’t even offer payment terms. They’d either get cash in advance (CIA) or cash on deliver
(COD).Additionally, many are running on a tight budget and do not have
a lot of spare cash lying around in case your company decides not to
pay for a couple of extra days. Thus, to circumvent the payment-timing
folks and to improve their own cash-flow projections, some credit managers have taken to calling their customers in advance of the payment
date.
This is what is sometimes referred to as the good will or PR call.
The credit manager calls the accounts payable manager to inquire if the
invoice was received and if there are any problems with it. Now on the
face of it, this might seem absurd. But, sometimes these folks have good
reason to call. Some companies will not contact the vendor when there
is a problem with an invoice. They simply wait until the vendor calls
looking for payment—sometimes as much as 45 days after the due
date—and then start discussing the problem. This is really not fair and
is the root of these phone calls.
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Thus, credit departments began calling in advance to identify and
solve unresolved issues. Unfortunately, it has occasionally gotten out of
hand with collection personnel calling all customers with large balances. What can be done about this intrusion into accounts payable?
Here’s how a few companies handle this issue:
Refuse to research these calls unless the invoice in question is more
than 60 days past due. Only the 800-pound gorillas will get
away with this approach. Most companies will not tolerate
this approach, especially with valued and needed suppliers.

•

• Set up a Web site where the vendor can check its payment status.
Vendors can then be directed to the Web site with questions.
Companies such as Intel have taken this approach and report
it is very successful. This should improve vendor relations.

• Set up interactive voice response (IVR) units with the same infor-

mation. These telephone calls operate in a similar manner and
have been very successful for the companies that have installed
such units.

• Only accept such calls at a given hour on a given phone. Once

vendors learn that they can call, say, between 3 p.m. and
5 p.m., they will take advantage of the service. If an employee
with access to the payment system handles the calls, he or she
should be able to answer a large number of these inquiries
while the caller is still on the phone.

• Refer the calls to purchasing. Purchasing will not be happy with
this solution.

S ummary
Unearned discounts and unauthorized deductions are two issues that
cause conflict with vendors, despite the fact that most are ultimately
allowed. Finding ways to eliminate this source of conflict will ultimately
lead to a smoother relationship with the vendor and fewer interruptions
from these vendors about short payments.
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CHAPTER 10

Travel and Entertainment:
The Traditional Functions
After reading this chapter you will be able to

• Understand the travel and entertainment (T & E) process
• Make intelligent recommendations regarding T & E
paperwork

• Look at automation alternatives for the process
• Know how to evaluate value-added tax (VAT) and reclaim
opportunities when international travel is undertaken

• Address the emerging T & E issues in the twenty-first
century

rocessing employee travel and entertainment reports can take a
substantial amount of time if not handled efficiently. This chapter looks at the traditional functions of T & E; Chapter 11 covers
emerging T & E issues.

P

Travel and Enter tainment: An Overview
Travel and entertainment has come a long way in the last few years.
Before technology and best practices made inroads into the T & E function, a traditional process typically took the following course:
1. Traveler obtained approval from supervisor for the trip. In some

cases, this approval was written.
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2. Traveler applied for and was given a cash advance. Often, this was

for a significant amount of money if the traveler was to put the
hotel bill and/or air charges on his own credit card.
3. Once the trip was complete, the traveler would submit a detailed

expense report, including all receipts for the trip.
4. This report was presented to the traveler’s superior, who

approved the expense report for reimbursement. Depending on
the employees involved and the cost of the trip, a second approval
would sometimes be required.
5. Once all the approvals were in place, the expense report was for-

warded to accounts payable for reimbursement with the next
check run.
6. When the check had been produced and signed, the employee

was called and asked to pick up the check. This caused all sorts
of problems when the traveler wasn’t around or the employee with
the check was not around when the traveler came to pick it up.
7. The traveler would deposit the check and pay the credit card bill

with the hotel, air, and other business-related charges.
This paper-intensive process required the cooperation of a number of
different people. If there was a breakdown at any point, the employee
could end up with a large credit card bill and no funds to pay it.When
this happened, and it often did, an argument would ensue (usually in
accounts payable), with the employee demanding to be reimbursed and
the poor accounts payable associate with no ability to do it.
Today, few companies operate in this manner. For the most part,
unless the circumstances are extreme, companies do not provide cash
advances. The general feeling is that cash advances cause more problems
than they solve. The traveler who has a credit card bill to pay is much
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more likely to submit a report on a timely basis if he or she needs the
company’s money to pay the bill. This threat is reduced with the cash
advance, and companies found that they had problems get the timely
submission of T & E reports.
Most companies now offer corporate credit cards. Typically, these
cards are either individual pay/corporate liability or corporate pay/
corporate liability. The other big changes relate to checking receipts,
automation, and report and receipt handling.
As you can guess from this brief overview, it is vital that a company
has T & E policy.Without a written policy, employees in different departments will be treated differently, and the accounts payable staff must
simply rely on the managers’ approval of all expenses. Accounts payable
cannot enforce T & E procedures unless employees have a definite written
policy. This chapter provides guidelines that can be used to create a T & E
policy. For further information, you can also search the Internet for a
sample policy and then modify it to meet your company’s requirements.

Checking/Auditing T & E Repor ts
It is not cost effective for most companies to check every report and
every receipt. The cost involved with such in-depth checking versus the
amount of money saved is usually excessive—the dollar chasing a dime
principle. Thus, it is now considered a best practice to only spot check
T & E reports. Typically, reports are selected for checking under any of
these circumstances:
At random

•
• If they exceed policy guidelines in any area
• If the total expenses on the report exceed a certain
pre-assigned level

• If the individual has been identified as one whose reports
have been questionable in the past
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Receipts
Receipts are a necessary evil for most companies when it comes to
handling T & E reports. The trick is to find a way that makes the processing easier, while simultaneously satisfying both corporate and IRS
requirements. Here are a few ways companies handle the problem:
Have all receipts placed inside an envelope and staple it to
the back of the Excel-generated expense report so even the
math is correct. Design the expense form with formulas (e.g.,
mileage) added in and frozen in their cells.
Check out automated systems, such as Concur Technologies,
that can help you get to a near paperless state with expense
reporting and the receipts required. Ask the IRS for a private
letter ruling allowing you to use certain automated systems
for the submittal of expense reports in conjunction with a data
feed from the corporate card. This allows the company to recognize the data collected as valid receipts, except hotel bills,
which will still need to be itemized electronically.
Have employees keep their receipts in an envelope. Spot
audit a few statements each month, since the audit task is
not really “value added.”
Ask the employees to tape the small receipts to a standard
size paper. They can write next to the receipts the purpose of
expense or calculate the exchange rate, and so on. Then they
staple it all to the back of their expense report. It saves a lot
of time when the accountant has to review the receipts. It is
also neatly organized, and the managers who approve the
expense reports like it.
Consider implementing the electronic bar code scanning (e.g.,
IBM’s Expense Reporting Solution). It works this way: Once a
traveler finishes an expense report, and prints it out, the hard
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copy has a bar code across the top of the front page andserves as a cover letter for the receipts. While the actual
expense report goes via the Internet to the approver and to
the accounting, the traveler mails the receipts. When the
accounts payable gets the receipts, someone scans the bar
code, which records a confirmation with the expense report
in the system, that the receipts are on file in the accounts
payable department. Presumably, the bar code can also help
to retrieve the receipts for an audit.
Instruct employees to tape the smaller receipts to a sheet of
paper and just staple it to the expense report.
Print out expense reports onto envelopes. The front is the
expense worksheet and the back has a cheat sheet on what
is and isn’t reimbursable. Some travelers like this approach
because it keeps each trip separate and gives them a place
to store the receipts until they can work up the reimbursement.
Have bar-coded receipt envelopes printed and distributed
throughout the company. They are pre-addressed and postagepaid. At the end of a Web-based expense report, the system
asks for the bar code number to be entered. Upon receipt by
accounts payable, the envelopes are scanned and filed
according to received date (alphabetically, as their last name
also appears on the outside of the envelope).

Companies that spot check audit anywhere from 5 to 25 percent of
their employees’ reports. Typically when a company moves to a spot
check process, it starts at the 25 percent level. As the company gains
comfort with the process, it progressively checks a smaller and smaller
percentage.
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A utomating the Process
There are a number of big, expensive T & E systems that companies can
buy. Implementing these systems can be time consuming and costly, in
addition to the purchase price. As we go to print, some of these systems
are becoming available through the Internet as an application service
provider (ASP). This approach significantly lowers the up-front investment and simply requires the company to pay a set-up fee and usage fee
for each report prepared.
Other, less costly approaches are also available. Some companies
do remarkably well taking an Excel spreadsheet approach. The form is
designed and the formulas are programmed into the form and locked
in so the employee using the template will not be able to tamper with
the formulas. The form is filled out and sent to accounts payable for
processing.
Still another approach involves filling out the T & E form, either
through an ASP or an internally generated form, and then passing the
form around for approvals and payment using e-mails and workflow.
Typically, the report is e-mailed to the supervisor for approval and then
forwarded by the supervisor for payment. A few companies do after-thefact approvals.
Another neat feature in some of the more sophisticated systems is
the ability to automate escalating approvals. Thus, if a report is forwarded to a supervisor for approval and no action is taken, after a pre-set
number of days the report is then sent to the supervisor’s supervisor for
approval with a notice to all parties that this is happening because no
action has been taken by the first supervisor. This feature covers the
cases of the first supervisor being unexpectedly out of the office. These
systems also allow supervisors to update the systems when they will be out
so reports are automatically forwarded to the next person up the ladder.
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Getting Direct Deposit
Ask any manager responsible for T & E about using direct deposit for
expense report reimbursements and you’ll get nothing but positive
endorsements. Yet, when these managers recommend direct deposit,
they often run into a brick wall. Why? Since the cost savings are not
overwhelming, it is difficult to cost justify the change to management. The problem is often exacerbated when other employees within
the company fight the move to direct deposit. So, what is a manager
to do? Here are a few cost justification techniques that work:
Cost justify the process.
Include the costs of answering phone calls asking where the
check is. One company noticed a significant time and effort
savings by knowing exactly where the payment was with electronic fund transfer (EFT). No more the check is in the mail
and tracking down cleared checks.
Include the cost of losing the float on the money. Do the math
and you may come up with significant savings and benefits by
going to EFT.
Are your employees in the field or at headquarters? Customer
satisfaction may be a cost for you. Sometimes if people are in
the field and you direct deposit their reimbursement, they
have no idea until they get the remittance in the mail. You
may want to look into electronic remittance. Oracle and at
least one third-party vendor (Bottomline Tech.) can send the
remittance via e-mail. That way you get rid of the paper completely and your employees get their payment info quickly and
easily. On the vendor side, it is much cheaper than FEDI
(Financial EDI).
Look for a Web-based T & E system that will do direct deposits.
Don’t forget the convenience factor. The direct deposit feature
saves time and money in processing phone calls and placing
stop payments on lost checks, not to mention how much happier the employees will be. People who travel extensively and
have a hard time getting to the bank to deposit their checks
really take to the direct-deposit concept.
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EXHIBIT 10.1

Costs to Consider When
Evaluating a Direct Deposit Option

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Check stock
Envelope stock
Time spent printing checks
Time spent signing checks
Time spent stuffing envelopes
Bank reconciliation time
Bank clearing processes
Stamp ($0.34/check)
Phone time regarding check status
Lost checks

To help readers who wish to cost justify the move to direct deposit,
Exhibit 10.1 lists some of the costs that can be included in that analysis.
However, the big advantage of direct deposit is that it allows the
accounts payable department to efficiently use its limited resources on
more meaningful work. Remind management of this the next time
there is a request for productivity-enhancing suggestions.
You may be able to identify additional costs that relate to the way
checks are processed in your organization.

Value-Added Tax Reclaim
Value-added tax (VAT) is a consumer-oriented tax imposed on goods
and services. A taxable entity incurring VAT for business purposes may
be entitled to a VAT refund in many European countries and Canada.
However, getting that refund is no simple task. The company entitled
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to the refund must provide the original invoice, together with an application form and other supporting documentation, to the VAT authorities
in the country where the expenditure was incurred. Typically, VAT
reclaim is only an issue for companies whose executives travel to Europe
and Canada extensively. Because the process is so technically complicated, many companies choose to outsource this function. However,
even if the function is outsourced, the company must work with the
outsourcer to make sure the proper documentation is provided.
Many companies reclaim the maximum allowable amount of their
VAT payments because they know exactly what is reclaimable, and
because they have the correct documentation.

Do We Have Enough to Worry About?

TE

Reclaiming VAT payments is aggravating even for companies who use
an outside service such as Meridian. Although these services do everything possible to make the process easy, a certain amount of effort on
the part of the accounts payable staff is required.
Here’s how Meridian VAT Reclaim’s Sherri Gastelum says you can
figure it out. Take half the amount spent on land travel and add that to
half the amount spent on air. Multiply that by 15 percent (the average
VAT charge). Figure out what percentage of your company’s travel takes
place in Europe. Then take that percentage and multiply it by the VAT
calculation (see Exhibit 10.2). When you have your estimated VAT
reclaim amount, you can decide whether reclaiming the VAT is worth
the effort.
VAT levels are different from one country to another, and various
items are recoverable in different countries. For example, Belguim does
not allow business travelers to reclaim VAT on hotel costs, while the
17.5 percent charged in the United Kingdom and the 8 percent
charged in Finland are reclaimable.VAT charges on meals are no longer
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EXHIBIT 10.2

VAT Reclaim Estimating Worksheet
Average VAT charge =

(

Amount spent on land travel

Amount spent on air travel

+

2

2

)

X .15

Estimated VAT reclaim amount =
Average VAT charge

X

(

Amount spent on European travel
Amount spent on all travel

)

recoverable in the United Kingdom. Visit Meridian’s Web site
(www.meridianvat.com) for updates.

Increasing Your Claim
VAT claims are often denied because documentation is not completed
exactly the way the authorities require. To avoid that situation,
Gastelum recommends giving the following instructions to your travelers in Europe:
Obtain original VAT invoices. The authorities will not accept
credit card receipts, copies of invoices, or statements of
charges.

•

• Request a VAT invoice for car rentals. Otherwise, the invoice
you get will not be usable for VAT reclaim purposes.

• Avoid express checkouts. Why? Because the invoices slipped
under the door are not considered original invoices.

By sharing Gastelum’s excellent advice to the company’s travelers,
the accounts payable professional will increase the odds of getting documentation that the VAT authorities will have no choice but to pay.
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How Amazon.com Brought
Scalability to the T & E Process
Some rapidly growing companies find that they outgrow the wonderful
new T & E system implemented just a few short months earlier. The
key to avoiding such problems is to focus on the scalability of software chosen. Speaking at an IOMA/IMI conference, Amazon.com’s
Frank McIntyre showed the audience how his department selected
a T & E program that was flexible enough to handle exponential growth
without increasing the size of the accounts payable staff or traumatizing the group with an overwhelming number of transactions.
Caveat
When looking for a scalable solution, managers need to exercise
some caution. Cost is always a consideration. Truly scalable systems can be quite expensive. Sometimes, companies may find solutions that appear to be scalable on the front end, but on the back
end the results are far from pretty. McIntyre warns against creating
a back-end monster. He pointed out that results experienced when
installing a new T & E system often don’t meet expectations. No
solution solves every problem. However, the solution selected
should address most of the common problems in the organization.
In reality, he says, nothing is truly scalable.
T & E executives are also cautioned to look out for hidden back-end
costs. If extensive IT help is needed to implement a new system, the
expense can be formidable not only in terms of dollars and cents.
Getting the necessary IT personnel allocated to the project could
delay implementation or draw limited resources from other projects.
Background
To put the matter in perspective, McIntyre shared some Amazon.com
statistics:
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•
•

Sales increased 1000 percent from 1998 to 1999.

•

The accounts payable staff increased 0 percent
in the same time frame.

Headcount at the company went from 2000 in March
1999 to 7000+ a year later.

As the company grew through aggressive product launches, the following two slogans became the company mantra:
Get Big Fast.
Just Do It.
As McIntyre laughingly noted, the last can cause problems in
accounts payable, especially when it comes to T & E reports.
Solution
It was pretty clear to McIntyre that the T & E solution would have to
be scalable. He uses a definition from Dictionary.com to explain
what he means by scalability. It is “how well a solution to some problem will work when the size of the problem increases.” He says that
from a business perspective, scalability means a solution that minimizes or eliminates incremental costs as volume or activity
increases.
There are a number of ways to “scale” a process. For starters, it is
possible to make additional resources available. This can come
from cross-training or contingent staff. Innovative uses of personnel
can also help. At Amazon.com, mentally challenged individuals are
employed to fold checks and stuff envelopes. Outsourcing is another
possibility, as is enabling technology to help with the process.
McIntyre was also looking for one other attribute. As much as possible, he wanted to get rid of the paper.
Old Amazon Process
Before Amazon.com searched for a new T & E solution, its expense
reporting process was cumbersome.
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•
•
•
•

It was paper based.

•
•

Reimbursement was by check only.

It required receipts.
It was 100 percent audited in advance.
Employee reimbursement occurred after approval,
auditing, and processing.

Turnaround time averaged four to six weeks.

The problems were exacerbated by the increasing numbers of new
employees who traveled extensively.
The New Solution
The implementation of a new system also allowed Amazon to put
into place some best T & E practices and get away from the old
mindset. It selected a Web-based expense submission, which was
tied to its financial reporting system. Oracle Web Expense was chosen. Not only did the new system take a giant step away from paper,
it also

•
•
•
•

Made payment upon approval
Audited after the fact and at a graduated depth
Used a transaction feed from the travel card
Had a single point of entry for credit card reconciliation coordinated with a procurement card program

Guidelines
McIntyre offers some guidelines for those wishing to emulate the
changes made at Amazon.com. He suggests setting key objectives
for the project at the start of the process, with input from key stakeholders. With these guidelines in place, the manager responsible for
the project should model the existing process and then the new
desired process. From these two models, the manager can identify
the nonscalable aspects and where the risks to the system are.
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With the risks identified, the manager can then include safeguards
to mitigate the danger spots.
Once the specifications are completed, the project can move forward. McIntyre is a great believer in benchmarking and measuring
costs, deliverables, performance, and other measures of success.
“Get metricized,” he says. Without the before and after numbers, it
will not be possible to show the level of improvement with the new
system.
In closing, he offers two pieces of advice. First, he advocates that
those responsible for the T & E process “be bold and lead the way.”
Then, he says, “Report, report, report!”

S ummary
The T & E process exists in virtually every company. A strong policy
and intelligent procedures will minimize the impact that the process has
on the accounts payable department. By utilizing automation and some
of the third-party software on the market today, a company can minimize its T & E processing costs and limit the amount of staff time needed
to handle the function. However, even without the purchase of expensive third-party software, a company can still effectively handle the
function if a strong policy is enacted.
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CHAPTER 11

Travel and Entertainment
in the Twenty-First Century
After reading this chapter you will be able to

• Identify the new T & E issues—including Web airfares,

online booking issues, cell phone charges, and outrageous
hotel surcharges for a variety of items, including phone
calls and energy

• Craft solutions to deal with the new issues
• Make recommendations to management regarding issues
not previously included in the company T & E policy

• Advise company travelers on the best ways to reduce or
eliminate some of the new “hotel” surcharges

f this book were written just a few short years ago, most of the issues
discussed in this chapter would not have been included. The Internet
has changed many accounts payable applications and procedures,
with T & E being at the top of the list. Although it has improved the
processes and made information much more readily available, the
Internet has also introduced issues that simply did not exist in the very
recent past.

I

Web Air fares
Travel agent or Internet? That is the question facing cost-conscious
managers when it comes to getting the lowest possible airfare for busi131
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ness travel. There are issues beyond grabbing the lowest price. Once
upon a time, travelers were beholden to their travel agents and were
forced to take whatever fare the agent quoted with no opportunity to
uncover lower ticket prices. This is no longer true. The Internet gives
the average traveler readily available access to the cheapest airfare—
regardless of what information the travel agent chooses to provide. The
problem is that many of these fares are available only if booked over the
Internet or directly from a consolidator.
This limitation can be an issue for those companies whose T & E
policy mandates that all company travel arrangements be made through
a particular travel agency. Nevertheless, conscientious employees everywhere are checking the Internet and uncovering airfare bargains. These
individuals are simply highlighting the price, not necessarily a bad focus
when management is hell-bent on reducing costs. But such an approach
ignores these issues:
Control

•
• Potential for abuse
• Overall lower airfare costs due to negotiated rates based
on volume

• Convenience
• Time (is this what companies want their well-paid executives
spending their time on?)

• The ability of a travel agent to occasionally bend the airlines’
rules to get a lower fare

Unfortunately, many T & E policies were written before use of the
Internet was commonplace. Thus, they are silent on the booking issue.

Web Fare Realistic Solution
Here’s how several managers have attacked the Web fare problem:
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1. Bring the issue to management’s attention and ask for a standard

policy.
2. Once the issue has been decided, write up an addendum to the

policy addressing how airfare ticketing is to be handled. If the
decision is made to insist on using the designated travel agent,
make it clear that the company will not pay for tickets purchased
outside this channel.
3. Have the senior official in your company with the overall respon-

sibility for enforcing T & E policy sign off on the policy.
4. Distribute the written policy to everyone who might be affected.

This is not a matter that the accounts payable associate can resolve.
It is a management decision. However, the associate can and should
bring it to management’s attention. After all, they are the ones getting
the expense reports containing Internet airfares.
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Getting the Most
from Internet Data
Companies that choose to book through a travel agent can still
make use of the Internet. Some managers regularly checks flight
times, prices, and other information at www.expedia.com. When the
travel agent can’t match the Expedia price, the manager simply
prints the page off the computer and faxes it to the travel agent.
Alternatively, the manager could copy the information and send it as
an e-mail to the travel agent. Either way, the travel agent may be
able to handle the details of booking the flight, and the traveler still
gets a better deal. For the traveler, it is the best of both worlds.
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Some Airfare Web Sites
On any given day, any one of the sites listed in Exhibit 11.1 could give
you the lowest fare. New sites regularly appear, and company mergers
or buyouts often eliminate dot-com companies. However, this list is a
good place to start when looking for discount airfares.
A recent study by Stanford University’s business school (and audited
by KPMG) found Hotwire.com to offer the lowest fares. Hotwire paid
for the study, however, thus making the results suspect. Many people
find sites that require users to log in with a user ID and password a real
hassle, and that is one of the requirements to use the Hotwire site.

Potential Problems When Using Internet Tickets
Many well-meaning employees adept at shopping on the Internet are
posing a new problem for those responsible for controlling both the
T & E process and its costs. The problem is that travelers now have
access to the most accurate data when it comes to travel and can book
EXHIBIT 11.1

Common Airfare Web Sites
www.cheaptickets.com

www.priceline.comb

www.counciltravel.com a

www.qixo.com

www.expedia.com

www.sidestep.com

www.hotwire.com

www.travelocity.com

www.lowestfare.com

www.ukair.comc

www.orbitz.com
a For students and youths under the age of 26
b Name your price auction type bidding
c For airfares to and from the United Kingdom only
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the travel themselves instead of going through the corporate travel
office. On the face of it, this approach may seem reasonable. However,
it can cause unforeseen problems:
Unused tickets—Unused tickets become an even bigger problem when the travel office has no record of the initial purchase of the ticket.

•

• Missing or lost receipts—It is often difficult to obtain an
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acceptable receipt for trips booked online. If the receipt is
obtained, it is important that the traveler not misplace it.
Replacing a lost receipt can be difficult without the established travel-office connections.

• Problem resolution—This can become a nightmare should

TE

plans change or an error occur with the ticket. Airlines are
more responsive to travel agents who bring them tons of business than to individual travelers who have problems.

• False economy—The actual savings may not be as great as the

traveler thinks especially if the traveler is a high-level executive whose time would be better spent focusing on corporate
issues. The few extra dollars may be insignificant when compared to diverting the executive’s attention from more important issues. Additionally, many airlines tack on a $10 fee if a
paper ticket is requested when an e-ticket is available. Many
online bookers willingly pay this fee, further eating into
potential cost savings.

• Reduced leverage with travel agents—When booking an individual ticket, the traveler often ignores the big picture.
Companies often are able to negotiate substantial discounts
based on the number of trips booked through a particular
service. The traveler who books on his own diminishes this
effort and puts the company in a less competitive situation
when the contract comes up for bid.
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• Control—It is difficult to monitor travel policy compliance of
those who book outside the company travel agent.

Those reading this will probably realize that some of the issues
raised here also apply to e-tickets, which airlines are pushing heavily, as
it reduces their costs.

Internet Airfare Policy
Getting management to make a decision on the airfare booking issue is
the first step to having a workable T & E airfare purchase policy.
Whether Internet fares are permitted will depend somewhat on the
company size and on corporate culture. Companies that don’t have
extensive travel budgets and therefore do not negotiate discounted airfares might be happy to allow employees to save the company some
money by purchasing online.
If the company decides to allow online purchases, procedures
should be written and distributed to all affected parties. Either way, once
the decision is made, the T & E manager must enforce the policy uniformly and fairly.
Even if the company policy does not allow online purchases, the
Internet data might still be helpful. Many executives routinely check the
travel sites for timetables. At the same time, the price information is displayed. Some travelers forward this information to the travel agent,
allowing them to make the booking (see “In the Real World,” page
133). The only time it does not work is when the airfare displayed is
available only if the ticket is purchased online without a travel agent.
There is no right or wrong answer to this dilemma. The important
thing for those responsible for travel costs is to identify the issue, bring
it to management’s attention, and see that a corporatewide policy is
adopted.With a firm policy in hand, the manager responsible for T & E
cost containment will have the tools to do the job properly.
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Online Booking
Online booking is one of the newest means for corporate America to
cut its travel and entertainment expenses. While in theory the process
should be relatively simple, real-life implementation has not been so
smooth at many companies that have gone this route.
Management support is imperative to the success of any program.
Without it, an online process is likely to wither on the vine.Why? Overall corporate adoption rates are low—approximately 9 percent in the
United States, and much lower elsewhere. With vigorous management
support, however, several companies have successfully gotten as much as
75 percent of their bookings online. The key is to have a senior-level
executive who demands that employees use online bookings and then
stands behind that proclamation.
At this point, a usage rate much higher than 75 percent is unlikely,
for two major reasons:
1. Some senior-level executives will refuse to use the new online

systems.
2. Not all airlines are online.
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E-Tickets:
A Cultural Revolution
Getting people to change in the corporate environment is often difficult, especially when that change involves new technology. For
many, the idea of online booking and an electronic ticket is revolutionary. They like the comfort of talking to a travel agent and the confirmation of a paper ticket. The idea of going to the airport without
a ticket is unnerving. “You have no idea,” reports one exacerbated
travel professional, “how many times I am asked, ‘What if my name
isn’t in the computer?’”
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Selecting the Product
The marketplace for online booking systems is still in a state of flux.
Not all products offer the same services, and there is no standard for the
loading of private fares. These issues need to be thoroughly investigated before the vendor is selected. “We have several unclear airfare pricing issues,” explains one harried executive. She says these include
• Whether the airlines or travel agencies are responsible for the
loading of private fares
• Problems with making online changes to existing bookings
• Employee training

Those selecting a system are also advised to select one that will integrate preferred suppliers and that has the ability to interface globally in the
case of international travel. The company selling the product should make
the necessary commitment both financially and in terms of manpower.

Employee Training
Even if a great product is selected and there is superior management
support, an online booking process can still bog down if the employees
don’t know how to use it properly. More than a few companies have
learned this lesson the hard way. One of the surest ways to get buy-in
from the employees (aside from having strong management support) is
to see that the travelers and those responsible for making their travel
arrangements know how to use the system.
“Once we started our employee training process,” explains one manager, “both employee use of the system and employee satisfaction increased.” How can this professional be so sure that the employees were
satisfied? She says the answer to that question is simple. Since the inception of the online program, she has tracked the number of employee
complaints made via telephone and e-mail and they have decreased
dramatically.
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A Help Desk
Those rolling out large programs have found that they can increase
both the usage of the program and employee satisfaction by having a
help desk. This assistance is available to any employee having difficulty
using the online booking system. Sometimes a little personal attention,
walking the employee through a rough spot, can make all the difference
when it comes to the employee enthusiastically embracing a new system.
It might be necessary to put several additional employees on the
help desk when the system is first rolled out. After it has been operational for several months, however, most companies are able to reduce
the number of employees running the desk.
Mid-size companies may not need to have a full-blown help desk
but will get the same results by assigning the “help function” to one or
more employees who also process T & E.

User Surveys
Once a system is up and running and the employees trained, many
companies are tempted to move on to the next project. There is, however, one more step that some firms take to ensure the success and userfriendliness of their online booking system. They take a satisfaction survey
measuring the responses from all users and use the results to identify
any weak or rough spots in their processes. Several companies have
reported that they received suggestions from end users that, when
implemented, made the process more manageable.

Online Booking and Electronic Tickets
Online booking does not necessarily mean electronic tickets—although
the two often go together. Many travel agents and airlines issue e-tickets.
A number of companies have pared their T & E costs by simply moving
to an electronic ticket format. Nevertheless, even in an online booking
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environment, some travelers are not comfortable with e-tickets, especially if international travel is involved. This is definitely a case where
you can have one without the other and still see cost savings.
Online booking is here to stay, and its use will grow in the coming
years. Those who are not already using it are well advised to learn all
they can about the new process—it is only a matter of time before it
will come to your company.

H otel Surcharges
Hotels have found another way to supplement their income. Rather
than raising their prices (that would be too obvious), they add new
charges to their bills. The most understandable, perhaps, are the energy
surcharges that hotels began adding when fuel prices went through the
roof. The implication is that the surcharges will be removed when the
fuel prices subside. What is bothersome about these fees is that in all
likelihood, it will take the hotels quite some time to remove them as
fuel prices go down. Also, when fuel prices dip, hotels never bother to
give travelers a rebate for the money the hotels saved on their fuel bills.
The second, more troubling type of fee is something referred to by
various names including luxury fee, resort charge, and so forth. Some
hotels make these fees mandatory, while others will remove them if the
guest objects. These daily fees tend to run anywhere from $10 to $20
per day. The hotels say they cover items such as
Parking (regardless of whether the guest actually has a car!)

•
• Use of the gym
• Unlimited local calls
• A free copy of USA Today
• Free 800 phone calls

and a variety of other perks that travelers may never use.
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You may wonder why the hotels don’t simply raise their rates, and
that is a legitimate question.There are several reasons. Being able to quote
a lower price makes them more competitive in a bidding situation. Also,
it allows the traveler to squeak in under company pricing limits, which
puts it on more companies’ lists of allowable hotels. Finally, relying on
surcharges gives the hotel the appearance of having lower prices than it
actually does, snagging customers who like “bargains.”
Whatever the reason, many hotel bills are starting to sport these
charges. Travelers in a hurry might not even realize that they can opt
out of these fees in some cases. In any event, the accounts payable associate, when reviewing travel receipts, should realize that not all of these
luxury fees are an extravagance on the part of the traveler. The fee may
simply be the hotel’s way of lining its own pocket without appearing to
charge a higher price.

Hotel Surcharges for Phones
The outrageous fees some hotels are charging for phone calls has gotten
out of hand. For starters, phone calls made to 800 numbers are not
always free when made from a hotel room. Almost all hotels charge a
fee ranging from 85¢ to $1.25. Most travelers know this and are not
overly concerned about this small amount. What they don’t realize is
that a number of hotels start charging if the phone call lasts more than
60 minutes. This is an especially important issue to those companies
that give their employees an 800 number to use to call the office when
traveling. The company ends up paying for the call twice if the call
should exceed one hour, as many to the office do. Also, if many short
calls are placed to an 800 number, the bill can add up quickly. One
executive ended up with a bill in excess of $100 for such calls.
Long-distance calls can really hurt. One harried executive expecting to pay about a dollar a minute for long-distance calls was horrified
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to find out that the hotel actually billed him at the rate of $3 a minute.
This kind of hidden surcharge violates FCC regulations.
A 1998 FCC rule requires that “people away from home be told in
advance what rate they would have to pay and how to reach a company they usually use.” Is this being done? The FCC made calls from
1,700 hotel and motel telephones and coin phones. Result: Three large
telephone services were fined.
The American Hotel Association distributes a guide for hotel use
that lists FCC’s requirements. In boldface, the flier says it is not enough
for a hotel to put information about its phone service into the usual
tabletop portfolio, or even in a drawer. The information, including how
to reach other telephone companies, must be posted “on or near the
telephones used by guests or the public.” The flier also says that guests
must be able to dial all three types of access codes: 800, 950, and 10-10
or 10-15 “dial around” codes that circumvent the hotels’ preferred longdistance companies.
Should your travelers have any complaints about failures to adhere
to the code, they can address their complaints to:
FCC, Consumer Information Bureau
445 12th St. SW
Washington DC 20554

Surprise Charges—When a Chain Is Not a Chain
Confusing the issue of hotel surcharges even further is the fact that
most chains do not own or manage all the units that bear their name.
T & E managers might think they know all the billing policies of a particular chain, only to be stung by a specific franchise. The fees quoted
by hotels are generally only for those units owned or managed by the
chain. Others can and do charge what they like.
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Hotel Phone Horror Stories
Long-distance phone charges at most hotels are disgraceful. Few
post the actual rates. Those that do rarely quote a dollar figure but
show a percentage of their phone carrier’s rate, indicating something like “125 percent of AT&T’s long distance rate.” Don’t think
this rate is ten cents a minute. In most cases, it will turn out to be
something in excess of one dollar a minute. Many experienced travelers get around this ploy by calling their offices using an 800 number. Typically, hotels charge an $0.85 connect charge and several
chains start their long-distance clock running after 20 minutes. The
$0.85 only buys those first 20 minutes.
Some hotels automatically charge travelers for three minutes each
time they dial long distance, whether or not a connection is made.
The three-minute fee is also charged even if only a quick message
is left on an answering machine. Pick up the phone, dial a longdistance number, and the meter starts ticking at $8.

Thus, travelers should be encouraged to review their bill for ridiculous surcharges before checking out. It is worthwhile to point out that
a valet parking fee is not justified for the traveler who took a taxi from
the airport. Likewise, it is worth noting that $3/minute is an excessive
long-distance fee. Hotel managers will often reduce these charges when
challenged.
Look at the hotel folio bills submitted by your travelers and you are
likely to find some pretty outrageous phone fees. Even those eight- and
nine-dollar entries may not be as innocuous as they appear.

C ell Phones
Another new issue to complicate the lives of the accounts payable associate is cell phones. Corporate road warriors live by their cell phones.
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TIPS & TECHNIQUES

Phone Surcharges
Before picking up the phone, read the hotel’s phone charge
policy. Most places either have a little card near the phone
that states the policy or include it in their guest services
book. If you cannot find a written statement, call the hotel
operator and ask about the charges. Savvy travelers first got
around the extreme charges by using 800 phone numbers,
but some hotels have retaliated. Obviously, you can hang
up every 20 minutes, but this is not always feasible, and it
projects the wrong image.
If the hotel’s rates are excessive, collect calls are a reasonable alternative, as are corporate calling cards.
Prepaid phone cards can be given to travelers. These are currently available for 4.1 cents to 5.9 cents a minute. They are
not quite as convenient as simply picking up the phone and
dialing, but the amount of money saved more than offsets
this minor inconvenience. As for tracking the calls made on
these cards, it is almost not worth the effort.
A growing number of executives completely eschew the hotel
phones and use cell phones to place their calls. Given the
attractive cell phone rates offered in many parts of the country, they are reasonable perks for the traveling corporate executive. Each company will need to set its own policy on this
matter.
Most hotels place bills under the door during the last night
of the traveler’s stay. Recommend that your travelers review
their phone charges closely before checking out. If they have
been charged for any calls that did not go through, they can
demand that these charges be removed from their bill. In
addition, if the charges for other calls seem out of line, don’t
just take it. When checking out, tell the clerk that you feel the
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TIPS & TECHNIQUES

CONTINUED
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charges are unmerited. Many will automatically reduce the
charges. One hotel automatically takes one-third off the phone
bills of any guest who complains. If the clerk is unwilling or
unable to reduce the phone charges, ask to speak to the manager or the person in charge. Explain your complaint politely,
but firmly. Most will make some attempt at accommodating
the guest. If enough travelers make it clear that they will not
accept these outrageous rates, the hotels will probably look
for some other means of making money. By sharing these
tips with travelers, those responsible for T & E can help lower
corporate travel costs.

TE

Unfortunately, many accounts payable associates have experienced
headaches over employee cell phone usage. These problems stem from
a lack of policy, separating business from personal charges, complex
pricing deals, sales and use tax issues, and billing woes.
A formal policy for cellular phones is therefore imperative.
Otherwise there will be multiple contracts floating around—all at different prices. Also, with no formal policy, you will end up with the haves
and the have-nots. That is, some departments will allow employees to
have cell phones while other departments will not. A companywide
policy eliminates this issue.
It is also important to develop a uniform rate. In most organizations, extensive use by employees of cell phones is so new that there is
no uniform contract for everyone. Employees have gone out on their
own to acquire their phones and contracts but, since some employees
are better shoppers than others, the end result is chaos. As cell phones
become more common, the rate matter should become less of an issue.
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A Cell Phone Solution
As cell phones—and the new wireless Web phones—continue to
proliferate, more and more of these kinds of problems will crop up.
Companies with no overall plan in place can start fresh, but those
with a variety of existing contracts will have a much harder time.
Here is how one company addressed this problem.
The company negotiated reduced corporate rates for cell phone
charges with a large cellular provider in the Los Angeles area. The
company also decided which plan to offer based on an average
monthly call volume. It then offered the employees the option of purchasing a new digital phone (required for the reduced rate) at the
employees’ expense and being reimbursed at the reduced rate, or
keeping their own cell phone and plan, and receiving a reimbursable
expense not to exceed the corporate rate. Most employees bought
a new cell phone and went with the corporate rate because it was
more attractive than any plan they could get on their own. If employees went over the corporate plan for the number of minutes, they
would be responsible for paying the difference. Each employee
signed an agreement detailing the plan.

The best way to ensure uniformity in contracts and rates is to have corporate negotiate a companywide purchase and provide phones to those
who are authorized, in a manner similar to p-cards.

S ummary
Cost and control issues related to T & E are rapidly changing with new
products, technologies, and approaches. The accounts payable associate
who continues to keep on top of these developments and who understands how these processes work will be in the best position to advise
and monitor the T & E process.
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CHAPTER 12

Electronic Data Interchange:
The Key to a Paperless
Accounts Payable World
After reading this chapter you will be able to

• Have a basic understanding of electronic data interchange
(EDI) concepts related to accounts payable

• Understand where EDI will fit into the big Internet
picture in the future

• Understand accounts payable–related information in EDI
transaction sets

• Make recommendations regarding the implementation of
EDI and term renegotiations with vendors

onsider this a warning. This is probably not the most interesting
chapter you will read in this book, but it is important. So, resist the
temptation to skip to the next chapter, especially if the company
you work for (or hope to work for one day) is very large or is a supplier
to a giant such as Ford or General Motors. A number of these biggies
are demanding that their suppliers use EDI if they want to do business
with them.

C

What Is EDI?
The National Automated Clearing House Association (NACHA) offers
the following definitions:
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Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) is the application-to-application
exchange of business information in a standard format.
Financial EDI (FEDI) is the electronic movement of payments and
payment-related information through the banking system in a standard
format between two parties.

Uniformity
What makes EDI work, despite its rigid standards, is that EDI standards
were developed and everyone using the same “definition” means the
same thing. The most commonly used standard is that developed by the
American National Standards Institute (ANSI). ANSI uses the term
X12 to denote standards that cross industry, function, and company
lines. Thus, the standards used for EDI are often referred to as ANSI
X12.
Many companies have huge EDI systems and are not willing to
throw that investment away. Thus, it is likely that despite advances in
Internet technology and the development of Extensible Markup Language (XML), EDI will be with us for some time to come. In fact, one of
the newest developments in this arena is EDI over the Internet, which
is discussed later in this chapter under “EDI Over the Internet.”

The Data
There are numerous different types of data that can be transmitted from
supplier to customer and vice versa using EDI. Each type, or transaction
set, is precisely defined and has its own set of instructions. Each transaction set can be broken into three components:
1. The header contains data that pertains to the entire transaction.
2. The detail contains information that is applicable to one line item.
3. The summary is a small piece containing summary and control

details.
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All transaction sets begin with a header, called the transaction set
header and end with a trailer, called, what else, a transaction set trailer. The
detail section may have many lines, each containing relevant information.

Common Accounts Payable Transaction Sets
Although there are many different transaction sets, accounts payable
associates will run into three types most frequently:
1. The transaction set called 850, which represents a purchase order
2. The set called 810, which represents an invoice
3. The set called 820, which are payment orders/remittance advices

Even those companies that make heavy use of EDI to transmit
information are less likely to use EDI for purposes of sending funds. In
fact, some companies will send the payment information on an 820 and
the actual funds by check.
Companies that do not have the in-house expertise to handle EDI
themselves often make use of value-added networks (VANs) and valueadded banks (VABs). These are companies that do the EDI work for the
company. Sensing a natural marketplace, some banks have gotten into
the EDI business and help companies with their EDI transmissions.
These are referred to as VABs.

Common Types of EDI
Many reading this may think EDI is some sophisticated and complicated
concept that they have never encountered before. This is probably not
true, as EDI touches the lives of many Americans. If your paycheck is
automatically deposited in your bank account on payday, in all likelihood,
the payment was made via the Automated Clearing House (ACH)
using EDI. Many banks offer a slight discount to those applying for a
mortgage if the borrower allows the bank to debit his or her bank
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account each month for the mortgage payment. Most banks use EDI
for this feature.
Similarly, if you know anyone receiving Social Security payments
deposited in their bank account instead of by check, EDI is being used.
In fact, the government is one of the biggest proponents of EDI, aggressively pushing its suppliers to submit invoices and receive payments
electronically.Why? Because it is easier, cheaper, and once the system is
set up, simpler.

Two Types of EDI Payments
Those reading this may have noted that receiving a paycheck electronically is very different from allowing a bank to take money out of their
bank account each month for a mortgage payment. Payments can be
done in one of two ways, as a credit or as debit. ACH credits are used when
the payer deposits money into an account in payment of an invoice or
for periodic payments such as paychecks, pensions, or annuities.
Alternatively, if the customer gives permission and signs the appropriate papers, the seller can automatically debit the purchaser’s (or
mortgagee’s) bank account. This type of transaction is called an ACH
debit. As you might imagine, many companies are reluctant to allow this
type of arrangement.
It should be noted that only in the United States is there such strong
resistance to the debit type of payment. Consumers in other countries
routinely have their accounts debited not only for their mortgage payment but also for their utility bills and other regular payments. It is a
way of life for them and they cannot understand the U.S. obsession
with checks. Many average Europeans can count on one hand the number of checks they write in one year. Thus, when you look at figures
for electronic payments, do not be surprised to see the United States at
the bottom of the list.
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Common Business ACH Debit Applications
In case you haven’t guessed, there aren’t a whole lot of companies that
are comfortable with ACH debits. The idea of letting someone else go
into their bank account sends shivers down the spines of most treasurers
—and the bigger the company, the less likely they are to agree to this
concept. There are, however, a few places where ACH debits are being
used in the business environment:
Certain tax payments

•
• Oil payments made to large companies on behalf of their
station owners

• Interest payments made to financial institutions on behalf of
certain debtors

EDI Over the Internet
The Internet has been a boon to many avenues of life, and EDI is no
exception. Although many people either have trouble understanding all
the gobbledy-gook associated with EDI or are simply bored to tears by
the topic, most adults are comfortable with e-mail. It didn’t take long
for the powers that be to figure out that one way to reduce some of the
horrendous costs associated with EDI would be to abandon costly VANs
and move to transmitting data over the Internet. Yes, there are security
considerations, but they are being addressed.
However, a number of banks have announced or are working on
plans that will allow the transmission of EDI data over the Internet.Will
the VANs go away? Unlikely. They will simply adjust and offer services
to help those using the Internet.

Advantages of EDI
You may be wondering why companies go to all the bother of implementing EDI when it seems like it might be costly, rigid, and difficult
to understand. Obviously, there are some compelling advantages:
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• Fewer errors due to automated data entry
• Time savings due to the fact that there is no need to
reenter data

• Time and cost savings due to the reduction in errors from
keying mistakes

• Improved accuracy of data
• Decreased cost of paper supplies
• Reduced postage expenditures
• Fewer late payment charges
• A reduction in the number of lost discounts
• Improved accuracy of information shared within the company
• Data received more quickly, resulting in problems being
uncovered sooner

E f fect of EDI on Terms
One of the biggest excuses companies use for not moving to EDI, and
more frequently FEDI, is float. Thus, in order to make EDI palatable to
everyone involved, companies often renegotiate the payment terms with
their suppliers so no one has even a “perceived” financial loss. This usually takes into account both mail and processing time and can result in
an additional two to five days for the customer.

Trading Par tner Directory
Despite the fact that EDI has been around for decades, use of it is limited. (see Exhibit 12.1) When your company makes the investment in
EDI and begins to appreciate its benefits, it will want to add vendors to
its EDI program. But how can you identify which suppliers are EDI
capable? A company can query its existing vendors or check in
NACHA’s Trading Partner Directory.
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Current EDI Users
By Company Size
All companies
Up to 99
100–249
250–499
500–999
1000–4999
5000 & up

20.3%
10.5%
9.9%
8.8%
6.7%
22.5%
55.4%

What About the Future?
To see where EDI would go in the next five years, we turned to Harris
Bank’s EDI product manager, Greg Makowski. He spoke about how
EDI changes affect the accounts payable associate:
The good news, or the bad depending upon your perspective,
is traditional EDI is not going away anytime soon. Large corporations—automotive companies, manufacturers, shipping,
retail, grocers, etc. and organizations with large supplier bases—
have invested heavily in EDI and have reaped the benefits of
increased productivity and cost savings. EDI works well for
them, they are satisfied and have no need to change.
Furthermore, there is a plethora of new and very functional/
easier-to-use EDI engines/translators on the market. That wasn’t
the case even two, three years ago, despite the fact EDI has
been around for a long time. Until recently there weren’t a lot
of choices in vendors and the systems were very complicated
and didn’t have a good deal of flexibility (think any-to-any
mapping).
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Web-based EDI will obviously grow in the next two to five
years as infrastructure changes allow more flexibility in sending/receiving and integrating EDI files with their applications.
XML is still questionable until a solid standard is developed.
There are over 3,000 versions of XML in use today. Most are
developed and used between a large hub and its supplier base
for POs, invoices, etc. Groups like DISA (Data Interchange
Standards Association) and its ebXML should fill that void.
Once DISA develops rules and a standard, XML should start
taking off. For many organizations, XML will not completely
replace EDI, but will be integrated along with and compliment
EDI to reach smaller non–EDI-capable trading partners.
As for A/P applications, Web EDI and XML are still doubtful
in the near future for the following reasons:
1. Clients are still concerned about Internet security. For large-scale

XML payments, there still are many issues and concerns surrounding digital certificates.
2. Many EDI payment files require just-in-time processing and are

deadline oriented. When clients use a VAN or send their EDI
files direct, there is a strong comfort level ensuring that their
payments will be made on settlement date.With the Internet,
as it is today, there are a lot of concerns about timing.
3. XML files are a minimum of 10 to 20 times larger than tradi-

tional EDI files. Originating companies, originating banks,
ACH operators (Fed), the receiving banks, and the receiving
companies all will have to beef up their infrastructures to
handle the tremendous volume and additional costs. There is
a NACHA work group that is looking at the impacts of
including XML within an ACH transaction (similar to an
EDI CTX). Recommendations from the committee will be
submitted to NACHA’s steering committee by late summer
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2001. If adopted, this will be a major ACH change and will
take at least two to three years.
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XML, however, is seen as a catalyst for more widespread adoption of electronic business practices. There are a number of factors such as the availability of standards, free tools, usability of
XML over open networks, and the fact that XML is both
human and machine readable concurrently. The future benefits
of XML as it relates to the payment system are:
1. XML remittance information is carried through ACH with

the payment.

2. XML data requirements for current stakeholders will add

value to their customers.

3. XML payment order files provided by the originator to the

TE

originating bank that can be translated into ACH payments
(required fields are needed for this to happen, however).
4. Ability to reach an extended audience, much larger that the

current X12 installed base. This would include both business-to-consumer as well as B2B.
5. Value-added service for banks will provide Internet/XML

remittance data to collection customers.
The long and short of it, however, is that you won’t see anything happening with XML in the payment system (like EDI)
for at least two or three years.

S ummary
Although XML (see Chapter 13) may be the wave of the future, EDI
appears to be here to stay for the foreseeable future.Thus, accounts payable
associates should attempt to learn all they can about this subject.
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CHAPTER 13

Using the Internet in
Accounts Payable
After reading this chapter you will be able to

• Understand how the Internet is being used in the average
accounts payable department

• Know what advances are coming and prepare your company for them

• Find relevant accounts payable information on the Web
• Know what information to include in a company Internet
or intranet accounts payable site

• Understand the advances and the limitations of e-mail and
thus use it appropriately

he Internet has changed the accounts payable world forever.
Information from vendors, service providers, and other accounts
payable associates has affected the way the job is done today. Most
experts believe that the revolution has just begun.

T

Most Basic Use of the Internet: E-mail
How did we ever survive without e-mail? Virtually all companies have
given their accounts payable associates the ability to use e-mail with the
outside. This is vital because most vendors not only correspond in this
manner but are also starting to send invoices electronically. In the next
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few years, the growth in invoices delivered over the Internet is expected
to explode. While it is unlikely that paper invoices will ever go away
completely, the wealth of new products on the market and the interest
that corporate America has in cutting costs will feed this growth.
When combined with imaging, e-mail can become a powerful tool,
eliminating much of the manual paperwork in accounts payable. Here’s
what’s happening at some leading-edge companies. The paper-intensive
approval process might have an invoice coming first to the accounts
payable department. An associate would open the invoice and forward
it to the appropriate party for an approval. Depending on the corporate
culture, the original invoice might be sent or a copy of the original sent
with the original held in accounts payable for safe keeping. That way,
when the approver lost the invoice (or never received it), accounts
payable had the original to make another copy to send for approval.
(and you wonder why duplicate payments are such a problem?).
Eventually, after several phone calls, the approver would dig the
invoice out from under an in-box, approve the invoice, and send it back
to accounts payable using inter-office mail. If the approver were in the
same building, the whole process could take as little as two days or as long
as—well, your guess is as good as mine. If the approver were in another
building or worse, across the country, the most efficient approvers might
have the invoice back in a week, and the less efficient….
Enter imaging and e-mail. Now, the invoice when received in
accounts payable can be imaged and the original hard copy either
destroyed or sent to cold storage, depending on the company’s policy.
Then, using e-mail the image is forwarded to the approver for review
and formal approval. There is now an audit trail for everyone to see.
The send date is on the e-mail and the approver can no longer claim
he didn’t get the invoice, it was lost in the inter-office mail, accounts
payable never sent it, or any other excuse.
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If the approval is not received back in a timely fashion, the accounts
payable associate can follow up using e-mail. Many companies have
what is referred to as escalating approvals. They work like this. If after an
agreed-upon number of days, say three or five, the approval has not
been obtained, a reminder message is sent, usually automatically. If the
approval is still not returned within a few days, the invoice is then forwarded automatically to the next-level approver—on an escalating
basis. In theory, the invoice could eventually land on the president of
the company’s desk, but it is unlikely that this would ever happen.
The beauty of escalating approvals is that not only are they exceedingly efficient at removing an unpleasant task (the follow-up, pleaseapprove-the-invoice phone calls) from the accounts payable department,
they also cover vacation, sick days, and other emergency contingencies.
After all, most bosses know when their subordinates are on vacation.
There is also a subtle pressure on the approver. Once approvers realize
that if they do not review invoices on a timely basis, the boss will know
rather quickly, they tend to take the invoice approval process a lot more
seriously.

Dealing with Discrepancies
E-mails to cover discrepancy resolution can be handled in a similar
manner. Forms can be designed to make the process easier on everyone
involved—and if accounts payable does not receive a response in the
agreed-upon number of days, the e-mail can and should escalate to the
next highest person on the list. This should not be done without the
knowledge of everyone involved. It is an extremely efficient way of
resolving the discrepancy and deduction issues.

A

Word about Company E-mail Accounts
Some accounts payable associates are surprised to learn that their company e-mail accounts do not belong to them but to the company. That
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means the company has the right to monitor any and all information
that goes through those accounts. Many companies do this on a regular
basis. Thus, you should have no expectation of privacy when it comes
to that account.
Although some companies do not mind if their employees receive
personal e-mails in their corporate accounts, it is wise to remember that
corporate policy can change at a moment’s notice. Do not have anything come into or go out of your company account that you do not
want your boss to see—that includes off-color jokes, resumes, company
secrets, and anything else that others might deem objectionable. More
than one employee has lost his or her position due to inappropriate use
of the Internet at the office. Some e-mails sent from European companies come with a warning footer noting that the e-mails are property
of the company (and not the employee) and thus can be reviewed by a
company official at any time.
Use of free e-mail (but not Internet access) from companies such as
yahoo.com rocketmail.com and others is recommended not only for
personnel communications but also as a backup, should your company’s
e-mail system go down. This account will provide you with an alternate means of communication should that happen. You do not realize
how dependent you’ve become on e-mail until circumstances contrive
to deprive you of the ability to communicate electronically.

I nvoices Over the Internet
Are you ready to handle an infusion of invoices from your vendors over
the Internet? Have you developed systems and procedures that will
handle transactions being initiated not only on your company Web site,
but also on someone else’s? Think the Internet won’t play such an
intrusive role in business commerce for another 5 to 10 years? Well,
think again. Both General Motors and Ford have announced massive
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plans to become powerful players in the e-commerce arena—and we
are not talking about selling cars.
By the end of 2001, General Motors expects to make all of its $87
billion purchases through its Web site.Whether it’s steel for a manufacturing plant or pencils for its executives, the orders will be placed over
the Internet. Ford Motor Company has similar plans. That’s not all.
Both companies expect their suppliers to purchase and sell excess
inventory through the GM or Ford Web site. Since General Motors has
approximately 30,000 suppliers—only slightly more than Ford—this
will prove to be a massive undertaking. Even if you do not do business
with General Motors or Ford, you may very well buy from some of the
same suppliers who will have the ability to accept orders online in the
new virtual marketplace.

What Accounts Payable Pros Can Expect
Although Ford and GM might not meet their aggressive targets, they
will come close. Once their suppliers have invested the money to go
online as required, many will like it and, in turn, will require that their
suppliers go online as well. This will increase the number of companies
participating in the automotive-based virtual marketplace. Other industries are sure to follow suit once the cost savings become apparent.
Most experts estimate that it costs approximately $100 for automotive
companies to process a purchase order, but most of this processing cost
can be saved using the Internet. This is just the beginning of the savings.
With corporate America’s zeal to cut costs, many other companies will
begin participating in or developing their own virtual marketplaces.
Accounts payable professionals will feel pressure from purchasing
and management to become e-commerce proficient and to find ways to
modify existing systems and procedures to work under the new paradigm.
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In theory, a commerce model with information passing between buyer
and seller electronically should leave little room for human error. This
should translate into fewer discrepancies as a result of pricing or other
information errors.
On the plus side for accounts payable, the purchasing professionals
using the new systems will also be responsible for inputting all information. Not only will they have to become e-commerce proficient,
they will be monitored by their own companies to ensure that they do
everything correctly. This may patch up some of the “black holes” into
which needed information sometimes falls.

Action Steps
This is an area where accounts payable professionals can be the missionaries within their own organizations. By alerting management to
the upcoming changes and recommending changes to accommodate
electronic commerce within the accounts payable department, managers
will be ready when electronic orders and invoices become the norm.
The accounts payable department will need to be staffed with professionals who are 100 percent computer- and related-technology-literate.
This means not only knowing how to use the Internet, but also having
a thorough understanding of the programming languages that will
become the standard. XML is already a leading candidate in that field.
Those who are ready for the change and can adapt quickly will not only
survive, but thrive in the new electronic age.
There are several exciting new products on the market that make
the invoices over the Internet a whole lot easier and put the capability
within the reach of the average company. See Chapter 20, “Accounts
Payable in the Twenty-First Century” for additional information.
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Accounts Payable Web Pages
That’s right, accounts payable departments everywhere are setting up
their own Web pages. Some are doing it on the Internet for everyone
to see. Others are limiting it to in-house folks and are putting them on
intranet sites. Most are not hiring fancy consultants to do this but are
doing it themselves.
On intranet sites, that might include these features:
Answers to frequently asked accounts payable questions

•
• Accounts payable contact list with phone extensions and
responsibilities

• Accounts payable deadlines for check requests
• Accounts payable policy and procedures manual
• T & E policy and forms
• Petty cash policy and forms—if a petty cash box still exists
• Purchasing card information
• All other accounts payable forms
• Copies of past issues of your internal accounts payable
newsletter, if you have one

On Internet sites, that might include these features:
Payment status of open invoices (password-protected, of
course)

•

• Accounts payable contact list indicating responsibilities with
phone numbers

• Company’s invoice and supplier policies
• Companies W-9 policy for independent contractors
Those professionals who are curious about the Web and would like to
design a home page but don’t know where to start might try a company
accounts payable Web site.What better way to pick up a new skill while
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The Internet in
Accounts Payable
What follows is a list of ways accounts payable professionals are
now using the Internet along with Web sites that either provide
information about the topic or present examples of how companies
execute the strategies mentioned. This is probably a good place to
reiterate what was said at the beginning of the book: The Web sites
all worked at the time the book went to print. A few will probably no
longer exist when you go to check them out. However, you may be
able to find some that are even better to demonstrate the principles
discussed.
Ask questions. If you need to know how to do something, try

•
•

www.ioma.com/discussion/boards.html
www.recapinc.com/ask_the_experts.htm

to get an answer from your peers or from an expert.

Add frequently asked questions. Do you get asked the same
questions over and over again? Prepare a frequently asked
questions (FAQ) sheet and post in on your intranet site.

•

www.vcu.edu/procurement/apfaqs.htm

Provide information within the company. Prepare an in-house
newsletter and post it on your Web site after sending copies
to all employees.
Use search engines. When looking for information, be specific. Don’t just type “a/p,” for example. Use “ ”, +, and not to
limit the results.

•
•
•
•

www.dogpile.com
www.google.com
www.excite.com
www.lycos.com
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•
•

CONTINUED

www.ask.com
www.altavista.com

Locate p-card information.

•
•

www.americanexpress.com/cpc/pa/maintenance

•
•
•

www.visa.com/pd/comm/purch/main.html
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www.mastercard.com/ourcards.corporate/purchasingcard.html
www.purchase-card.com

co.stanford.edu/payments/disbursements/creditcards/pcard/manual/index.html

Find the latest fraud prevention information.

•
•
•
•

Positive pay: www.positivepay.com/

TE

IN

Phony Invoice Schemes: www.bbb.org/library/bainv.html
Check fraud info from the Controller of the Currency:
www.occ.treas.gov/chckfrd/contents.htm
Frank Abagnale, a fraud expert and a fascinating
speaker: www.abagnale.com/

Find personnel. Looking for a new employee? List your opening on any one of these sites:

•
•

www.monster.com/
careerpath.com

Locate tax information. For sales and use tax information,
check the first three sites. For payroll tax and other information, check the next three sites.

•
•
•

www.salestaxinstitute.com
www.bna.com
www.vertex.com
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•
•
•

CONTINUED

www.adp.com
www.payroll-tax.com
www.paychex.com

Find VAT information. For information about companies that
will help you reclaim VAT taxes paid by executives traveling
overseas, check these sites.

•
•
•
•

www.vrc-vatrefund.com/index.html
www.autovat.com
www.meridianvat.com/
www.bizednet.bris.ac.uk/virtual/economy/policy/
tools/vat/vatws.htm

Make use of education/professional organizations.

•
•
•
•
•
•

www.afponline.org
www.aicpa.org
www.aipb.com
www.americanpayroll.org
www.iappnet.org
www.napcp.org

Post on the Internet. Reduce the number of calls into the
A/P dept. Put invoice numbers and payment status info on
the Internet (with appropriate controls as to who can see
information).

•
•

www.supplier.intel.com/dobusiness/ap/
www.openinvoice.com/

Learn about letters of credit.

•

www.avgtsg.com
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simultaneously doing something job related? This would be something
different to add to your resume.

S ummary
Become as proficient as you possibly can when it comes to using the
Internet. It is here to stay and will continue to make inroads into
accounts payable. Those who thrive will be those who are adept at
using the Web and who make it part of their everyday arsenal of tools.
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CHAPTER 14

Extensible Markup
Language: What Accounts
Payable Pros Need to Know
After reading this chapter you will be able to

• Have a better understanding of Extensible Markup
Language (XML)

• Understand where XML is going and how it fits into
the accounts payable world

• Know where to go for additional information
• Know what accounts payable can do with XML
irst there was HTML (HypertText Markup Language) for creating
Web sites, and now accounts payable associates are starting to hear
about a wonderful new language that will make their lives simpler
and financial reporting a breeze (okay, that might be a slight exaggeration). XML is being touted as the next best thing since sliced bread.

F

What Is XML?
Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a meta language that allows the
simple creation of a language or vocabulary. It is not a programming
language or a formatting language like HTML. Users set up their own
vocabulary and define the elements or objects they want the language
to contain. XML processes these elements.
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XML can also be called a data wrapper because it is used to wrap
content, maintain structure, and provide compatibility between systems.
It can be used to integrate data from different systems running on different platforms. This is just part of the reason the professionals are so
excited about it.
XML can also be used to establish content for many users from one
location, using style sheets to transform the data. As you will see in “A
Sixty-Second XML Course” a little further on, XML is about describing data.
The fundamental hypothesis of XML is that it is extensible, which
means you can create your own elements or tags.They are used to explain
the content stored in the file.With XML you can
Manage documents efficiently

•
• Develop your own vocabulary to describe data
• Create a structure so data can be moved from one location
to another

• Separate content from display
A Sixty-Second XML Course
Terry Hinder, a senior manager for Covansys, is an XML expert. She
provides a refreshing view of this exciting new concept. She begins
with her own definition for XML, which she calls the glue that pulls
e-commerce together.
If you only need to know a little about XML, Hinder says that all
you need to understand is that it is formatted as tag-data-tag. An example
of a well-formed XML document is:
<greeting type = “friendly”>Hello, world!</greeting>.
Although you might not understand all the formatting that goes
along with the sample, you certainly can understand the intent of the
message. Additionally, Hinder says that legal XML documents, called
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well-formed documents, describe logical trees. If a well-formed document
conforms to an optional set of constraints (called a DTD, data transaction dictionary) it is also valid.

XML and Standards
One of the most frequent complaints heard about XML is that there is
more than one kind of XML. That is only partially true. Currently,
there are a few different XMLs, but they are all coming together as the
different groups continue to work together. Hinder believes that in five
years there will be a standard. However, accounts payable professionals
cannot wait that long to get involved.
The emerging leader is something referred to as ebXML (electronic
business Extensible Markup Language) which was created in November
1999 as a result of a NATO (North Atlantic Treaty Organization)
meeting. Its charter, says Hinder, was to provide an open XMLlanguage–based infrastructure enabling the global use of electronic
business information in an interoperable, secure and consistent manner
by all parties in an 18-month period.
Not only did this group meet its goals, but the major players in all
current e-commerce initiatives have agreed to follow ebXML as their
end state e-commerce standard. Or, as Hinder says, a standard becomes
a standard when enough of the 800-pound gorillas agree to use it.

Accounts Payable’s Role in Setting This Standard
Although they might not realize it, a number of accounts payable people reading this had a say in getting this standard set. Everyone who
responded to the Electronic Invoicing and Electronic Payment Information Task Force survey (for the creation of a standard invoice) or who
responded to the survey on the Internet had their “vote” counted.
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The results of that survey were used to create the Rapid e-Invoice,
which was ultimately presented to the ASI X12 committee as the
“standard” for invoices. The Rapid e-Invoice is now available for use by
anyone who wishes to use it. The form, along with much other related
useful information, can be accessed through the Internet at www.sandia.gov/elecinvoice/home.html.

What Should Accounts Payable Do to Get Ready?
For starters, learn as much as you can about e-commerce, XML, and the
new payment initiatives.Visit the following Web sites to learn as much
as you can:
www.w3.org

•
• www.xml.com/axml/axml.html
• www.microsoft.com/xml
• www.xml101.com
• www.xmlpitstop.com
• wwwxmlsoftware.com
• www.ebXML.org

At this point, there are only a few experts on these topics, but with a
little effort you can become, if not in the loop, at least near it.
Find out if there is an exchange for your industry. You can do this
by talking with the purchasing manager at your company or doing a
search on the Internet. Simply go to www.google.com or one of the
other search engines and put in your industry and the word exchange
(e.g., paper + exchange).
Get involved. Find out what your company is doing. Many companies are already working on e-commerce initiatives and few even think
to get their accounts payable managers involved. In fact, we know of
several that have fallen apart because the payment piece was not
addressed adequately (if at all!) at the planning stages.
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Career Thoughts
Don’t be surprised if you are rebuffed when you approach purchasing
about its participation in e-marketplaces. Although these portals are
magnificent for reducing costs and improving purchasing efficiency,
they also can significantly reduce the number of people needed to handle a company’s procurement needs. Thus, many in purchasing do not
necessarily see exchanges as a good thing.
To be completely honest about the matter, these exchanges, if
adopted wholeheartedly, will ultimately have the same effect on the
accounts payable staff.With fewer invoices coming to a company, many
will be able to reduce accounts payable staffs. This does not mean,
however, that accounts payable professionals should fight the use of
e-marketplaces—that would simply be a waste of time and effort and
get you labeled as unprogressive and not receptive to change.“Don’t go
kicking and screaming,” warns Hinder. You can lead the charge or be
left behind —the decision is yours.

B usiness Prospective
When you think of XML from a business point of view, you really have
to think of much more than just XML itself. XML is a tool that is analogous to a Universal or Master Key. XML will be the underlying
enabler in industry electronic commerce, specifically in the account
payable area in both strategic and tactical business processing.
First, let’s begin at the highest level, which is the strategic level.
XML has already begun enabling e-commerce, and will only expand in
that direction in the next five years. Business will need to develop its
e-commerce plan with an emphasis on collaboration. For accounts
payable management, that translates to collaboration with business
units, accounts payable, and suppliers. Note the word collaboration
because XML and B2B e-commerce applications enable more than just
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EXHIBIT 14.1

Strategic XML Business Plan
Suppliers
Customers

B2B
exchanges

Internal XML
business
collaborative
process

Suppliers

B2B
exchanges

Customers
Suppliers
Source: Prepared by Terri Hinder.

file transfers; they enable active cooperation and interaction between
business partners. Exhibit 14.1 shows a strategic plan using XML.
Second, while some are interested in the strategic picture, others
would like a more tactical, business process (see Exhibit 14.2).
The model in Exhibit 14.2 shows several activities that are XML
enabled:
A

Receiving receipts into the XML engine to send to A/P applications and other systems—Buyers or others can easily be
alerted as needed.

B

Alerts and visability to manage the business needs, such as
discrepancy resolution—The XML engine can allow visibility to
accounts payable and other applications to view information
for quick problem resolution. This also can be used to enable
supplier collaboration for direct two-way conversation with suppliers for clarification. Business unit personnel can also be
connected to the collaborative picture for joint viewing of
same information for quick resolutions.
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XML Business Process
Other
systems

AP
application
Bank

A

B

External
B2B

C

Suppliers

Suppliers

Internal
B2B

TE

Alerts to
buyers
views of:
• Receipts
• Invoices
• Documents

D

Internal XML
business
collaborative
process engine
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Electronic
receipt for
goods

Web-based
invoice

Suppliers

Paper
invoices

EDI
Excel or tab
delimited file
Source: Prepared by Terri Hinder.

C

Supplier collaboration and partnering—Allowing the suppliers
to view information from AP systems as well as have a plethora of options to use in invoicing.

D

Payment ability electronically, EDI format if needed—The
Bank can then make electronic payment to suppliers.

XML is a powerful enabler of business tools. Some tools are available today, and many new tools are coming out already XML enabled.
It’s not important that accounts payable professionals understand the
actual XML. It is important, however, that they are ready for dynamic
collaboration and partnering on a global scale.
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X ML and the Internet
You knew this was coming. XML is described as being Web-centric,
meaning that it is Web orientated. It uses the same protocol (HTTP) for
sending content from one system to another. Realize, however, that
XML will not replace HTML.
Thus, those who want to start using it do not have to invest in any
new expensive hardware. They also do not have to upgrade network
technologies. These two issues can be an obstacle to the implementation of any new system. The fact that they are not factors makes XML
an easier sell. The costs are generally limited to the costs related to the
development of software, programmers’ salaries, and XML editors.
The other costs are related to education of the staff. These relate to
items such as the purchase of books, attendance at conferences, and
other training venues.

Current Use
Certain regulatory agencies are beginning to accept reporting in XML
format. This will not affect the accounts payable function in the short
term. Additionally, certain software users are incorporating XML in
some of their products, including Microsoft (Office 2000 and Windows
2000), Oracle, IBM, and Sun Microsystems.
This list is by no means all-inclusive. The number of vendors
including this functionality in their products continues to grow, and by
the time this is published, many others will include it in their offerings.

Future of XML
XML will do for financial reporting and data sharing what the personnel
computer did for office automation. It will change the way business is
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done and information is exchanged. The question is how fast this revolution will take. Many experts predict that this change will happen
quickly. There was a time, in the not too distant past, when the Internet
and e-mail were foreign concepts. Today, most businesses depend heavily
on these two resources.
XML will have the same impact. Like the Internet, it will probably
not be necessary for accounts payable to understand all the intricate
workings of the process, as long as they know how to use it. It is likely
that most accounts payable associates will not need to know all the
details of XML programming, just as most do not really understand
how e-mail works, but know how to send and receive messages.

S ummary
XML is here to stay and will make a big impact on the business community. Although it is not necessary to become an XML expert, it will
become necessary to understand how to use it and what its documents
mean. The more accounts payable associates learn about this technology,
the better equipped they will be to become part of the accounts payable
departments of the twenty-first century.
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CHAPTER 15

Procurement Cards and
Their Impact on the
Accounts Payable Function
After reading this chapter you will be able to

• Understand the mechanics of using procurement cards
(p-cards)

• Identify potential problem spots and adapt solutions for
your organization

• Understand the different levels of data available
• Increase the use of p-cards in your organization, where
appropriate

• Recognize the benefits of using p-cards
rocurement cards, better known as p-cards, are similar to charge
cards and operate very much like the credit card you have in your
wallet. When used correctly, they are one of the best tools for
reducing the number of small-dollar invoices being processed in the
accounts payable department. Many experts estimate that it costs
approximately $150 to process a purchase order. This is an awful lot of
money to spend to buy a $25 widget. To many it seemed like there had
to be a better, more efficient, less expensive way.

P

How P-cards Work
Once a company determines that it wants to use p-cards, it gets bids
from several issuing banks and selects a card issuer. This is the financial
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institution that will issue the cards. Based on purchasing history, individuals within the company who regularly purchase items will be given
a card. Usually, they must sign an agreement with their employer, which
spells out their responsibilities for the card. These agreements usually
contain a statement that says the employee understands and agrees that
if he or she misuses the card they will be immediately terminated. Has
this ever happened? Yes. Has it happened often? No.
Each month the company receives a statement from the card issuer
with the charges for all the company cards. These statements are broken
down by cardholder. The company then has as much as 30 days to pay
the bill. It is expected that the statement will be reconciled in this time
period. If it is not reconciled, the company is still expected to pay its
bill in a timely manner.
There are various methods for verifying charges. Most companies
send the statement to the employees. Some ask the employee to review
the statement and verify the charges. Sometimes the employee will be
asked to code the items for the general ledger. Most companies expect
the employees to hold onto the signed receipts they receive when
they make the purchase. A few require that the receipts be submitted
to accounts payable. Some companies have a department representative
reconcile each department’s charges. This is especially true when more
than one person within the department uses the same card (though this
is rare).

B enefits of P-Cards
Most accounts payable professionals, if they sort the invoices they pay
on behalf of their companies, will find that the 80/20 rule applies to
accounts payable: 80 percent of the invoice volume accounts for only
20 percent of the dollars spent—and that’s if things are going well. In
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some companies the numbers are more like 90/10. Obviously, using a
PO, receiving an invoice, checking the invoice, processing it, cutting
a check, and then getting that check signed is not an efficient way to
handle small-dollar invoices. Bills for subscriptions, stationary goods,
and the myriad of other small-dollar items that companies must purchase do not deserve the same intensive handling that a $100,000 or $1
million invoice deserves.
This was the thinking behind p-cards. Thus, companies began using
credit cards to handle their small-dollar purchases. These cards are typically issued by the big three—American Express, MasterCard, and Visa.
Get Rusty Haines, an integrated business process manager for
Alliant Energy, talking about p-cards and he’ll tell you all the benefits.
He was recently asked to identify the biggest benefits. Haines said,“It is
very hard to state what was the ‘biggest’ benefit. There were three areas
that created hard dollar savings.
“First was the reduction in the number of invoices A/P processed.
The number of low dollar purchases being made using the p-card
reduced the A/P invoice volume by 50 percent.
“Second, was the ability to negotiate better prices with vendors.
Until the p-card, we never had the data required to negotiate more
aggressive pricing with fewer vendors.
“Third, card companies pay rebates for using their card products.
Although these vary dramatically, the rebate paid is revenue that usually
far exceeds discounts offered for prompt payment of invoices.
“The most important benefit was the cultural change brought
about by using p-cards.Without the ‘cultural shift’ to using p-cards, the
eventual implementation of long-term Internet based e-commerce
solutions would never have been possible. The use of p-cards became
the ‘baby steps’ to development and deployment of a corporate wide
e-procurement solution. ”
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Companies that have adopted their use have often radically reduced
the number of invoices and checks cut in their accounts payable departments—but not without some headaches.

Obtaining Adequate Data
While p-cards are wonderful for reducing volume, they are not so great
when it comes to the appropriate accounting. Think about your credit card bill. It tells you how much you spend at which vendor on what
day. But that is it. It does not tell you what you bought. Thus, you may
not know if you purchased a shirt for yourself or as a gift for someone
else. And the bill certainly doesn’t indicate that if the shirt was a gift,
who it was for and what the occasion was.
Unfortunately, most companies require this level of information for
accounting purposes. And most card issuers cannot provide it. Even if
the card issuer can provide the information, the vendor may not have
the capability of inputting the necessary information. Thus, many
issuers who indicate that they can provide Level 2 and 3 data (more on
this later) can only do so for a portion of your suppliers.
Many companies have adapted to this issue. They either do not care
or they make some gross assumptions based on the party charging the
products. If someone in maintenance at a local plant purchases a smalldollar item at a local hardware store, there’s a good chance that this is
for repairs.

Making Payments
The payment issue was not originally anticipated when companies
began using p-cards. Many large purchasers pressured their smaller suppliers into taking the cards. Additionally, some suppliers who signed up
to take the cards did not adequately think the process through and did
not integrate the program into their existing processes. The result is that
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a small number of vendors will send an invoice for a product that has
already been paid for with a p-card. Given the lack of data provided by
most credit card companies, these duplicate payments are exceedingly
hard to uncover unless the purchasing individual catches the error. After
all, there’s no way someone in accounts payable will be able to decipher
the line items on a credit card bill.
This assumes, of course, that the merchant is honest and is not trying
to dupe an unsuspecting customer into paying for something twice—
and a number of them are unscrupulous and will do this. This is another
reason to make sure you know who you are doing business with.
Most recently, a number of accounts payable professionals have
reported receiving invoices marked “paid for by credit card” somewhere
on the invoice. This statement is not necessarily in the most visible
location on the invoice. These companies cannot (or will not) alter
their billing system to suppress the printing and/or mailing of invoices.
Whatever the reason, it usually ends up falling on the shoulders of the
accounts payable associate to catch these already been paid invoices.
Don’t rely on the purchaser—many an invoice marked “paid for by
credit card” has arrived in the accounts payable department with an
authorizing signature and a note to “Please Pay.”
The discussion of these problems is not meant to deter a company
from using p-cards. They are an excellent tool, especially since most
employees are trying to get more done with fewer staffing resources.
However, those using them should be aware of the problems that may
be encountered.

The Data
Much has been written about the amount of data available on p-cards.
The card issuer will generally provide what is referred to as Level 1 (the
most available), Level 2, or Level 3 (the most desirable) data. The
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National Association of P-card Professionals (www.napcp.org) offers the
following definitions for these levels. NAPCP is a relatively new group,
and its formation reflects the importance of this function in corporate
America and backs up the claim that p-cards are not a passing fad.

Level 1 Data: Basic Credit Card Information
Level 1 data are similar to the information you would find on your personal credit card statement. This information includes:
Date

•
• Supplier
• Dollar amount

Level 2 Data: Customer-Defined Transaction Data
Transactions that include Level 2 data include Level 1 data plus
Sales tax

•
• Variable data field

Suppliers who are Level 2 capable have the ability to pass sales tax
information as well as a unique transaction data field (typically limited
to 16 characters) through the purchasing card system. Some issuers pass
this data to the cardholder statement. Level 2 data can be extremely
helpful to the cardholder in reconciling charges, especially in the case of
repetitive charges. Examples of Level 2 variable data include
An order number

•
• An employee name (in the case of temporary service provider)
• A sample number (in the case of providers of laboratory testing service)

Level 3 Data: Line-Item Detail
Transactions that include Level 3 data include Level 1 and 2 data plus
Item product code

•
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• Item description
• Item quantity
• Item unit of measure
• Item price
• Item tax

AM
FL
Y

Control Features

•

TE

Most companies limit the amount that any one employee can charge in
a particular time frame. After all, if they didn’t it would be like giving
an employee access to the company’s bank account—a very big temptation. Some of the ways companies control p-card usage while simultaneously encouraging employees to use it wherever possible include
the following:
Limit the dollar amount of each transaction—Some companies
set this limit as low as $50 or $100.

• Limit the dollar amount that each employee can spend in a given
month—A repair person might be limited to no more than
$1,000 per month while the plant supervisor might have a
limit that is ten times that amount. Limits can be initially set
low and then raised as needed.

• Use standard industrial code (SIC) blocks—For example, some
companies block furriers and other luxury good stores. The
problem with this issue is that sometimes companies are in
more than one line of business, yet they are limited to one
SIC code. There have been instances where employees have
been blocked from making legitimate purchases.

• Insist that the department manager review and sign off on all
monthly statements.

• Limit the number of employees who are given the card, but don’t
be too restrictive—Remember, you want the card to be used.
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Warning: You Will Get Complaints
Not everyone in other departments is going to be thrilled about
p-cards. For starters, any time you change an existing routine, people
will complain. Uses of p-cards is a big change, so initially, you should
expect some resistance. However, once people get up the learning curve
and are comfortable with the cards, they will be enthusiastic about them
and spread the word to other doubting Thomases in the organization.
Some people will complain that the reconciliation work really
belongs in accounts payable and they have to do extra work because of
the p-card. They are correct; they will have to do something they didn’t have to do in the past. However, they won’t have to fill out purchase
orders any more, either. Most importantly, the reconciliation work cannot be done in accounts payable. The knowledge base isn’t there—it is
with the employee who made the purchase and is therefore the only
one who can do the reconciliation.
As you can see, not all companies use p-cards. However, the larger
the company, the more likely it is to use p-cards. Some who are not
currently using them are simply not doing so because they have not
been able to devote the necessary resources to the project. Realizing the
benefits of a p-card program, they intend to look into it in the near

TIPS & TECHNIQUES

Getting Support for P-Cards
The most successful p-card initiatives are those that have strong
senior management support. Without that, the program will probably wither on the vine. The only way to make people use the card is
to show them the benefits and then make sure they understand that
management wants them to use the card. With a strong champion,
the program will be a success.
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A P-Card Success Story
Setting up, monitoring, and evaluating a p-card program can be
like exploring new waters for the accounts payable professionals
who have never ventured down this road before. Speaking at a conference for accounts payable professionals, Allergan Inc.’s Anita
Breitzman provided a roadmap for the uninitiated. She walked the
audience through the necessary steps to set up, evaluate, and manage a p-card program.
Establishing a Program
While most accounts payable professionals have a good idea about
what they wish to achieve through a p-card program, more than a
few do not. Breitzman recommends that the first step in establishing a p-card program is simply defining the goals and benefits
expected from the program. Then, set measurable objectives.
Without taking these two steps, it will be impossible to say whether
the program is a success.
Senior management support is crucial to getting the rest of the company behind the program. Without it, the p-card program opponents
will hinder the implementation every step of the way. Interestingly
enough, other accounts payable professionals report that the individuals who most opposed the p-card programs in their companies
ultimately became its biggest supporters after participating in
the program for just a shor t time. The trick is to get involvement
of all parties. Senior management support will ensure that others
participate.
Once the goals have been set and quantified and management support is in place, a provider will have to be chosen. Ask hard questions of potential p-card providers. Network to find other accounts
payable professionals who have card programs. Ask for recommendations and also find out the horror stories. Breitzman also recommends asking what your company will have to do to get started.
Often times, she says, the providers will say that they will help you,
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but when push comes to shove, the company must do more work
than it initially anticipated. Make sure to find out exactly what will be
expected of the company and then of the accounts payable staff—
it could be substantial.
Like any other accounts payable process, p-cards need written
approved policies and procedures. Without them, the accounts payable manager responsible for the program will have huge headaches. Since the program is new, the accounts payable professional
has a golden opportunity to “do it right.” Not being hampered by
existing procedures or established bad habits on the part of card
users, accounts payable professionals are in the unique position to
get the program off on the right foot.
Always start with a pilot program. No matter how much planning
goes into the project and how good the accounts payable staff is,
there will be some rough spots in the beginning. This is not a time
to be fair, says Breitzman. Pilot participants should be selected from
those who support the program, not its detractors. There will be
time to convert the skeptics later. You do not need them around
should the pilot hit some bumps in the road.
Once the pilot program has run for a while and the are bumps
worked out, roll out the program to the rest of the company.
Evaluating the Program
In the implementation stage, measurable objectives were set. After
a reasonable amount of time, begin to quantify the results. Audit the
information and get feedback from the p-card users. Breitzman suggests the following questions:

• What was learned?
• What was accomplished?
• What additional issues need to be addressed?
Follow-up on the additional issues is recommended. Begin a regular
benchmarking program and revise it as needed. Finally, she says
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that ongoing communication with the cardholders is crucial. This is
the only way problems can be identified and corrected before they
derail the p-card program.
Managing the Program
One of the great features of p-cards is that they allow the company
to set controls for each employee as needed. To get started, establish card controls for each employee or group of employees as company policy dictates.
When interviewing potential card providers, the issues of sales and
use tax and 1099 reporting should be addressed. The capabilities
of the card provider in these arenas (and they are not all the same)
need to be integrated into the accounts payable operations.
Work with the appropriate parties in accounting and IT to establish
whatever general ledger interface is desired. Different companies
do it in different ways, depending on the corporate preference and
the capabilities of the accounting software used.
Establish a periodic reporting mechanism to keep management
apprised of the success of the program and to provide others in the
company with needed information.
Similarly, Breitzman recommends setting up an audit program to
see if p-cards are being used as they should be and in all instances
where they are supposed to be. Some accounts payable professionals have reported setting up a p-card program and then those
who objected to the program simply did not use the cards when
issued. Actions such as this can doom an otherwise good program.
Senior management support is key to enforcing usage in situations
such as this. One company forces p-card use by taking the rather
severe step of refusing to pay for items not charged to p-cards when
applicable. This policy, of course, is an extreme; your company
might not be willing to go this far.
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Growing the Program
The first place to look to grow the program is from existing card
users. They often can see additional uses for the cards. Going to
user group meetings is another good idea. By meeting with others
using the same card program, accounts payable professionals will
not only find unique solutions to their p-card problems but will also
discover innovative ways others are using the cards.
P-Card Program Set-Up Roadmap
Use the following list to ensure that you cover all the p-card bases:

• Establish a program.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Define goals and benefits.
Set measurable objectives.
Get senior management support.
Select p-card provider.
Establish policies and procedures.
Begin pilot program.
Roll out the program.

• Evaluate the program.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Measure how objectives are being met.
Audit the results and user feedback.
Benchmark results and revise where needed.
Communicate with cardholders.

• Manage the program.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Set card controls.
Sales and use tax.
1099 reporting.
G/L interface.
Set up reporting mechanism.
Establish audit routine.
Look for expansion ideas.
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Who’s Using P-Cards
Not all companies use p-cards. Some are concerned about their
employees misusing the card and others are satisfied with the
status quo. The latest statistics from the 2001 IOMA Managing
Accounts Payable Benchmarking Survey can be seen in Exhibit 15.1.

future—or so they say. There’s an old saying about the road to hell
being paved with good intentions. It appears that p-cards are on that
road for many.
IOMA has asked this question in its last few benchmarking surveys,
and the numbers haven’t changed much. About one-third are using
p-cards and about 20 percent plan to do so in the next few years—they
just never seem to get the issue high enough on their “to do” list. Given
the recent advances in differing payment mechanisms over the Internet,
the feeling among some p-card experts is that usage by companies has
tapered off. Those who are going to use them are already doing so and
those who are not will not add a program, except in rare instances.
EXHIBIT 15.1

Corporate Usage of P-Cards
By Company Size
Up to 99
100–249
250–499
500–999
1000–4999
5000 & up
Total

Currently use

Planning to

Do not plan

13.2%
20.2%
15.7%
26.9%
44.8%
61.7%
35.3%

13.2%
10.1%
26.5%
27.6%
22.7%
17.3%
20.8%

73.7%
67.9%
56.9%
45.5%
32.0%
21.1%
43.9%
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The growth in p-card usage will come from existing users who see
the benefit and push for additional use within their company. There are
a lot of those companies out there, so p-card usage within companies
that have a program will grow.

O ther P-Card Trends
Companies that push large volumes through their p-card programs
have gone to their issuers and negotiated rebates based on volume. This
is something that most issuers do not like to talk about—and, in fact,
many contracts forbid those who receive these rebates from discussing
them publicly. How much does a company have to buy before it can
negotiate a rebate? Several years ago the number was $500,000 per
month, but competition may have lowered that figure.
By the way, card issuers are not going to offer a rebate, in most cases.
You will have to ask for it. Depending on the size of the company, the
TIPS & TECHNIQUES

Getting Employees to
Use the P-Card
A few accounts payable professionals have found that they had to
play hardball in order to get employees to use the p-card when making a purchase. Some have refused to process the invoice and issue
a check for items that should have been purchased with a p-card.
They simply send the invoice back to the person who made the purchase with instructions to pay the invoice using the p-card. Most
employees don’t have to get more than one or two invoices back
before they get the message. There is one caveat to those trying
this approach. Make sure management will back you up. If not, try
a more subtle technique. There is nothing worse for an accounts
payable associate than to tell someone no and then have that person go over your head and win.
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rebate can be an attractive feature. Some companies, in an attempt to
qualify for a larger rebate, have combined their T & E cards, freight cards
and p-cards into what is referred to as a one-card program.

S ummary
P-cards are a wonderful tool to use to reduce the number of small dollar
invoices coming into the accounts payable department for processing.
Using them and issuing one monthly check for hundreds of low-dollar
purchases just makes good sense. Study the advice given in this chapter
and see if you can find ways to get more of your company’s invoices
eliminated by having the purchase made with a p-card, rather than the
traditional purchase order, invoice, check route. Your purchasers will be
happy and the accounts payable department will be able to devote its
limited resources to more meaningful work.
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Fraud: Vendor, Employee,
and Check
After reading this chapter you will be able to

• Identify the most common types of fraud
• Recommend policies and procedures to guard the
company against fraud

TE

• Insist on the use of positive pay and know the
reasons why

• Uncover fraud in your own organization, should it exist
asically, there are three types of fraud that accounts payable associates may encounter: check fraud, vendor fraud, and employee
fraud. This chapter takes a look at fraud and ways that accounts
payable can help protect the company from fraud.

B

C heck Fraud
One of the biggest growth industries in the United States, check fraud
is estimated at approximately $10 billion annually. It includes
Altering an authorized check

•
• Forging the maker’s signature
• Forging the payee’s endorsement
• Creating unauthorized check stock
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• Drawing a draft on an account but not delivering the goods
or checks

• Check kiting
A few years ago, banks usually ate the losses that accrued because of
the fraudulent use of their customers’ checks. No more. It has simply
gotten too costly for banks to cover these losses. Why has check fraud
grown so much? There are several reasons:
1. It’s easy—Anyone with an inexpensive computer, a scanner, a

color printer, and a little bit (and here the emphasis is on the
word little) of knowledge can make a good copy of a check—
good enough so that most banks will cash it.What’s more, with
the current technology not only can a crook make a good copy,
the crook can also alter it so that instead of being payable for, let’s
say $100, it can be made payable for $1,000 or $10,000.
2. The risk of getting caught is low—Most police work is focused on

violent criminals and those that commit crimes with dangerous
weapons, rather than on people who commit fraud.
3. Even if apprehended, the odds of actually serving prison time are

quite low—With the overcrowding of prisons, most people,
including many reading this book, would prefer to see violent
criminals behind bars instead of those who commit nice whitecollar crimes that don’t really hurt anyone. This last statement,
unfortunately, is a misperception. White-collar crime hurts
everyone—the harm is just not as visible as the damage done
with a knife or a gun.
So, if you were a criminal, would you hold up a bank with a gun
to gain a few hundred dollars and intensive police scrutiny, or sit in the
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safety of your home with some fancy, low-cost equipment and print up
bogus checks with little chance of police attention?
It doesn’t take a rocket scientist to figure out why check fraud has
increased.

Why Banks Are Rarely Liable
The Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) has been changed to address
the check fraud issue. No longer can corporations ignore their responsibilities in this area and expect their banks to cover for them. The code
now has a concept of comparative culpability. Check issuers must now
exercise reasonable care in their handling of checks or they will assume
culpability for the check fraud.

What Companies Can Do to Limit
Their Chances of Having Checks Copied
Let’s be clear about one thing. Although you can never completely
eliminate the risk of check fraud, there are many things a company can
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A Positve Pay Ultimatum
Companies that do not want to be liable for losses should use positive pay. Although it is not yet a requirement, we can see the time
in the not-too-distant future when companies not using the service will be deemed to be not exercising reasonable care. Some
banks have gone out of their way to make sure they offer positive
pay to all customers and require written notice of their customers’
decisions to use or not use positive pay. These banks will have the
necessary documentation to prove they offered the product but
the customer declined to use it—if the use of positive pay
becomes an issue in a check fraud case.
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do to minimize the chances of having a crook focus on its checks. After
all, if you make it too difficult, the crook will simply move on to another
target—there are so many of them out there.
If preprinted check stock is used, the company can take these precautions:
Keep it under lock and key.

•
• Limit access to the area where the check stock is stored.
• Keep a log of the checks used.
• Have someone with no access to the check stock perform a
routine to determine the number of checks used.

• Perform surprise audits on the check stock by either the
internal or external auditors.

• Authorized check signers should not have access to the area

where the check stock is kept. This is for their protection, as
well.

• Never, ever use a rubber stamp to sign checks. This practice

completely negates a bank’s liability and makes the company
100 percent liable, as rubber stamps are not considered using
reasonable care. After all, who knows who stamped the check.

If a check signing machine is used, the company should take these
precautions:
The signing machine should be stored in a secure location
where access is limited to a few authorized individuals.

•

• The signer should be kept separate from the check stock.
• The signature plate should be removed and placed in a safe or
under lock and key—again separate from the check stock.

• Adequate controls should be put in place to monitor the

number of times the signer has been used. Most have some
sort of a counter on them.

Most importantly, use common sense. Don’t think, “Oh, it’s okay,
Joe is a trusted employee, he’s been here for ages.” As you’ll read a little
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further on, most employee fraud is committed by the Joes of the world,
those long-time trusted employees, who at least at this point are predominantly male—although as women gain momentum in the workplace, this stereotype is sure to change.

Check Stock
Reasonable care extends to the check stock, as well. Companies that go
out and purchase the cheapest check stock available may be surprised
to learn that they may not be adequately protecting themselves. Checks
should have some, of the security features listed in Chapter 3 (page 40).
Some experts recommend against including statements on checks
such as “not valid for checks over a certain dollar limit.” Why? The
experts reason that these statements do more to help the crook than the
teller. The crook noting a notice about a $500 limit will simply write
the check for $499. This is not to say that such limits should not be set
on accounts—just don’t notify the crooks by putting the notice on the
checks.

Positive Pay
Without a doubt, the best defense a company has against check fraud is
positive pay. Companies that use positive pay send their banks a check
issuance file every time they have a check run. This tape, which can be
sent electronically, contains information about the check number and
dollar amount for each account. Before a check is honored it is matched
against the file. If it is not on the list or has already cleared (and thus no
longer remains on the file), the check is bounced.
Each bank has its own variations on how this aspect is handled.
Some have a deadline that allows the company to tell the bank to honor
the check—as mistakes do happen. Others simply direct their bank to
bounce the check if it is not on the list. This is the plain-vanilla version
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of positive pay.You will note that there is no attempt to verify the identify of the payee.That is the responsibility of the bank of first presentment.
There are several variations to the original positive pay:
Reverse positive pay—In this case the bank sends the company
a listing of all the checks presented each day, typically only
check number and dollar amount. The company has a deadline, again usually around 2 p.m., to call the bank and tell it
not to honor a certain check.

•

• Teller positive pay—This product requires timely input, pro-

cessing, and updating online. As you can probably guess from
the name, it puts the latest information at the fingertips of the
teller in the bank who is being given checks to cash.

• Payee name verification—This product is not currently avail-

able, but will be shortly. It requires the input of additional data
on the daily file and permits verification of the payee’s name
in addition to the dollar amount. This is a big improvement
on an already great product. Bank of America may have its
version ready before the end of the year, and other banks will
follow. Of course, it will require additional work on the part
of the issuing company along with some system changes.

Those companies not using positive pay are urged to do so. Not
using it, especially after the bank has recommended it, could make a
company liable for check losses. Accounts payable professionals using
positive pay should consider payee name verification positive pay when
it becomes available.
Some companies refuse to use positive pay because they fear the system modifications will cost too much. This does not have to be the case.
There is an inexpensive product on the market, developed by IPS of
Boston, that allows a company to convert its data for positive pay. It can
be purchased through some banks, including Bank of America, or
downloaded from the Internet (www.positivepay.com).
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TIPS & TECHNIQUES

Identifying Fraudulent Checks
The sooner a fraudulent check is identified, the more likely a company is to recover its funds. Here are two tricks to quickly identify
fraudulent checks:
When the checks are received back from the bank, quickly
spread them out and compare the color. A forger may have
gotten the color close, but the odds are quite good that it
won’t be a perfect match.
Check for perforations on the check if you are using the type
of check that should have perforations—either from being
ripped from the checkbook or detached from the stub. Crooks
often neglect this feature when forging a check.

Vendor Fraud
In its very worst form, vendor fraud can be intentional on the part of
existing vendors in collusion with your employees. In its mildest form
it can be petty-ante scams for small-dollar amounts discussed further on
in this chapter.
The first line of defense is the master vendor file. Good controls and
practices regarding the master vendor file will eliminate certain types of
fraud. For example, an employee, John Doe, who sets himself up as the
John Doe Company will not be able to set up an account in the master vendor file for this new company and submit invoices if the proper
controls are in place. Most fraudsters, however, are not this obvious.
Here are other ways to protect the company.
1. Cross-check each vendor’s address, phone number, and Zip code

against those of the company’s employees.
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2. Check invoice number sequences of each vendor. Suspicious

patterns should be investigated immediately.
3. Payments made without purchase orders or receiving documents

should be scrutinized closely.
4. Most legitimate vendors can be found listed in standard business

directories. Check out new vendors.

Phantom Vendors
Many fly-by-night companies exist for no reason other than to try and
collect your firm’s hard-earned money without providing any real service. Some of them do this by delivering low-quality goods, such as
toner for copy machines, that no one ordered. These guys are slick.
They will find out what type of printer or copy machine is used at your
firm and then deliver shoddy goods for these machines. How do they
find out what type of printers and copiers are used at your company?
They simply call up and ask. If you get a call asking about the serial
number for your copier, ask for the caller’s phone number so you can
get back to them.Watch how quickly they will hang up.
Once they have this information, the goods are shipped and an
invoice is sent. The price on the invoice is very high. The goods arrive,
and since no one knows who ordered them, they either sit in the mailroom or eventually get used. Meanwhile, accounts payable often pays the
invoice eventually. These fraudulent vendors are also quite aggressive
about calling and demanding payment for their product. Since the dollar
amount involved is usually not great, the invoices are eventually paid,
despite the fact that no one from the company ordered the product.
And, what do you think these companies do once they find out how easy
it is to dupe your company? Yes, another order is likely to appear, either
for the same product or for another under a different company name.
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Other Scams
The toner scam described above is just one of many. There are other
variations:
The Yellow Pages ad scam—If your company places an advertisement in the Yellow Pages, don’t be surprised to receive
another invoice for an ad looking just like the real one—only
from a rival publication, where no order was placed.

•

• The newspaper ad—This scam works in a similar manner to

the Yellow Pages scam. The target is usually companies that
have placed a help-wanted ad. An invoice with a tear sheet
will show up in accounts payable for the help-wanted advertisement. Only it will not be from the original newspaper
where the advertisement was placed. The tear sheet will look
exactly like the original ad.

• The $2.99 scam—This is a relatively new one. A check will

appear at a company and usually find its way into the treasury
or accounts receivable department. Since the check is usually
for a relatively small-dollar amount, say $2.99, it gets deposited
and put into miscellaneous income to be researched at a later
date when someone has time. The tiny print on the back,
usually in a light gray font, says that the depositor agrees to
pay approximately $30 per month forever. Then, the monthly
invoices start appearing, and many get paid. Since many companies don’t have the resources to investigate invoices this
small, they are paid each month until someone catches on.

These are just a few of the types of vendor fraud. The alert accounts
payable associate will catch on and prevent further losses to the company.

Employee Fraud
No one likes to address this issue, but employee fraud is an issue—one
that is typically swept under the table, as few companies like to admit
that they were taken by one of their own.What’s worse, since employee
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fraud is rarely prosecuted, companies can’t or won’t taint the employee
with a bad reference. Some employees who are involved in a fraud stop
after one encounter. But many others, undeterred by a bad reference,
repeat the crime at their next place of employment.

Segregation of Duties
Most auditors will continually harp about the proper segregation of
duties, and with good reason. Many frauds are possible because of a lack
of segregation of duties and checks and balances. If a person is permitted to authorize a payment and then the check is given to this individual to deliver, the risk is great. The check can be mailed. Most auditors
will insist that checks never be returned to the requestor for delivery.
Similarly, certain functions, such as maintaining the master vendor
file, check signing, payment authorizers and so on should be limited
only to those who must have that ability. Never should someone have
the authority to update the master vendor file, authorize a payment, and
then sign a check.
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Who Is Most Likely
to Commit Fraud?
As already indicated, the “typical” fraudster is usually a trusted
male employee in his mid-forties. He is usually good at what he does
—his job, that is. Most companies choose not to prosecute the
fraud. This reluctance is tied to the fact that executives do not want
to let their investors, customers, or board of directors know about the
lack of controls that allowed the fraud to take place. The employee is
let go with no black marks on his record. In the best of situations, the
executives then close the loopholes that made the fraud possible.
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Common sense will tell you what other functions should be segregated. If in doubt, discuss the matter with your auditors. They will provide adequate advise in this area.

Vacations
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Banks insist that all their employees take two weeks’ consecutive vacations. Why? They believe that any employee fraud will unravel in that
time period. And on more than one occasion, they have been proved
correct. Most companies do not have the luxury of making the same
demand on their employees, because they do not give enough vacation
time to demand it all be taken at once. Still, an employee in critical areas
who never takes a vacation is not a good idea. The company may be
getting more than it bargained for from such an employee. (Note: Just
because someone does not take vacation does not mean that fraud is
involved, but it could be a signal.)
Everyone should have a backup and be away from the office for
some period of time. It’s healthy. Perhaps, in the United States, at least
one week of consecutive days off might be a good idea.

S ummary
Fraud is a growing problem. By being aware not only that it exists but
also of some of the signs, accounts payable associates will be best positioned to identify situations that are not quite what they appear to be.
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CHAPTER 17

How Companies Are
Using Technology
in Accounts Payable
After reading this chapter you will be able to

• Understand imaging and how it is being used in accounts
payable

• Have some knowledge of encryption and digital signatures
and how it will be used with e-mail

• Appreciate how Interactive Voice Response systems can be
used in accounts payable

his chapter takes an in-depth look at how three new technologies
are being used at some leading-edge companies to improve the
accounts payable process. The individuals portrayed do not possess
high-tech computer skills, although obviously they are knowledgeable
about the technologies they use, but, rather, are inquisitive accounts
payable folks who have taken the time and gone out of their way to figure out how to use some of the newest technologies to improve their
departmental operations.

T

I maging
Accounts payable departments in most companies are inundated with
paper. Imaging (the scanning of documents for workflow and/or storage)
takes a giant step to alleviating that problem. As discussed elsewhere in
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this book, many accounts payable departments receive invoices, make a
copy of them, and then send the original (or the copy, depending on the
corporate philosophy) out for signature. Some of these invoices can be
pages long. Every company uses its own invoice form, so the papers are all
different sizes, different colors, and, frankly, printed with different-quality
printers. Some are quite easy to read but others are almost illegible.
Assuming everything goes smoothly, the invoices (along with all the
backup material and sometimes a copy of the check) are then filed after
the payment has been made. Storage can take up a lot of space, even at
a mid-size company. You can imagine the storage space needed at a
large company. Now some might ask why all this paper has to be saved
—after all, the payment has been made. For starters, most auditors insist
that backup material be saved for at least seven years for tax reasons.
However, as anyone who has worked in accounts payable for even
a short period of time will tell you, it is frequently necessary to refer to
the paperwork for at least a few months after the payment date. Thus,
anything that can be done to ease the workflow of invoices and to save
storage space is welcomed by most accounts payable departments.
Imaging addresses both those issues. The case study in “In the Real
World” on page 209 demonstrates how imaging solved a number of
problems for one large utility. The case study was presented by the company’s accounts payable manager at several conferences. He was gracious
enough to address some of the problems he encountered, as well.

E ncryption and Digital Signatures
Although the Internet is great for easily sharing information, many
executives are concerned about the security of the information both
being received and being sent over the Internet. Remember, sending
information over the Internet can be likened to sending a post card—
anyone can read what it says. Needless to say, this does not make many
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PPL Electric Offers Lessons on
Setting Up an A/P Imaging Solution
Do any of your accounts payable processors leave difficult invoices
for someone else to process? Do they wait until five o’clock to slide
problem invoices past their supervisors? Are you sick of piles of
paper and rows of filing cabinets? Well, if the answer to any or all of
these questions is yes, imaging and workflow may be for you.
Brian Krom, corporate disbursements manager, shared his experiences with implementing an imaging and workflow solution at PPL
Electric Utilities Corporation. First, however, is a description of why
PPL wanted to move in this direction.
Why Imaging and Workflow
Krom enumerated seven reasons for moving to imaging and workflow:
The increased process efficiencies and reduced cycle times.
This was accomplished by decreasing paper hand-offs,
decreasing or eliminating bottlenecks, eliminating manual date
stamping, reducing the delays in routing “trouble” invoices,
and saving on labor costs.
Work was better distributed through FIFO (first in, first out)
processing. Invoices were prioritized within or between queues
and flexibility and control was added over individual image
filters.
Monitoring, tracking, and reporting of the vouchering (workflow) and backlogs improved. This was achieved through realtime count of processed and pending invoices by operator
type, scan date, and so on.
Document retention, retrieval, and archiving was improved.
Customer service improved.
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Fraud control improved.
Less storage space was needed.
Imaging makes document handling much easier. For example, Krom
can now print, fax, or e-mail images directly from within the system.
He says that multiple copies of documents are no longer kept, nor
are there lost, mis-files, or “out” vouchers. The need to copy and
mail paper documents is eliminated, as is re-filing.
Krom warns that much of the labor savings throughout the process
can be offset by the needed labor costs for invoice sorting, prepping, and scanning. He also said that sometimes those real-time
reports of pending invoices could be quite depressing.
Imaging and workflow eliminates paper saving and keeping microfilm/fiche. However, some accounts payable professionals must
observe certain rules to meet governmental requirements. Krom
summarizes the SEC and IRS rules, but cautions that additional regulations may apply. He points out that it is not required to convert
to imaging as your source document, but if you do, you must follow
the regulations.
Storage Space Issue
Space saving is usually an issue whenever the imaging topic comes
up. Krom demonstrated just how much space PPL saves. He says
that the accounts payable department fills up 82 filing cabinets
each year. Each cabinet takes up 8 square feet of floor space. This
includes 2 feet to open the drawers. That’s approximately 650
square feet of space each year. Trying to find something in one of
these cabinets is another challenge.
The 5.25-inch optical platters used by the PPL accounts payable
department hold 2.6 gigabytes of images. Seventeen are used for
each year’s information. Next year, Krom plans to upgrade to platters that can hold twice as much information.
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Implementation
To begin with, PPL developed a business case. “Tentative” management approval was gained and a vendor was selected that satisfied
accounts payable’s requirements—as they understood them at the
time.
PPL tried to understand the software functionality and tested and
experimented with it. PPL spoke with other users and even insisted
on talking to the technical staff, in addition to the salespeople.
Krom urges others to do the same. He also recommends speaking
with other customers of the software vendor.
PPL then mapped out the current process. This mapping process
was more difficult and took longer than expected, but PPL learned
a lot from the process. With the current information under its belt,
PPL designed and mapped the new process.
Gaps in the process were identified and the company had to decide
whether to change the process or customize the system. Hardware
requirements were determined and acquired. These included workstations, server size, scanners, and jukeboxes, along with decisions
about how much horsepower and what settings and configurations
would be used. The software was installed, tested, de-bugged, and
re-tested. Customizations were implemented. Then Krom says, PPL
tested and tested and tested—and it should have tested more!
The company wisely decided to pilot with a small number of invoices,
using one of its smaller affiliate companies first. PPL continued
debugging and adjusting the process and software based on feedback from the pilot. It went into full production on January 10, 2000.
Lessons Learned
Krom says it was more difficult to adjust to imaging than he had
expected. PPL experienced much resistance from its staff. However,
most of these staffers came around fast after using the new system.
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The project was more involved and intrusive than assumed, and
what was supposed to be a turnkey solution did not turn out to be
so. The start date was delayed from the original planned date of
October 1999. Such delays are not ideal; however, this project
came in remarkably close to deadline.
Possible Downside
These systems are expensive. The imaging and workflow system at
PPL cost just under $100,000. This includes software, modules,
hardware training, and installation. The annual maintenance fee is
$6,500. For a company like PPL with huge volume (300,000 transactions per year), this is not a significant cost, although those with
smaller volumes might look for a lower-priced system.
More of an issue is resistance received to the new project. The
imaging and workflow resulted in several significant changes in the
accounts payable department, and not everyone on the staff was
happy about these revisions.
Scanning is a skill that needs getting used to. If your company deals
with many different shaped and colored invoices, be prepared not
to receive an exact match.
Final Thoughts
More time and effort was needed upfront for document preparation
and sorting. Krom had to add a person to handle the increased
workload.
PPL, like many other companies, experienced an invoice-processing
backlog during the implementation of the imaging program. Krom
concludes that even with all this, “we have already begun to realize
many of the benefits and expect that to continue. It was an interesting road but worth the effort.”
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computer experts comfortable. This section examines the security issue
and shows how one company successfully addressed this concern. One
of the companies that has made great strides in using the Internet and
incorporating stare-of-the-art security is Chevron. The solution to the
security problem lies in encryption and digital signatures. A/P professionals need to understand that these new technologies are coming to
accounts payable—quickly.
At several recent conferences, Chevron’s manager of accounts
payable reengineering, James M. Burstedt, and Ed Ames, a Chevron
analyst for electronic commerce and a cofounder of the Unclaimed
Property Holders Association, explained these approaches, and how
they are reflected by Chevron’s corporate policy. Ames and Burstedt are
always looking to push the envelope when it comes to using new technology to safeguard Chevron’s assets. In fact, they like to say that they
don’t want to be leading edge, they want to be on the bleeding edge.

Corporate Policy
The policy states,
Information and the systems supporting it are key company
assets, requiring prudent and proactive protection by information owners and users alike. It is the policy of the company to
secure these assets from external and internal threats through a
combination of technology, practices, processes and monitoring, based on risk and the value of the assets. The goal is to minimize the potential for damage either purposeful or accidental,
to the company’s computer and communications systems, company data and information.
This policy allows Chevron to focus its resources to protect its most
important asset—its information. Like other companies, Chevron needs
to protect itself from hackers, pranksters, dishonest insiders, competitors,
and information terrorists. It is concerned about viruses, interception,
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prying eyes, alteration or loss of data, communication blocks, and system
disruptions. However, the biggest concern is unauthorized access.

Origins of the Problem and Its Solutions
Burstedt and Ames pointed out that security breaches can arise: an
intruder masquerading as an employee; eavesdropping; data being
changed en route; e-mail addresses being changed en route; or cracked
passwords and IDs. The speakers also identified the defenses that stop
unauthorized access to computer information transferred over the
Internet. These include authentication (digital signature-private key/
hash), encryption, digital certificates (ID validation/non repudiation),
firewalls, and strong passwords.
The consequences of not having these defenses can be severe.
Financial loss, damage to the company’s reputation, loss of business,
legal actions, and the loss of strategic information are only a few of the
possible results.
When an employee has a laptop stolen, the biggest loss is not the
cost of the laptop, but the strategic information stored on the hard
drive. Thus, Chevron relies on what it calls secured messaging.

Secured Messaging
Chevron defines secured messaging as the use of encryption and digital signatures. Before defining what a digital signature is, let us focus on
what it is not. It is not a digitized signature—the manual signature by
an individual on an electronic device such as those used by certain
department stores for charge card purchases. Burstedt and Ames provided the following definitions:
Digital signature—Unique to the person and using a private
key, digital signatures can be verified as belonging specifically
and used solely by that person. It is linked to data, so any change
to the data will invalidate the signature. It is also nonreputable,

•
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which means that a person can prove they sent a communication and conversely, cannot deny that they sent it. It is the
equivalent in the paper world to getting a document notarized.

• Encryption—This is the ability to transform electronic infor-

mation into an unreadable format that can only be converted
back to its original readable state by specific individuals previously authorized to do so.

• Encryption engines—Also known as encryption algorithms, are
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now powerful enough to generate truly random keys, taking
this responsibility out of the hands of people. It also allows for
session keys that can be used once or multiple times and then
discarded.

Back to Math Class

TE

Upon reading the word algorithm below, some accounts payable professionals may vaguely remember high school math class. An algorithm is
a detailed sequence of calculations performed in a specific number of
steps to achieve a desired outcome.
A hash algorithm is a function that reduces a message to a mathematical expression and is called a one-way hash because the expression cannot be reversed. For example, if every letter of the alphabet were assigned
a number (a=1, b= 2, etc.) any name could be reduced to a single digit.
J

U

L

10 21 12

I

U

S

9

21 19

C

A

E

S

A

R

3

1

5

19

1

18

The sum for Julius = 92

The sum for Caesar = 47

9 + 2 = 11

4 + 7 = 11
11 + 11 = 22
2+2=4
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The speakers choose Julius Caesar because he was one of the earliest
users of encryption. (See the previous example for a full explanation.)
Altering any original message or file including a change in the
spelling of a word, eliminating apostrophes, or changing a comma to a
period will result in a different hash.

Public Key Infrastructure
Messages are encrypted and decrypted using public and private keys.
Expect to hear much more about public key infrastructure (PKI) in the
upcoming months as commerce continues to move to the Internet.
Burstedt and Ames also offered a clear explanation of how these keys
are used.
Two sets of electronic keys are used to encrypt and decrypt
documents. Public keys can be shared while private keys are
known only to their specific owner. An encrypted document is
created using the sender’s private key and the receiver’s public
key. The receiver decrypts the document using the sender’s
public key and the receiver’s private key. The public key is the
certificate authority. Separate pairs of keys can be used to
encrypt or digitally sign to strengthen security.
Whatever is locked by a private key can only be unlocked by
the corresponding public key and vice versa. Encrypting and
sending with the sender’s private key and the receiver’s public
key can therefore only be decrypted with the receiver’s private
key and the sender’s public key. Use the private key to create
the digital signature/hash.
Readers should be aware that there is currently a huge debate going
on over setting standards for the PKI. It does not look like it will be settled soon, as a number of entities have a vested interest in becoming the
standard setter. These concepts may be new to many readers but it is
imperative that anyone who works for a company that uses the Internet
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Case Study: Chevron
Are you sure that every check and wire request that you receive is
valid? Are you concerned that perhaps some of those requisitions
for large-dollar payments from overseas may not be from legitimate
sources? Do you want to verify that the money you send out goes
where it is supposed to go? Does using the Internet for data transmission make you uncomfortable? Well, the accounts payable folks
at Chevron also had these concerns, but they were especially concerned about the requests for payments coming in from overseas.
Although the project started with accounts payable, the hope was
that it would be broad enough to eventually encompass other applications in all departments.
Project Scope
Chevron had three main objectives for the technology solution it
devised: (1) employ commercialized software to support encryption
needs throughout the company; (2) install software that would initially be used to encrypt e-mail and documents for storage and distribution; and (3) develop an application for the payment request
process using encryption and digital signatures. Chevron thought
that it was important to use encryption in order to:

• Protect data from unauthorized access
• Transport confidential data across the Internet
• Have digital signatures for the authorization of transactions
such as payment requests

• Ensure that the person who sent the encrypted note is the
author, and also to provide confirmation of receipt

• Prevent exposure of confidential data when laptops are lost or
stolen

• Select an industry leader as a software provider to increase
the chances of interoperability
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Although many people within Chevron already use encryption with
e-mail, it was the goal of this project to include those submitting payment requests and the international sales staff in that group.
Accounts Payable Business Drivers
At Chevron, A/P started the project with a pilot. Although both ERS
(evaluated receipt settlement) and EDI are used extensively, the
accounts payable department still receives 11,604 manual payment requests annually. Of those transactions:

• 35 percent were under $1,000
• 10 percent were between $1,000 and $5,000
• 55 percent were for amounts over $5,000, and these represented 99 percent of the dollars

Certain financial transactions were being authenticated with manual
keys, but the company did not think that the manual process sufficiently protected the company against potential theft. Chevron also
felt that confidential data was not adequately protected. Finally, the
company’s Information Protection Compliance Policy required higher levels of protection, like encryption.
Pilot Application
The participants in the pilot had very definite ideas about what they
wanted. However, what they wanted and what was available were not
quite the same. The pilot program had a number of objectives, many
of which were technical and set the groundwork so the program could
be expanded after the accounts payable portion had been successfully implemented. The accounts payable specific goals included

• Creating an automated payment request form incorporating
digital signatures

• Marketing the electronic form to company personnel
• Linking the payment request form to encryption (digital signatures and validation)
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• Address the legal implications of digital signatures and HR
issues for inappropriate use

Developing an Electronic Form
The accounts payable department now had the opportunity to reengineer its existing practices through the development of an automated
payment request form. Specifically, A/P

• Replaced all existing payment request forms
• Made blank forms available through the company intranet,
eliminating the printing and storing of forms issue

• Included all pertinent fields for both domestic and international
payments

• Included a pop-up window with help information for each field
• Employed encryption software for digital signature functionality
• Required multiple digital signatures for preparation and various approvals

• Prevented unauthorized changes due to the digital signature
lock-down feature

• Allowed for the verification of each digital signature against
the certificate authority file

• Included instructions for completion of the form and processing steps

Passwords
The advice that Burstedt and Ames gave regarding the use of passwords is applicable to everyone, not just those implementing a
high-tech system. Chevron advocated the use of robust passwords, or those that include both upper- and lower-case letters and
alpha and nonalpha characters. In addition, sharing passwords
was forbidden.
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Pilot Survey and Results
To make sure the company was on the right track and to uncover any
unforeseen problems, the team at Chevron conducted a pilot survey.
Specifically, they asked about the following systems and procedures:

• Enrollment form and process
• Downloading and configuring of encryption software
• Downloading and configuring of electronic form software
• General instructions
• Ease of using encryption and electronic forms
• Technical support
• Results and recommendations
They were pleased to find that user satisfaction was very high.
However, they discovered that users wanted a hard copy of the documentation rather than being pointed to the Internet for instructions. They were also able to identify who should be using encryption based on customer feedback.
Burstedt and Ames acknowledged that use of technology allowed
them to reengineer the accounts payable processes. They see the
accounts payable function evolving into one that is more analytical.
They have shown what the future of accounts payable can be for
those who grab the technology ball and run.

understands these concepts. Remember, there was a time not too long
ago, when the whole idea of the Internet seemed alien.

I nteractive Voice Response
Interactive voice response (IVR) units are used in a variety of businesses.
Most people do not connect them with accounts payable. These are the
telephone units that answer a phone and then instruct the caller
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IVR Frees A/P from
Annoying “Where’s My Money” Calls
Accounts payable groups being inundated with phone calls regarding payment status will find interactive voice response (IVR) systems
are a big help. This was especially true at Hoffman-LaRoche, Inc.
where the accounts payable staff had two groups of difficult people—suppliers and their own sales force—demanding to know
where their payments were. Nancy Sampson shares her experiences of IVRs, showing not only the benefits but also what should
be expected of IVRs if a company installs one.
Definition
What is an IVR? Interactive voice response systems (IVR) allow people to interact with computers through their telephones. In the
Hoffman-LaRoche example, a caller is able to obtain information
pertaining to the expected payment date of certain invoices by
entering a series of numbers in response to prerecorded questions.
Background
In 1995, Hoffman-LaRoche, Inc. installed its first interactive voice
response unit in the accounts payable department. This was a boon
to staff productivity. Suppliers could determine when their payments
would be made, and so could the sales staff. This is particularly
important at a pharmaceutical company such as Hoffman-LaRoche
because it provides many honorariums to doctors and hospitals.
When salespeople called on one of these people, they wanted to tell
the customer when they would receive their honorarium money.
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In 1999, the company installed SAP; the existing IVR system was
not compatible with SAP and was disconnected. Recognizing that
this would put a strain on the accounts payable department, the
system was replaced by a person to answer questions formerly
addressed by the system. This seemed like a reasonable solution.
Unfortunately, the vendors and salespeople started calling individual processors, disrupting the workflow of the entire department. So
an SAP-compatible IVR system was quickly purchased.
Overall Objectives
Like many other companies, Hoffman-LaRoche wanted to improve
productivity in its accounts payable department. It wanted to

• Use technology to reduce costs
• Reduce non–value-added work
• Maximize the use of employee time
• Increase the level of customer service
• Provide 24/7 service availability
System Selection
The company reviewed three systems using three criteria to justify
the ultimate selection: (1) cost, (2) efficiency, and (3) compatibility
with SAP.
The system selected was SAP-certified and had one other big advantage: It had already been installed in the human resources department. Thus, there were cost savings due to the sharing of hardware
and piggybacking on already-installed software. Finally, the accounts
payable department was able to leverage other in-house resources.
The systems evaluated were Edify Electronic Workforce, Syntellect,
and CCS.
System Requirements
Sampson demanded certain features from the new system:

• It must be simple to use.
• It had to have the ability to transfer to a customer service rep.
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• It must allow letter to be input with three key strokes.
• It had to be expandable beyond the eight lines currently in use.
• Reports must be available to measure productivity.
She was adamant that the ability to transfer to a live person be part
of the system, but that this feature not be available at the beginning
of the call. The reports measured who was hanging up, what questions the suppliers were asking, and the length of time the calls
were taking.
What the System Does for Suppliers
A few National Association of Procurement Professionals (NAPP)
conference attendees expressed concern about security issues.
Sampson assured the group that unless the persons requesting the
information regarding payment had the necessary input information,
they would not be able to access the data stored on the IVR system.
Specifically, suppliers are able to query the system by entering any
of the following:

• Purchase order and invoice number
• Invoice number and invoice amount
• Vendor number and invoice number
• Vendor number and invoice amount
• Check number
Only those who are entitled to receive information have the necessary numbers to access the system.
What the System Does for Employees
The company’s sales reps use IVR to inquire about promotional
expense reimbursements and the aforementioned honorariums. These
reimbursements go directly to the sales reps or to third parties for
expenses relating to sales promotions.Once the system was up and
running, it was discovered that employees were using IVR to inquire
about their T & Es and payroll. These calls are routed to a T & E
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inquiry group or payroll, as appropriate. Sampson hopes in the
future to expand the system to include online capabilities over the
Internet.
A number of companies are moving this information to the Internet
so their suppliers can check their payment status online.
Companies who already have IVR systems sometimes keep both
systems to accommodate their vendors.

the payment status of their invoices. This can drastically reduce the
“when am I getting my money” phone calls that inundate some
accounts payable departments.

S ummary
As you can see from the “In the Real World” case studies, technology
is rapidly changing accounts payable. Innovative solutions are possible
using virtually any type of technology. The future will be amazing—
and, we can almost guarantee, accounts payable will be very different
five years from now.
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High-Level Accounts
Payable Concepts
After reading this chapter you will be able to

TE

• Evaluate alternatives to the three-way match
• Fairly evaluate benchmarking issues
• Assess 1099 requirement
• Understand the sales and use tax issues
• Make intelligent decisions regarding escheat issues
he three-way match makes a lot of sense for big transactions.When
a company pays a high-dollar amount, it should make sure that it
got what it ordered and not a partial shipment, the product arrived
in good shape and it was of the quality ordered. However, when the
invoice amount is small (and the definition of small varies from company to company), the amount of effort that goes into verifying that
everything is exactly as ordered can exceed the value of the product
ordered. Does it make sense for someone in accounts payable to spend
15 minutes verifying everything on a $25 invoice? Yet, that is exactly
what many companies do. This chapter addresses this issue, as well as
some of the issues that come up on a less-frequent basis.

T
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H andling the Small Stuf f
There are several ways a company can prevent its verification processes
from getting out of hand. Some companies use one or more of the following techniques:
1. Assumed receipt—As its title indicates, goods are assumed to have

been received when an invoice shows up in accounts payable if
the invoice is less than some agreed upon dollar amount. For
some companies the level is $50, for others $500. We know of
one company that uses a limit of $5,000. When the invoice is
received, accounts payable schedules it for payment according to
terms, say in 30 days, and then sends an e-mail to the person who
ordered the product indicating that
the invoice has been received, and

•
• it will be paid if accounts payable is not notified not
to pay within x number of days.

If accounts payable does not hear from the approved within the
given time frame, the invoice is paid.
2. Negative assurance—Also for obvious reasons, some people call

the approach described above as negative assurance. If the
accounts payable department does not receive a negative reply
from the purchaser, it pays the invoice, assured by the lack of
response that the invoice is good, hence, negative assurance.
3. Evaluated receipt settlement (ERS)—This was first championed by

the automotive industry. In fact, if you do business with one of the
big automakers (or work for one of them) you are probably quite
familiar with the approach. The theory behind ERS makes a lot of
sense. Many in accounts payable feel that most of the payment discrepancies result from errors on the invoice. If the purchase order
is filled out completely and both sides agree to the information
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and the receiving dock thoroughly checks out all products received
and matches the goods against the packing slip, why do you need
an invoice? The answer is, of course, that if the two functions
described are working properly, an invoice is not needed.
After all, the vendor knows what it shipped, the price, and the
terms—as does the customer. If the customer simply pays on the
due date, everything should be fine and less paper will be generated. In theory this is correct, although reality is not quite so
smooth. However, if you want to do business in the automotive
industry you’d better be able to do ERS. Also, a small but growing number of other companies are starting to use this innovative process.

Benchmarking
Benchmarking is the process by which a company measures its performance against the performance of a group of similar companies. Perhaps
you can already see some of the problems. The best are usually referred
to as world class or best in class. The process is filled with problems, yet
most management teams at this point are insisting on some sort of
numerical measurement, such as the number of invoices processed by
each full-time employee, cost per invoice, staff size, or salary data.
The problem is that the accounts payable process is not uniform
from company to company. Even those in the same industry might have
different practices. For example, one company might have its checks
signed mechanically as part of the check printing process. Another
company might allow an assistant controller to sign all checks under, say,
$500,000. A third company might require two signatures on all checks.
Differences such as these will account for a big swing in the cost to
process an invoice.When you consider all the different steps, its easy to
see why benchmarking presents such a problem.
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ERS Issues
Here is a list of some of the problems that may be encountered
should ERS be adopted:

• Many companies process payments by invoice number. With-

out an invoice number, accounts payable is back to dealing
with invoices without invoice numbers, which can sometimes be
problematic (see Chapter 5). Some substitute the PO number
for the invoice number or develop other mechanisms to deal
with the issue. Also, vendors typically apply cash using the
invoice number so there can be problems on the other side
as well.

• Some vendors, who do not use ERS for the majority of their

transactions, cannot suppress the printing and mailing of
invoices. Thus, the accounts payable department may receive
an invoice (and pay it!) for an order that has been scheduled
for payment using ERS.

• If the PO is not filled out completely, as sometimes happens,
or the receiving dock does not do a thorough job, payments
can be made incorrectly or for an excess amount.

• Shipping charges are difficult to handle. Many ERS experts
recommend handling shipping charges separately.

• Other miscellaneous fees can cause problems and should be
handled apart from the ERS process.

• If there are too many rejects or disputes, ERS will cause more
problems than it alleviates.

• When ERS is first introduced, it is a new concept requiring new

policies and procedures. Whenever change is instituted, some
employees will resist making the implementation a little more
difficult than it has to be. However, when the employees see
the value and realize that ERS is there to stay, they usually get
on board.
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The other big issue in benchmarking accounts payable is the simple definition of what is an invoice. Clearly it will take longer to process
an invoice that has 100 lines on it than it will take to process the invoice
with one line on it—at least it should require more time and scrutiny.
So counting the number of invoices per full-time employee is not
always meaningful. Some prefer to measure number of lines processed.
Having said all this, accounts payable associates should realize that
most management teams insist on some sort of benchmarking. And, it
does have value.When an accounts payable department benchmarks its
activity and uncovers that it is extremely uncompetitive, it should
review its processes. Sometimes there is a problem with the benchmarking process itself, but at other times it reveals inefficient practices
and a need to overhaul existing procedures. Thus, benchmarking can be
a very useful tool. Exhibit 18.1 provides statistics on what companies are
benchmarking.
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Looking through
Benchmarking Numbers
Common sense should also be used when evaluating benchmarking
results. One department manager was surprised to see that the
worker he thought the most productive actually had the lowest
benchmarking results. How could that be? Were his perceptions
incorrect? After some investigation, he discovered that the worker
with the lowest benchmarking results was handling the most difficult invoices. The rest of the staff was skipping over the problem
invoices. Which person do you think most companies would prefer
to have on staff—the individual who can process a high number of
easy invoices or the associate who is willing to take the problematic invoices and resolve the discrepancies?
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EXHIBIT 18.1

Who Benchmarks?
Employee Range
Up to 99
100–249
250–499
500–999
1000–4999
5000 & up
Grand Total

7.7%
8.0%
13.6%
20.4%
30.6%
44.8%
24.0%

Industry
Agricultural/Mining
Financial Services
Manufacturing
Other
Retail Trade
Services (Business, Legal, Eng.)
Transportation/Communications/Utilities
Wholesale Trade
Grand Total

11.1%
24.1%
24.1%
23.0%
36.6%
10.6%
41.1%
12.0%
24.0%

Throughout this book, benchmarking parts of the 2001 IOMA
Managing Accounts Payable Benchmarking Survey have been included.
They can be used to measure performance and see where improvements
can be made.

Post-Audit Recovery Firms
In other parts of this book (see Chapter 5), there has been mention of
recovery firms. Currently, there are anywhere from 30 to 50, or perhaps
even more, of these firms that recover duplicate payments and other
erroneous payments made by companies everywhere. Many of the post230
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audit firms are small and regional. Some specialize in only a few industries,
while others are willing to take on any client. The fact that the number
of these firms continues to grow is a testament to the duplicate payment
problem—despite the fact that many companies insist they never make
a duplicate payment.
Some accounts payable associates are reluctant to recommend a postaudit firm because their management will then accuse them of making
the duplicate payments that the firm recovers. Despite the fact that the
accounts payable associate typically only makes payments after receiving
proper authorizations from others, this is, unfortunately, a realistic concern. A good audit firm will identify the weaknesses in existing procedures, which should provide the necessary ammunition to refute the
accusation and also alleviate that concern—unless there is a weakness in
accounts payable.
Exhibit 18.2 provides the percentages for companies admitting to
using an outside audit firm at some point in the last three years in the
IOMA Benchmarking Survey.

F orm 1099
1099s are those annoying forms that must be given to independent
contractors once a year, usually in January, so the contractors may complete their income tax returns. The information is also provided to
the IRS so it may monitor the tax payments made by the independent
contractors. It is one of those functions that is handled in about threequarters of the accounts payable departments, with the remainder usually handled in payroll.
Identifying individuals who should get the forms and then collecting all the necessary information is all that’s required. Sounds easy
enough, but it rarely is. Here’s why:
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EXHIBIT 18.2

Companies Using an
Outside Audit Firm
By Company Size
Up to 99
100–249
250–499
500–999
1000–4999
5000 & up
All

13.2%
24.5%
26.7%
21.8%
40.2%
51.5%
33.1%

By Industry
Manufacturing
Financial Services
Transportation/Communications/Utilities
Government
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Health Care
Education
Services (Business, Legal, Eng.)
Other

34.9%
25.6%
38.7%
21.1%
34.6%
41.9%
35.5%
44.0%
25.7%
28.1%

Source: IOMA Benchmarking Survey.

• Many companies do not start the process of preparing 1099s
until the end of the year—or worse, until January. By this
time, information is scattered and hard to collect.

• If a contractor received a payment and did not provide a tax
identification number at the time, the contractor is unlikely
to provide it at year-end. After all, if you can’t report the
income to the IRS, the IRS will have no record of tax due
on the income.
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• You might not be able to find the individual to get the
required information or to send the form to.

• There are so many other tasks to be done at year-end, it is
hard to devote the necessary time to this project.

Therefore, to minimize the year-end 1099 nightmare, many accounts
payable departments insist on receiving the W-9 information before they
release the first payment to the contractor. This does not make them popular with either the contractor or the purchasing department, but it ensures
that they have the needed information when they have to prepare 1099s.
This is one area where accounts payable associates should stand firm
and perhaps even argue with management if they try and push for the
payment without the W-9. After all, why won’t the contractor supply
the required information?
The IRS has strict guidelines to use to determine who is an
employee and who is an independent contractor. Its publication, Worker
Classification Training Manual, Employee or Independent Contractor, helps
determine the status. Those who will handle 1099s should get this
publication.

S ales and Use Tax
Sales and Use Tax (SUT) is another area typically handled in accounts
payable that requires specialized knowledge. The rules governing this
vary from locality to locality. Here’s a simple example of how complicated this can be. I live in Nassau County on Long Island, New York. I
work in New York City.
If I buy an article of clothing in New York City, there is no
sales tax, if the cost is less than $110. If it is higher, the tax is
8.25 percent.

•

• If I buy the same item from a store in the same chain in
Nassau County, the sales tax is 4.5 percent.
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• If I drive about 25 miles in the other direction into Suffolk

County, and again purchase the same item, the tax is nothing,
again if the cost is less than $110.

Each year there are anywhere from 750 to 1000 changes in the sales
and use tax regulations in different areas of the country. These changes
can vary, as just demonstrated, from county to county.
Sales tax is a tax on the retail sale of tangible personal property and
is only paid on retail sales and certain services. Use tax is charged by
some, but not all, states for the privilege of holding or controlling property brought in from out of state that is not intended for resale. The
rules pertaining to use tax vary from state to state and are quite complicated. It is imperative that someone in the company (and the function usually ends up in accounts payable) be knowledgeable about this
topic and establish good policies and procedures to ensure the company is in compliance in all states.
It should come as no surprise to readers to learn that politicians are
desperate for funds and would love to find a way to increase revenue
without increasing taxes on the individuals who elect them. So, what
better way to increase revenue than to get it from those big rich companies doing business in the state? Sales and use tax audits are on the
rise, as are the fines that accompany them when a company is not in
compliance.What’s even worse is the fact that many states share information. If you are not in compliance in one state, the odds are you are
negligent in the next. Many companies report that they barely get
through one audit when an auditor for another state shows up.

E scheat
The first time most people hear about unclaimed-property laws as they
apply to corporate America, they are astounded. Although there is some
familiarity with banks and insurance companies turning inactive accounts
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Compliance
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We asked Diane Yetter, president of the Sales Tax Institute
(www.salestaxinstitute.com) and a sales and use tax expert, about
the number of companies in complete compliance with all SUT
requirements. Given the complexity of the issue, you won’t be surprised at her comments.

TE

Yetter says, “I believe that most companies—large and small—are
not in compliance with sales and use tax laws to some
extent. Those that don’t have an active sales tax accountant are
more likely to be more out of compliance. Being out of compliance
can mean many things—the company might not be registered in all
the jurisdictions where it is required to be so, it could owe tax on
items purchased when the vendor didn’t collect the sales tax, it
might not have all its customers’ exemption certificates to document nontaxable sales, it might have collected sales tax in states
where it isn’t registered, or it could have overpaid sales tax on items
which qualify for an exemption.
“The reason for this is that sales tax laws are different for every
state and can be very complex for companies that don’t have a dedicated sales tax specialist. Additionally, sales tax isn’t just one person’s responsibility. People from all areas within a company have to
cooperate to make sure all the sales and use tax obligations are
taken care of. This includes purchasing, accounts payable, sales
order, customer service, credit, accounts receivable, operations,
accounting, and tax. No one person or department can handle all
the sales tax responsibilities because sales and use tax touches
every sale and purchase transaction.”
If a company thinks it is not in compliance, it should take these steps:
Evaluate where it conducts business and how it conducts
business. Yetter says the company should ask itself these
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questions. “Does it have traveling salespeople, does it use
independent contractors, does it have resident sales or servicepeople in outlying states, what is its corporate structure with
related companies, where is it registered to collect sales
and use tax, are exemption certificates timely obtained from
exempt customers, is use tax paid on taxable items when
sales tax isn’t charged by the supplier?” The answers to these
questions will help the company identify where to focus its
attention.
Work with a business or tax advisor to contact the states
under a voluntary disclosure agreement to handle exposure
problems, such as being registered or collecting taxes in the
wrong jurisdiction.
Contact customers to obtain missing exemption certificates.
If the company owes use tax, it could file amended use tax
returns.
File for a refund of overpaid sales tax on purchases. Yetter
says these functions can be handled by internal staff, or the
company can contact a sales tax specialist.

over to the state, few realize that companies are also supposed to turn
uncashed checks over to the state. Many companies simply carry the
amounts on their books forever or write off any amounts outstanding
to miscellaneous income after six months or a year.
Both of these approaches are incorrect—even though some
accountants instruct their clients to follow the second approach.
The timing requirements vary from state-to-state, but in all cases
after some time frame and attempt on the part of the check writer to
find the payee, the amounts of money associated with each check are
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supposed to be turned over to the states. The rules for determining
which state should receive the funds to are also complicated. Those
companies that do not comply put themselves in a position of being
fined, and fined heavily. The comments about sales and use tax audit
apply here as well. States see escheat (as the process is called) as an
untapped source of revenue and some of their auditors have been
aggressively pursuing it.

Limiting Annual Unclaimed Property Liability
for Vendor Checks
We asked two escheat (unclaimed property) experts to comment on
what could be done to limit a company’s liability. Here’s what Karen
Anderson and Robert C. Murray, vice presidents with Unclaimed
Property Recovery & Reporting, Inc. (www.uprrinc.com), had to say:
The key to limiting unclaimed property liability for vendor
checks is to perform a timely review of what may be reportable
in future years. Most companies transfer reportable items into a
liability account within one to two years of check issuance.
Checks remain in the liability account to be claimed by an
owner until they qualify for statutory reporting. The length of
time a check may be held is called dormancy. States are generally categorized as three, five, or seven years dormancy states.
Implementing procedures to review checks when they are posted
to the liability account increases the probability that accounting
errors (duplicate payment, wrong vendor, unrecorded credit
memos, etc.) will be identified. Accounting errors are not unclaimed property. Also, a monthly or even quarterly review of
such checks could identify systemic or control problems.
After reviewing internal records, early contact with the payees
also reduces unclaimed property exposure. Sending an inquiry
letter to the payee after researching your records will cause payees
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to either cash the check, to request that the check be reissued,
or to tell you that the check is not owed to them!
[Futhermore], implementing an electronic payment system
(where there are no outstanding checks) can significantly
reduce unclaimed property liability for vendor checks.
Adopting these procedures will require some effort but in the
long run, they will avoid costs and save reporting time. Similar
procedures can be adopted, as appropriate, for payroll checks,
customer credits, and other property types that exist in your
business.

Future of Escheat
Periodically, there is talk that business customers will not have to
escheat balances due trade creditors. The belief, at least among those in
the business community, is that balances between trade creditors and
debtors should not be escheated as they, in all likelihood, represent a
duplicate payment or some other type of excess payment. Similarly, this
group also maintains that for the same reason, credit balances should not
have to be turned over to the state as current requirements demand.
There has been some talk about exempting trade creditors and
debtors from the escheat laws, but to date that has not happened and
we are skeptical that it will—not because we don’t think that the reasoning is correct, but because states will be reluctant to give up this
source of income. Thus, it is probably a good idea to make sure your
company complies with all state escheat regulations.

Petty Cash
Let me start off by saying that petty cash is not really a high-level topic.
However, this is the best place to put it given the layout of this book.
Responsibility for petty cash is not always in accounts payable—sometimes treasury gets stuck with it. And stuck is the right word. If the
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company insists on having a petty cash box and insists on placing it
under the accounts payable umbrella, they should limit those with
access and the hours when funds can be requested. In addition, they
should require thorough authorizations for disbursements, encourage
other forms of payment, (i.e. through T & E), and reconcile frequently.

S ummary
These are just a few of the high-level task handled in accounts payable.
Clearly, those who want to have a career in accounts payable must have
a broad base of knowledge covering a wide variety of topics.
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CHAPTER 19

Managing Your First
Accounts Payable
Department
After reading this chapter you will be able to

• Know what to expect when you get your first management
position

• Improve the department’s reputation within the company
• Motivate the staff
• Hire the right people
ventually, most of the associates reading this book will be given the
opportunity to take the next step to manage their own accounts
payable department. In many cases, the first promotion will be to
the supervisor title working under the supervision of a manager. You
will be responsible for hiring, training, motivating, and devising the
most effective policies and procedures for the accounts payable staff. It
is a big responsibility.

E

Your First Day as a Manager: What to Expect
The good news when it comes to hiring is that you probably won’t
have to do it immediately. The bad news is that you will likely inherit
a staff. This means you will be taking on problems created by others and
may also have to supervise some of your former peers. Initially, there
may be some resentment, especially if some of your new subordinates
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felt that they should have been given the spot. Also, they will not be
accustomed to taking direction from you.
So tread lightly. You may be tempted to immediately go in and
change things around to suit your own style. Immediate action may be
seen as disruptive, so unless you have strict instructions from management, wait a bit and observe the team in action. You may see matters
differently from your new perch as leader.
There is one exception to this piece of advice. If management has
given you a directive to go in and make radical changes, you will not
have the luxury of observing before making changes. After all, if you
don’t follow your boss’s directions, you may be out of a job.

Depar tmental Reputation
This is a difficult issue to address. Be forewarned: In most companies it
will take time. In a good number of companies, the accounts payable
department has a lousy reputation. It’s not because the department does
a poor job, it’s because it is such an easy scapegoat. It is just too easy to
blame accounts payable for everything that goes wrong along the way.
When a vendor doesn’t get paid on time, it is much easier for the purchasing manager to blame it on accounts payable than to admit that he
sat on the invoice for six weeks before approving it. Do all purchasing
managers do this? Absolutely not! But, more than a few do. And the
purchasing manager isn’t the only culprit of this type of behavior.
Similarly, others within the company are also quick to point a finger at accounts payable. Executives who are not reimbursed for their
T & E expenses in time to pay their American Express bill will not
remember that they turned in their expense reports late. Most will prefer to blame it on accounts payable. The list is endless.
Turning the other cheek and ignoring the problem is not a good
idea, for several reasons:
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TIPS & TECHNIQUES

Improving the
Department’s Image
It is possible to change the company’s perception of the accounts
payable department. It simply takes time and persistence—and
continually doing a good job. Here are some things you can do to
make the company see the accounts payable department in a better light.
Educate the rest of the company. Once everyone understands
what the accounts payable time frames are, compliance will
improve.
Correct bad behavior. By constantly reinforcing the correct way
of doing things, you will eventually improve compliance. You
may also be labeled a nag, but so be it. You will be a nag who
gets things done. You were hired to get a job done, not win a
popularity contest.
Approach anyone who makes a derogatory remark about
accounts payable or its staff. Ask for details and research the
matter. If someone has made untrue statements, get back to
the person with the truth—along with anyone else who may
have heard the remark. If the comment is true, rectify the situation and let the individual know that whatever happened will
not happen again.
Toot your own horn and that of your staff. No one else is
going to heap praise on the accounts payable department, so
it will be left to you to pick up that slack as well. This is hard
for many people to do, but it is important. Write memos,
praise the staff to management, and wherever possible, put
the department’s best foot forward.
Develop an in-house accounts payable newsletter. This can be
as simple as one page (front and back). In it communicate new
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TIPS & TECHNIQUES

CONTINUED

policies and procedures, updated phone and e-mail addresses
as well as positive news about the staff. Also, use it to correct common mistakes. Not only will it be your communication
with the rest of the company, it shows the department off in a
professional light.
Attend conferences and bring back new ideas. If possible,
send the staff as well. As they feel better about themselves
professionally, they will instill this positive feeling and outlook
in their job.
Update outdated policies and procedures and share the
changes with the rest of the company.
But before you do any of this, put your own house in order.
Take a realistic view of the department and fix the problems.

• If bad work habits are not corrected, they will continue. The pur-

chasing manager will never approve invoices for payments in a
timely manner if not reminded of the consequences of his
actions.

• The accounts payable department isn’t the only one tainted by

these remarks. The reputation of everyone who works in the
department is also trashed.When one of the hard-working
accounts payable associates applies for a position in another
department, most are rejected outright because it is believed
that they are poor workers, when just the opposite is usually
the case.

• It will be difficult to recruit others within the company to join the

department if it is believed to be an ineffective department. We
know of one company that had to force an accountant to take
the position of the department manager because no one within the company would post for the position.
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• It will be next to impossible to elevate people within the depart-

ment, upgrade the jobs, or get the necessary money for training and
conferences. The company will deem it a poor investment to
spend its money on the employees in accounts payable.

• Your own upward mobility and salary increases will be limited if
the reputation of the department is not improved.
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M otivation

TE

One of the hardest tasks a manager faces is to motivate the staff. It is a
big problem in corporate America and in many accounts payable
department. There are some things you cannot change. If the company
puts on a salary freeze, an accounts payable manager or supervisor is
unlikely to be able to change that. However, there are accounts payable
managers everywhere, working under tight circumstances, short staffed,
who manage to have a happy, productive staff. The Tips & Techniques
box lists some of the approaches they use to achieve this state.

IN

THE

REAL WORLD

How One Manager
Found Out What Was Going on
in His Department
One way to get a realistic view of your department is to pretend to
be an outsider. One savvy accounts payable director called his own
office pretending to be a vendor checking on a payment. He was
astounded when his staff told him it was Friday afternoon and he
should call back on Monday—especially since it was two hours
before closing time. You may not have to use subterfuge such as
this. Simply keep your eyes and ears open as you walk through the
department.
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TIPS & TECHNIQUES

Motivating the Staff
Have good work habits and a positive outlook yourself. The
staff will pick up on your mood. Lead by example.
Set high but realistic standards.
Use praise abundantly and criticism meagerly and always in
private. Never, ever, criticize an employee in public. Be careful
how you praise remembering that it is possible to motivate
one employee while demotivating the rest of the staff when
one person is singled out for applause.
Share credit for a successful project. When a new procedure,
technology, or strategy is implemented, don’t take all the credit for yourself. Make sure that everyone who worked on the
project is included in the praise. Sending a thank-you note to
all participants with a carbon copy to management will work.
Set up each employee to succeed. Assign work according to
ability, but do this carefully. No one likes to get the lion’s
share of the work but only an average amount of credit for
successfully achieving an extraordinary goal.
Reward your top performers accordingly. Giving everyone the
same raise is not a good idea.
Get the staff business cards. Most companies contract with a
printing company, so the cost associated is minimal.
Get the staff the equipment it needs to do the best job possible. Is the accounts payable department always at the bottom
of the new technology list? Does it only get computers already
used in other departments when others get new machines?
Negotiate with management to move accounts payable up on
the technology list.
Be honest with the staff. When there is bad news, such as
upcoming layoffs, be upfront with them. Better that they hear
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TIPS & TECHNIQUES

CONTINUED

the news from you than they hear it through the grapevine,
where you know it will be exaggerated.
If possible, assign the more tedious tasks to temporary workers
reserving the “fun” projects for the full time staff.
Don’t assign all the “fun” projects to the same person; share
the wealth.
Don’t, under any circumstances, show favoritism.
Ask the staff for suggestions and recommendations. They
have great ideas. If you really want to make a positive impact,
get the company to spring for a pizza lunch where their ideas
can be discussed.

The list is just the beginning. There are many other things you can do
to motivate the staff. Perhaps the best piece of advice is to put yourself in their shoes and consider how you would like to be treated.

H iring the Right People
Hiring is a tricky proposition. Not only do you have to get the best
person for the position, but it is also a good idea to make sure that the
new hire will fit in with the rest of the staff. Here are a few tips to get
you on the right track.
1. Write a job description. List the must-have skills and the skills and

attributes you would like to have, but are willing to either train
for or live without.
2. Set a realistic salary target. This should be in line with the salaries

in the industry and region. By realistically setting grade levels for
the position, you will be well situated to get management to
agree to a competitive salary. Set the compensation too low and
you will not be able to attract qualified candidates.
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3. Post the position internally, if required.
4. Talk to your peers at other companies for recommendations of suitable

potential candidates. Be wary of your peers recommending someone from their own staff. Are they simply trying to unload one
of their own problems?
5. List the position with the appropriate employment agencies. Your

human resources area may handle this function.Work with them
to make sure they understand your requirements. A bad hire is
not an easy problem to rectify.
6. Make a list of the questions you would like the potential candidates

to answer. If possible, couch them in this context: “How would
you solve this problem or address this situation?”
7. Conduct your interviews. Do as little talking and as much listen-

ing as possible.
8. When you’ve narrowed down your choice to the final three candi-

dates, invite them back to meet the staff and your boss. Let several
people on the staff talk to the potential new hire without you.
9. Get feedback from all parties. Remember, the new hire will be

part of a team so carefully listen to what your staff has to say. If
you hire someone they are adamantly opposed to, it will be a demotivating experience for them. Also, they will be reluctant to
speak honestly in the future.
10. Check references, check references, check references. Some people

interview exceedingly well—but that is where their skill set
ends. This also means that if someone is a little nervous or doesn’t
interview well, that person should not be immediately crossed
off your list.
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11. When you are satisfied, make an offer. Expect your new hire to

give notice of at least two weeks. If the employee is willing to
walk out on a current employer, what do you think he or she
will do, should the person decide to leave your employment?
12. On the new employee’s first day, make sure that the work space is

ready. Introduce the employee to the staff and proceed.

Hiring Issues with Existing Staf f
Some accounts payable managers encounter a problem with their existing
staff when a new employee is hired. If the new hire is better educated
or the existing staff is undercompensated, resentment is likely to arise
when the existing staff realizes that the new hire is being paid more
than they are. The existing staff might not leave: however, their productivity and morale probably will decline.
Now, you can instruct the staff not to discuss compensation, but
don’t expect this directive to be followed. People talk about salaries
regardless of what management says. So, expect the existing staff to
know what you intend to pay the new hire. And, if the salary is higher
than what they are earning, expect problems.
Some managers use the information they collect before making an
offer to a new hire to get the existing staff raises. By having the jobs
evaluated and the grade levels raised, you have taken the first step
toward increasing staff salaries. Be aware, however, that this is not an
easy task. In many cases, human resources will not be your ally in this
endeavor. Still, you need to address this if you do not want to have
morale and attitude problems with the existing staff.
You will need to work with your boss and human resources on getting grade levels changed. Expect resistance—if you are successful, the
company will have to spend more for its accounts payable department.
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If you are not successful, keep at it and look for other ways to compensate the staff (perhaps additional time off, tickets to a play, or any
other creative perk you can develop).

S ummary
Running an accounts payable department is a challenge.You will probably make some mistakes—virtually all of which can be fixed. If your
staff sees that you have their best interests at heart and are doing your
best on their behalf, half the battle will be won.
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CHAPTER 20

Accounts Payable in the
Twenty-First Century
After reading this chapter you will be able to

• Understand the revolutionary changes in the purchasing
world that will impact the accounts payable functions

• Evaluate some of the new payment mechanisms
• Identify the new skills that will be needed to be an
accounts payable survivor

• Plan your accounts payable future
s discussed earlier, the interaction between purchasing and accounts
payable is critical. If the purchasing function changes, and it is, the
accounts payable processes will have to change as well. Harris
Bank’s vice president, Hamish Forrest, follows the e-commerce world
closely. His views on the revolution that is taking place begin in this
chapter.

A

E -Marketplaces
An e-marketplace is an online location where companies gather to buy
and sell goods and services from one another, says Forrest. Industryspecific e-marketplaces are sometimes referred to as exchanges. The
medium of e-marketplaces is the Internet. These exchanges are rapidly
changing the way business will be conducted in the next 10 years.
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Probably the best-known exchange is Covisint, for the automotive
industry. It describes itself this way (www.covisint.com):
Covisint, LLC is a global, independent e-business exchange
providing the automotive industry with leading collaborative
product development, procurement and supply chain tools that
give its customers the ability to reduce costs and bring efficiencies
to their business operations.
Developed by DaimlerChrysler, Ford, General Motors, Nissan,
Renault, Commerce One and Oracle. Covisint is currently
located in Southfield, Michigan. The organization has also established temporary offices in Stuttgart and Tokyo.
Other exchanges include
For the paper industry: www.paperfiber.com/exchange/

•
• For the steel industry: www.gsx.com/home_page.html
• For the coal industry: www.thinkenergy.com/a/em1010.html
• For the aerospace industry: www.exostar.com

It should be noted that most exchanges, at least at this point, are not
nearly as developed as the one put together by the automotive industry.

Types of e-Marketplaces
In addition to being for industry or for all participants, e-marketplaces
can be categorized by additional groupings:
Open marketplaces, which are usually for MRO (maintenance, repair, and operations) or indirect goods

•

• Closed or private marketplaces, which are typically part of a
select industry and usually for direct goods

• Horizontal or vertical, and these can be open or closed
• Auction and reverse auction
The market leader, at least at this point, for auction-type exchanges
is FreeMarkets (www.freemarkets.com). Reverse (or downward) auctions have the ability to drive costs down in a huge way.
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Recently, Emerson Electric faced the challenge of consolidation
millions of dollars of printed circuit board purchases across 14 global
divisions. The company used FreeMarkets. It purchased goods that historically would have cost it $36.1 million. It had 43 ISO 9000–certified
suppliers. The downward auction for these goods resulted in 755 bids
being placed. The company introduced several new, qualified suppliers,
and consolidating its supply base from 58 to 9—and saved $10 million
in the process.

Why Does Accounts Payable Care?
For starters, with the kind of savings just mentioned, corporate America
is bound to take notice and flock to these sites. Forrest offers the following answer to the “Why care?” question. He says that because an
e-marketplace is one of the ways in which companies are changing the
way they do business with their trading partners, everyone will be
affected. Ultimately, he warns, the payment mechanism will change.
E-marketplaces provide a better return for companies than new
business.Why? It is simply because the entire process improvement savings go right to the bottom line. Companies realize savings that can be
attributable to both better pricing and process improvements, with better pricing accounting for only 20 percent of the savings.
E-marketplaces help control maverick purchasing, provide new
sales channels and industry information. They also help automate the
payment process, ultimately replacing checks with ACH payments.
More than one exchange has fallen apart because no one focused
on the payment piece until it was too late. Finally, companies are focusing on the long-ignored payment function. Despite the Internet, 80
percent of all business-to-business (B2B) payments are currently being
made by check. However, companies are trying to squeeze all possible
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cost savings out of the procure-to-pay cycle and are now focusing on
the payment process. One of the innovative ways they are doing this is
through the use of payment engines.
Payment engines are electronic triggers for payment. They initiate
the optimal payment vehicle based on rules you input. A simple example
might be that an electronic shipping notice would trigger a payment 30
days after the date on the shipping notice. Forrest lists a few:
financialsettlementmatrix.com

•
• clareon.net
• surepay.com

With their expertise in the payment process, Forrest says that it is
only natural that banks be involved in the payment process in a trusted
third party role.

E lectronic Invoicing and Automation of
Accounts Payables
One of the big changes coming to corporate America is electronic
invoicing. Of course, this will mean that accounts payable will need to
change its procedures. Tim Knewitz, a division business manager from
Sandia National Laboratories, was the driving force behind the electronic
invoicing task force, so we asked him about the impact that electronic
invoicing will have on accounts payable in the next five years:
Electronic invoicing should have the largest impact on the
accounts payable industry over the next five years. Many companies have just begun the process of investigating XML-based
electronic solutions. The next two to three years will be spent
investigating alternative solutions, followed by an increasing
amount of companies implementing an electronic standard.
Utilization of this standard will accelerate the pace of electronic invoicing throughout industry.
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The impact to accounts payable organizations will be traumatic. Organizations that currently process paper invoices may see
as much as a 90 percent reduction in effort. Reductions will
occur in invoice preparation, invoice processing, and customer
service interactions. The impact will not be limited to accounts
payable organizations:

• Accounts receivable (AR) organizations will require
less effort to send invoices and receive payments.
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• Information systems groups will need to support the
implementation and maintenance of the electronic
solution for both AR and A/P organizations.

• Mail services will also see a decrease in interactions
with A/P organizations.

TE

E lectronic Invoicing

One of the most interesting Internet developments in the last few years
is the electronic invoicing alternatives now available. Three are
described by their innovators:
1. Internet invoicing enables Accounts Payable departments to auto-

mate the delivery, routing, approval and status review of electronic
invoices, both PO and non-PO, from all of their vendors/suppliers.
Application service provider (ASP)-hosted solutions maintain the
hardware and software necessary to provide this service. Internet
invoicing can be implemented very quickly, and incoming invoice
files are formatted to the accounts payable system. Invoices are
routed for approval and dispute resolution, and a clear document
trail is created.
Internet invoice delivery provides accounts payable departments the ability to receive invoices electronically from virtually
any vendor/supplier and to receive the invoices in whatever format
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the A/P system requires. With just an Internet browser, vendors
can send invoices to their various customers. Vendors can also
check the status of their invoices online using the Internet service
without having to contact their customers directly.
Internet invoice routing works in conjunction with delivery by
providing accounts payable departments the ability to route, code,
and approve invoices using business rules that are configured online
to meet today’s and tomorrow’s business process needs. Because
Internet invoice routing can be accessed remotely, approvers in
numerous locations can view and approve the same invoice at the
same time without ever leaving their office or handling any
paper. (Ken Virgin, CEO, iPayables (www.ipayables.com))
2. Full-service electronic invoice presentment and payment (EIPP)

solutions are designed specifically to meet the needs of corporate
billers and payers. Consolidator solutions present one supplier’s
invoices to many payers, and consolidate electronic invoices from
many suppliers for a single payer. The service works with billers
to electronically present their invoices and permit customer processing and payment from a single, easy to use Internet interface.
In addition, the service work with payers to electronically enable
their supplier invoices so that payers receive the benefits of paperless invoice receipt and management, purchasing collaboration/
routing, online dispute resolution, and electronic payment. A
consolidator service should be bank-neutral, enabling billers and
payers to select their preferred banking partner and credit card
provider to process electronic payments. The service is typically
provided from an open, extensible Internet platform to allow
billers and payers to integrate the solution with their existing
legacy and workflow systems.
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Benefits of a consolidated EIPP service include improved
cash management, reduced processing expenses and better communication and collaboration within organizations and between
trading partners. Consolidator services appeal to both billers and
payers and provide an answer to the current adoption problems
with biller direct or payer direct portals hosted on their own Web
sites. (Cindy Yamamoto, Product Manager, BillingZone, LLC
(www.billingzone.com))
3. Web-based transaction and workflow applications that enable

large buying organizations to automate the delivery, management,
approval, and routing of invoices from suppliers and employees.
These solutions includes key features such as streamlined dispute
resolution using an online dialog manager and easy Internet
access to invoice history and general payables information from
a central data source. They provide:
Electronic delivery of invoices into your financial system

•
• Vendor access to all relevant purchase order, invoice,
and payment history information

• A non-EDI, XML, standards-based electronic process
• Electronic matching of invoices, purchase orders, shipping documents, and payments

• Electronic routing of invoices for review, approval, and
exception handling

• Centralized invoice-management system using the

model of an A/P manager’s “console,” thereby allowing
a variety of options for viewing, sorting, and processing
of data

• Direct-dialog capabilities between A/P managers, vendors, and employees for problem reporting and dispute
resolution
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Benefits:
Exercising vendor discounts

•
• Increased productivity while maintaining headcount
• Improved workflow efficiencies (in inside & outside
A/P)

• Elimination of low volume tasks
• Strengthening vendor–customer relationship
• Scalable solution supporting company growth
• Increased availability of management information
• Minimal IT support–browser access
(Bruce Hanavan, CEO, president, Direct Commerce
(www.directcommerce.com))

The Future of Accounts Payable
Clearly, those who succeed in accounts payable will be those who identify where the profession is going and then acquire the skills needed to
meet those requirement. In five years, I expect that the following will
be true:
Everyone will use the Internet, not only for e-mail but to
receive information from vendors.

•

• Accounts payable departments will be smaller, better educated
and hopefully, better paid.

• Accounts payable will be part of purchasing in about 25 percent of companies.

• Broader-based knowledge and skills will be mandatory.
Needed skills will include
Up-to-date accounts payable knowledge

•
• Internet fluency along with the ability to use XML
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• Constantly updated accounting, treasury, purchasing, and technology abilities

• Good management and networking skills
• Understanding of international payment systems
Additional requirements will include the following:
New entrants will need a college degree. Those with a twoyear degree should be encouraged to get a four-year degree—
it’s what the market demands.

•

• An MBA won’t hurt those who want to advance and those
who wish to expand their horizons outside of accounts
payable.

• The ability to solve problems in an innovative manner will go
a long way.

Thomas F. Nichols is a consultant with Process Management
Improvement. He formerly ran AT &T’s accounts payable department.
Nichols is a visionary who frequently lectures on accounts payable
topics. Here’s what he thinks the future holds:
There have been more feature and functionality changes in
accounts payable in the last five years than in the previous ten
years. I anticipate that this rapid change will accelerate at a
faster pace over the next five years.
In the late 1990s many experts were forecasting the coming of
the “paperless office.” Needless to say, we are still inundated with
paper. I believe in the next five years we will virtually accomplish the goal of eliminating paper invoices with ongoing technological innovations.
The Internet and intranets will fundamentally change the
accounts payable function, where emphasis will shift to analysis
of invoice data with much of the traditional invoice-processing
steps eliminated. In addition to the traditional skills required, I
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feel that four critical skills will be required for accounts payable
professionals in the future:

• Adaptability—The accounts payable professional will

need to have a positive attitude toward change and the
ability to identify and suggest new ideas to get the job
done creatively.

• Interpersonal—The accounts payable function will shift
from an individual focus to a team approach in the
future. These teams will need individuals who understand and work within the culture of the group, recognize and support diversity, and can plan and make
decisions with others and support the recommendations.

• Analytical—With new emphasis on invoice data

analysis, the accounts payable professional will need
the ability to acquire, organize, interpret, and evaluate
information and communicate results rapidly to the
customers. The analysis of data should be viewed by
the customer as adding value to the process, whether
qualitative or quantitative in nature.

• International skills—As the world becomes a global

community, accounts payable professionals will be
required to effectively deal in the international community. Knowledge of international payment systems
will be crucial. The ability to speak a second language
will be a definite plus.

Summary
It’s going to be a whole new world out there. Are you ready?
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Additional Resources
1. Books
Schaeffer, Mary. Accounts Payable: A Guide to Running an Efficient
Department (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1998).

2. Newsletters (see www.ioma.com)
IOMA’s Report on Managing Accounts Payable
IOMA’s Report on Managing T & E
BNA—SUT
IOMA’s Report on Managing Credit Receivables and
Collections
IOMA’s Payroll Managers Report

3. Internet
A/P discussion group (www.ioma.com/discussion)
Search engines (e.g., www.google.com)
A/P articles on the Web (e.g., www.ioma.com/)

4. Conferences
IOMA/IMI Managing Accounts Payable—held at two locations
in the fall, usually Chicago and San Francisco, and two in the
spring, usually New York and a southern California city. Each
has many different speakers.
IOMA/IMI Advanced Accounts Payable Institute—held each
June at various locations. This event has many different speakers.
Padgett-Thompson—one- and two-day seminars given throughout the year at many locations. One instructor usually teaches
the entire session.
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National Seminar Group—one- and two-day seminars given
throughout the year at numerous locations. One person
usually teaches the entire session.
Sales and Use Tax Institute—several seminars are held each year.
The sessions all address sales and use tax.
American Payroll Association—In addition to its annual conference, the APA offers numerous one- and two-day sessions
around the country.
Recap’s Accounts Payable conference—held in the Ft.
Lauderdale area each March. Features numerous speakers over
two days.
IQPC periodically offers conferences with about a dozen speakers
focusing on topics related to accounts payable and T & E.
IAPP holds an annual conference in the late spring/early summer,
usually in Orlando. Numerous speakers.

5. Professional Organizations
AICPA
American Payroll Association
Association for Financial Professionals
Bookkeepers Association
Institute of Management Accountants
International Accounts Payable Professionals

6. Benchmarking Information
IOMA—two surveys, 900 + participants
IAPP—not done recently, 50 participants
Gunn Partners
Hackett Group

7. Other Useful Resources
IOMA’s Managing Accounts Payable Yearbooks
IOMA’s Accounts Payable Buyers Guide
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